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IC -746

ICOM 160 - 2m All Mode

Clhe Very Latest

This base station transceiver
otters wide band capability and

nawatersantlitanton.coluk

includes an automatic ATU. Its
100 Watts output on all bands
makes this a very attractive pur-

Check our end of lines, specail offers, secondhand

list etc. Our Web Customers SAVE MONEY'!

chase and offers full CTCSS.
electronic memory kever.
anurnenc memories, DSP, Band Scope, VSWR meter etc Lea' ,'

YAESU

YAESU FT-1000MP

160 - 10m All Mode

FT -100
160 - 70cm All Mode

The

'hat has
stood me: test of

time arid used by
the worlds top
111111IF
OXers and
DXepeditions Its excellent receiver confined with its supenor transmitted signal
makes this a natural choice for the HF enthusiasts. AC and DC versions In stock

0

- 70cm All Mode

FT
160-740c7m
-8
All Mode

7 .i".4355(18005
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The 1C-70611 G is

the latest model of
this classic transceiver. Great for
mobile. portable or base use. Its got a great pedigree and offers 100 Watts on ail
bands up to 50Cfbiz with 50 Watts on 2m and 20 Wafts on 70cm. CTCSS encode
and a lovely display with removeable front panel Its the tops' As,
-r

The

-847

has firmly
established
-band, all -mode transceiver. Loved by the VHF & UHF opera-

.

tors, and s,,,peet, foe satellite operation, if also offers great HF performance. We
have sold more than any other dealer, which says a lot about nu, rrpt.tat,on and
our price. Phone for free leaflet today.

KENWOOD TS -870

KENWOOD TS-570DG

160 - 10m All Mode

160 - 10m All Mode

a) 000
"ri 000
ra, 000
000

e

:1

der available. We
have used d extensively and rt is absolutely great. Read Radco'-'s r`.(lePtil
review and then come to us for the best deal around-

" YAESU

IC -70611G

1COM 160

1,

Iron, stock, this
rig is now Me
smallest all -ban-

Probably one of

the most underat
ad rigs We love
its superb momarid amazing selectivity, particularly for CW. Then look at the price and remember
you get a 100 Watts of pure delight Why not phone for leaflet?

Now offered at

a grimily

reduced pita.

emir

this diptady

,

YAESU FT -840

160 - 10m All Mode

desKIned

transceiver offers amazing receiver flexibility. Benefitting from the latest DSP technology, you W1 experience excellent receive performance arid cusp clear transmitted audio Phone'

Linear Amp UK "Ranger" HF Linea
160 -10m 800W Output.

The FT -840 offers 100
Watts of well engineered
RF together with a receiver
that can more than hoed its own. The large LCD readout makes for easy reading

and the low pace makes this the ported first-HF rig buy We have used this extensively and nobody will know you are running a sub £1.600 radio except your wallet'

We are now stocking the tuli range of Linear
Amp UK models. Illustrated is the popular 811H
800Watt model covering 160-10m Using low
cost 811A tubes, it is economical to maintain. Up
to 9dB of gain is available to you' (Subject to UK
400W licence laniq. This desktop model is a
great investment and can immiediatty be
switched in and out of circuit as required.
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g?COM IC -R75 Receiver
1.04093

gf/4440£100
' 2m & 70cm Handheld
' 5W Output on 13.8V DC
Full CTCSS & 12 5/25kHz Steps
110 Alphanumenc Memories
' 29 Programmable Functions
DTMF Keypad & AM Airband
Ni-cads & AC charger

ADI AT -201
2m Handheld
5W Output on 13.8V DC
CTCSS Tones Included
' 25 / 12.5kHz Steps
40 Memory Channels

Wideband Receive
' Uses 6 x AA cells (not inc.)

Hora C-150
2m Handheld
5W Output on 13.8V DC
1750Hz Tone Included
25 / 12.5kHz Steps
20 Memory Channels
Wideband Receive
Uses 6 x AA cells (not inc I

Hora C-408
70cm Handheld
230mW Output
CTCSS Tones Included
1.6MHz Repeater Shift
20 Memory Channels
Wideband Receive
Uses 2 x AA cells (not inc.)

/11001

0000
inn 010001

' 2m & 70cm Handheld
' 6W Output on 13 8V DC
Full CTCSS & 12.5/25kHz Steps
' 220 Multifunction Memories
Programmable Features
Rugged Construction
' Ni-cads & AC charger

2m & 70cm Handheld
' 6W Output on 13.8V DC
' CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
' Built-in Packet Modem
200 Alphanumeric Memones
' DTMF Keypad & AM Airband
' Ni-cads & AC charger

o

ICOM

IC0OM

ICOM

IC-Q7E

' 2m & 70cm Handheld
' 300rnW Output
CTCSS Encoder
' Rx. 30kHz - 1309MHz FM / AM
200 Multifunction Memories
LCD Backlight & Timer
Runs from 2 x AA Cells

IC-T81E

IC -2800H

' 2m & 70cm Mvui,e
' Colour TV Screen
Full CTCSS and 1750Hz Tone
50W 2m 35W 70cm & Remote Head Unit

IC-T8E

6m / 2m / 70cm Handheld
' 5W Output on 13.8V DC
251 12.5kHz Switchabte
123 Multifunction Memories
CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
Programmable Features
Ni-cads & AC charger

IC -2100H

' 2m Mobile 55 Watts Output
50 Alphanumeric Memories
' Switched 12.5kHz and 25kHz Filters
' CTCSS and 1750Hz Tone

ICOM

IC0OM

YA E SU VX-5R

ICOM

KENWOOD TH-D7E

VX-1R
' 2m / 70cm Handheld
500mW Output
CTCSS Encode / Decode
25 12.5kHz Steps
' 290 Memory Channels
AM Airband Receive
Lithium Cell & Charger

so many SW receivers in quite a whilel

KENWOOD THG-71E

ADI AT -600

The IC -R75 has received rave reviews
in the Amateur Radio Press. It's a very
serious short wave receiver with coverage right up to 6m What is more,
the price is quite amazing compared to
the competition. We have never sold

IC -207H

' 2m 70cm
' 180 Memories and 7 Tuning Steps
5O
Detachable Head Unit! Clear Display
Microphone. Mounting Bracket etc.

KENWOOD TM -742E
23oms Option

Wffirdefriafffll

' 2m and 70cm
' 50W amd 35W
' Optional 28MHz, 50MHz or 1296MHz Modules
" CTCSS. 1750Hz Tone and DTMF
101 Memories and Detachable Head

KENWOOD TM-G707E

6m / 2m / 70cm / 23cm Handy
5W Output on 13.8V DC (1w2317n)

CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
12.5 / 25kHz Switched
' 124 Alphanumeric Memones
Wideband Rx. FM WFM & AM
NI-MH Cells & AC charger

ADI AR -147

4611b 2m and 70cm

' 50W and 35W
' Full CTCSS
' 180 Alphanumenc Memories
Detachable Head with Amber Display

YA E SU FT -8100R

6m / 2m / 70cm Handheld
5W Output on 13.8V DC

CTCSS Encode Decode
25 / 12 5kHz Steps
Auto Repeater Shill
AM Airband Receive
Lithiun Cells & Charger

YA ESU FT -50R
2m I 70cm Handheld
5W Output on 13.8V DC
' CTCSS Encode 1750Hz tone
' 25 / 12.5kHz Steps
' 30 Memory Channels
AM Airband Receive
' Ni-cad Cells & Charger

2m 50 Watt Mobile Airband Receive
- Full CTCSS Encode / Decode
' 81 Memories 25 i 12.5kHz Steps
' Keypad microphone & Mounting Kit

KENWOOD TM-V7E

' 2m and 70cm
50W and 35W
Wideband Rx AM & FM 208 Memories
7 Tuning Steps DTMF Remote Front panel
Very compact, supplied with all hardware.

KENWOOD VC -H1
Full SSTV System

2m / 70cm M
50W 2m, 35W 70cm
Cear LCD Readout
' CTCSS & DTMF
' 8 Frequency Steps & 280 Memories
' Includes Microphone & Mounting Bracket

' Sends & Receives Video
Built-in Colour camera
Built-in colour Screen
' Connect to VHF or HF rigs
Runs all the popular modes
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Number ONE in Amateur Radio

TActaf.

Avair AV -600 1.8 - 525MHz 400W
VSWR and power meter
Reads RMS and PEP The
ideal all -band VSWR meter.
Reads up to 400W (3 ranges)

Mau- AV -20 I AV -40 Cross Needle

6dB gain 0 28MHz

W tson VSWR / Power Meters.

W-220

1.8 200MHz

£49.95

W-420

115 - 530MHz
1.5 - 525MHz

£49.95
£89.95

HF Mobile Antenna
Texas Bugcatcher

Watson Off -Air Frequency Counters
High quaker units supplied with antennas.
necad packs and AC chargers They are
very sensitive and may be used for near field checking.

A choice of
normal or DX

1

Y.

We measured over 6d8 of gain on 80m and 40m compared to
a standard helical whip The secret is in the 3' diameter high
'CY air spaced loading COil Measuring a little over 2m tall, it
covers all 8 HF bands using coil tap positions. Standard 3,'B
base fits all popular 318" mounts. Optional base matcher guarantees 1:1 VSWFIvitalst optional kit adds 6m coverage.
Probably the most popular antenna in the USA 'I was so
impressed I installed one myself as illustrated G30JVIM"

VHF/UHF Antennas
5ase Station Fibre Close
WVA-100
W-30
W.50

2rtv70orr. 24.5c18 1.09m
2rnr70crn 16d13 1.15m
2m170cm 4.5/7.2dB 1.8m

£29.95
£39.95
£49.95

W300

2rti/Orn 6.99d8 3.Im

W-2000

6rn/2m170an 2.5m

£59.95
£69.95

Mo011itAntennatflellilots
2m 58th holdover base
£14.95
2m70cre 0.39m tow profile f113.95
W77LS
£24.95
W-770HB 2r170an 1.1m 15.5cie
W-285

Made in Japan, this rotator will support
medium sized VHF arrays. The diecast
motor housing will fit masts up to 40mm
diameter. Includes motor, control box

W-7900
W-627
T

W.3CK

WECH
WMM8

We are pleased to be able to offer
one of the most popular rotators
from japan. The RC5.1 will handle

2n170crn 517.6dEl 1.5m

ern/2m/70cm 1.62m

£32.95
£34.95

WAM-2

Hatch I Boot Mount
Sm low loss cable kit

f14.95

5m RG-58 standard cable
Magnetic mount
BNC window mount

£t2 95
£1095

£18 95

£12.95

Duplex / Triplexers

3-4 element I -1F beams. It has a

torque of &kg (rotation) and 80kg
braking. Uses 7 -core cable

inserts are

available when
ordering
Pro limedieb Delon

E119,95

rata54cr55
aryaeiri
Pio 1km Duel ear)

009.95

HIP001111
£101.15
CC -1 Adseace cables Y,I.K MSS

E99 95

FS1 Poo oath

EMS

AD -1 Adept,' Y, 1.1C

£14.95

C22.95

H161-10 Hand Mc

E69 95

t13-1 Tableland
KS t rt-r switch

Otis

Motorola Talkabout 200

446MHz 500mW Handy
8 Channels
38 CTCSS Tones

3 Kilometres Range

3 x AA Cells Regd.!
Now you can use a 446Mhz
handheld without a licence
Ideal for a wide range of uses
The package provides everything you need for personal
commurecaborts. Just add 3 a
AA cells and you are on the
air!

MAW%
1N-3HM

New Create RC5-1 Rotator

This antenna is manufactured by a company who
specialise in military designs We stumbled across it
by accident and were amazed at its performance The
response is flattish across the spectrum. Element

Difference!

YS -130 Medium Weight VHF

brackets.

- - 1 could work all the
DX I could hear' - - -1 had many contacts on 7MHz
and 3.5MHz" - - - 'The DT2 is an ideal antenna for
someone who has a restncted size location" All
quotes from Radio Today. July 1999 Cnoie
review available.

Hear the

From USA

Ideal for VHF and UHF systems
of small to medium size.
Includes control box, motor and
Brackets. Support masts sizes
can be up to 50rnm

and

Peter Dodd. G3LDO says

11911ff:7:5'1:Er'

W50-RM Dual Band SWR & ATU

AR-300XL Lightweight

In Stock

-T

6dB of Gain!

£149.95

Antenna Rotators

1
-'
,

PEP. (500W VHF)

80m - 1 Om 1.5kW

16 segments
£79.95
$japarikettff 10Hz to 3GHZ and we,

What a great idea' A combined
VSWR meter and dual band atu
matcher for 2m 170cros. Can be left
in orcuit. The atu is adjusted with the
trimmer loot supplied (cortices for
each bandy Dual power levels of 015W or 060W can be selected

' B directional below 14MHz
Side lobes -3 - -20dB
Daisy pattern on VHF
"/SWR usually less 2:1
No -critical adjustments

length 6m, Boom 2m, weight 8.5Kg, Power 1kW

Huoler - rOMHz 3GHz
£59.95
FC-130 !Nee - 3GHz maenad gates

sgnv strencr, meter

ft)thy'

Selected by us as a great value headset for HF
base operation. Compnses 8 Ohm dual head
unit with dynamic microphone You lust need to
terminate the miC cable to a suitable connector
tf you don't want to use MDX we can supply
PTT pox model complete for £42.95

Now extensively used in the professional
market the boom is fully adjustable with
rotation hinge that permits left or nght fitting. Fits neatly over the ear Fittings available for popular hanheids.Models available
for Yaesu. Kenwood, Motorola.

read meter. 3 ranges 5W
20W and 200W.

2m "Beam"
' 1.8 2COMetz
2 Elements
3d13 gain 021MHz

WEP-501 Earpiece with adjustable boom

Ass Measure VSWR and RMS or
- PEP power Large easy to

-

At rtVb.Y/4

W-184 HF DX Headset

Cross needle meters at a very attractive price.
The AV20 covers 1 8 150MHz and Me AV 40 covers 140 - 525MHz Both units have
switched power levels of 0-15 / 0-150W
Available during June

W-620

160m

Audio Products

RF Metering

Watson Super Searcher
10Hz-3GHz
Tne Super Searcher is a frequency
counter coveing 10Hz - 3GHz with the
ability to auto tune most AOR and
(torn handheld receivers. Supplied
with internal necad pack and AC
charger

WD -25 HF2m 170crns designed for rnastneaa

Yaesu Rotators for HF Systems
G -450C
G -650C

G -1000C

G-2800SDX
G-550
G-5500

Smaller Tr -band Yagis etc
Larger Trebanclers etc

C379.00

0499.00

4 element HF Yagis (eve with 25m cable)
Really large HF Yagis

C559.00

Elevation Rotator
AzE' Rotator

£309.00

£1229.00
£569.00

We nave extensive stocks of tower mounts, bearings and
rotator cables Phone if you need advice Leaflets available.

mounting SO -239
£24.95
WD -24 As above but for inddor use and fined with
common SO -239 and dual PL.269
£22.95
£24.95
WD -24N As above but one 1l

MX42 1.8 - 540140-470MHz 239259
MX72 8-150'400450MH1 239/259
MX -72N As above but with one
plug
MX -2000 6m / 2rN 70cm Tnplex
MX -3000 2rN7Ocri/23cm Tnplex

049.95
£32.95
£35.95
£52.95

WSC2 & WSC-3 Hip Handheld Cases
Keep your handheld sale but ready for use with
these smart cases They dip onto your belt and
with the elasticated side panels. are able to fit
any model. The W5C-2 is for the larger handhets, the WSC-3 for the new gemerabon of
minis like VX5 etc. Phone d in doubt

£54.95
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14 READER'S DEALERS

38 I SPY WITH MY LITTLE SET

Don't miss strut chance to tell us all about that local dealer

Ben Nock 64810 writes about
the 'Spy Set - a set which, he
claims, has been J fascination
with 'many a collector and radio
emhusiau for years

who you lust couldn't do without! Practical SAfire/ess are

hoping to recruit readers to help locate all those 'deli( ult to
get' components and the local dealers who provide them.

16 RADIO BASICS
This month Rob G3XFD describes and deinonstrates how yOu

44 THE PRACTICAL WAY

can build yourself a very useful little multi -vibrator signal
in lector project - ideal for testing from audio frequency right

says is a Reliable and stable variable frequency oscillator'

This month the Rev. George Dobbs 63111V describes what he

up to high radio frequencies.

Tr (01202) 659910

49 ANTENNAS -IN -ACTION
20 MFJ-9402X REVIEW

This month Tel Swami GSM has three pages of antenna

Rob Mannion G3XFD worm the MFJ.
441)25 144Mtlz s b. if-awe/set

related news and views for you as well as some of your letters

courtesy of Wagers & Stanton and lets

54 VALVE & VINTAGE

you into a little secret with the

It's Phil Cadman 641CP in charge of

PWTennansast Tema -Tourer

mobile antenna mounting wsvem.

the 'Valve A Vintage' -shop' this
month - and, resplendent in the
shopkeeper's traditional sandy brown

NG I -Tex". Swann C I TEX

25 LOOKING AT

dustcart, is that a WM based s'alsr

News & Production Editor

this month Gordan King 641Vflit takes a look at the frequency

hr's holding in his hand+

synthesiser which is now employed In a high proportion of
Amateur Rarlio equipment

58 RED SPRITES & BLUE JETS

27 MODULATION & RIPPLE LEVEL METER

Palrid Allely GW]KJW elm:Wigan the theory of Sporadic -E.
the 'E' -laws and the part played by 'Red Sprites' and 'Blue lets

it Tut ui hour) service by answering machine.

FAX: (01202) 659950
Editor
Rob Istannion C 3XFD

Technical Projects Sub -Editor

Joanna Williams

ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT
ADVERT SALES & PRODUCTION

(General Enquiries to Broadstone Office)

Chris Steadman M8IMI5alest

Ripple level Meter' which he sass will help sou h.) make many
measurements in Amateur Radio and general electronic design
work

Peter Eldrett (Typesetting/Production)

83 HOW TO CONTACT PW
II you ever wondered who VIM should contact with a particular
query, think no longer! 'How To Contact PK' will have the
answers

Steve Hunt (Art Director)
John Kitching (Art Editor)

.

lames Brett COTEP rho rthes hem he built a ',sandulation

30 RAE COURSE USTING
It's that time of sear again and the learn here at Practical
lYurfess have done then best IQ bring VMS news or RAE,

Novice RAE and None courses across the counter. So. hook

13 (01202) 659920
(9.30am -5.30pm)
FAX: (012021659950

out those RAE testhooks whin li sou bought all those months
ago and not used, and get studying!

7

32 THE ICOM IC -706 MkIIG REVIEW

8
LETTERS
10 NEWS

Richard Newton 60195 takes a look at

ADVERTISING MANAGER

the Icon IC -706 Mk116 arid says he

Roger Hall G4TNT

likes its appearance and layout ibut

PO Boy 948. London SW6 2DS

11' 0171-731 6222
FAX: 0171-384 1031
Mobile: 10585) 851385

what did he think about its operation))
To answer, he begins with a look at its
leattaeS and then describes how effective it was on art

36 COUNTING VP
FROM THE MILLENNIUM
The continuation or Rob Marsden G3XFDss series. Rut don't

forget that the news gems on these pages are thought

BOOKS & SUBSCRIPTIONS
Michael Hurst

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

provoking but toaally imaginary!

Mukkelbrator signal infector project_Page 16

IT (01202) 659930

KEYLINES

41 RADIO DIARY
46 BOOK PROFILES
59 COMING NEXT MONTH IN MA,
62 BARGAIN BASEMENT
65 COMING NEXT MONTH IN SWAt
66 RADIO SCENE
80 BOOK STORE
83 SUBSCRIBE TO PW!

Modulation and ripple level meter-Page 27

r

ioutotthours service by answering machines

FiLV(012021659950

E-MAIL
PWs Internet address is:

pwpublishing.Itd.uk
You can send mail to anyone at PW. just
J

insert their name at the beginning of the
address,

e.g. robdpwpublishingild.uk

1.40

Due to his moving house and the
preparation of his own magazine,
Chris Edmondson VK3CE was unable to
prepare an Aussk Oracle' this month.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

RADIOWORLD
(WEST MIDLANDS)

42 BROOK LANE
GREAT WYRLEY, WALSALL
WEST MIDLANDS WS6 6BQ

TEL SALES & SERVICE: 01922 414796
FAX: 01922 417829

MOBILE TEL: 0850 099244

WE ARE S MINS AWAY FROM J11 M6

Main dealers for Alinco, Icom, Yaesu & Kenwood

Manufacturers warranty on all new equipment
0
ALINCO
YAE SU.
KENWOOD
ICOM

fiSiM

TELEPHONE

SALES ON:

01

922

IC -706G

were
BUN ING A

NAND HELD

DR -M06
6M MOBILE 20W

FT-1000MP AC
HF, 6m, 2m 100W, 100W,

Dedicated HF mobile base DSP with built-in

1-99

£1395

tuner. £899
DR -140

FT-VX 1R

Computer driven

Ask for Dave

receiver,

VHF/UHF

TH-G71E

Handie.

Full 5 Watts
power. Wide
band receive.

Micro small.

£POA

£220

DR -430
Mobile 70cm

(G1LBE)

httpJ/Ireespace virgin neL rdtto world

2M mobile 50W

£239

PCR 1000

£220

Open Mon -Fri

WEB SITE

£215

TS-570DG

Dual Receiver. Digital
100W Com2petition radio.

100W with tuner built in.

47
96
9.30 - 6.00pm.
Sat 9.30 - 4.00pm

£599

£1499

Filter. £1499

IC NM

DX -70TH
HF +6M

fAfF T /A

IC -746

41

TS -870
Still the only true DSP
radio with TX,EQ N/R.

rw

HF 6m, 2m, 70cm

£999

FT-920AF
HF & 6m built-in tuner
with FM & FREE AM/FM

IC-T8E
Triple bander. 5W
output.
Military spec.

FT -847
The new mobile base. DSP HF 2m70cm 50MHz.

X499

£299

E-mail
radio world4Ovirgin net

TM -G707
The new mobile package
with features: High
visability display, 5 -in -1
programme memory,
memory name function,
multiscan facility & builtin CTCSS.

DJ -G5
2M/70CM handie

£237

£299

FT -100

711

IC-T22E

HF 6m/2mr70cm extra
small mobile.

PRICE MATCH

2m handie 5W.

Information to follow.

Up to 5% extra discount may be available on
selected items.

£185
1:1:1733

There is NO CHARGE for

using crodit cards

WAM1ED
USED
EQUIPMENT
PX WELCOME
BEST PRICES
PAID!
4

WE STOCK ALL ACCESSORIES FOR THE MAIN BRANDS DISCOUNTED BY 10%
Microphones - Icom
SM6 ohm, 8 pin, desk mit
SM8 1.3/500 ohm selectable, 8 pin
desk mic
S M20 600ohm, 8 pin, deluxe
desk mic

t 10u

159

1103
1108

MC -60 pectret desk mic war, pre amp
MC -85 electret desk mit with pre -amp
& compressor
MC -90 desk mit for DSP transceivers

165

1224

FC-20 automatic ant tuner

1197

1125

MO -100 AEIX desk top mic

199

1169

VF-1I5C 455kHz/500Hz Collins Mechanical
titter
189

Speakers- Kenwood

Speakers - Icom

SP -23 station loudspeaker for

SP20 base station loudspeaker with audio
filter..
1125
SP21 base station loudspeaker . ..
165

TS .450190SiS700

Microphones - Kenwood

SP.950 station loudspeaker tor

C -50A dual impedance desk mic internal pre -

TS-950SDX

YF-1158 02 2 7kHZ SSB filter Collins
162

SP -31 station loudspeaker for
TS -8501110S

Yaesu FT -847 options
ATAS-100 active tuning ant system ..

..174.50

f96

Mechanical

189

We also stock all makes of
antennas:- Cushcraft,
Diamond, Sirio, Watson,
Pro -Am, etc.
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WEST MIDLANDS WS6 6BQ
SALES & SERVICE

TEL: 01922 414796

so

FAX: 01922 417829
WE ARE 5 MINS AWAY FROM j11 M6
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,

4111

aft

-

-11

FINANCE NOW AVAILABLE. PHONE DAVE FOR DETAILS!

USED EQUIPMENT PRICE LIST

MAKE

MODEL

AEA
ALINCO
ALINCO
ALINCO
ALINCO
AOR
DRAKE
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
ICOM
KANTRONICS
KANTRONICS
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KENWOOD

PIC 232 MBX TERMINAL
DR 140 2M FM
DR MO6 SX 6M FM
DR MO6 6M
DX -70T 6M HF
AR -3000 BASE SCANNER
SW8 RECIEVER WORLD BAND
PS -15 PSU 20 amp
AT -150 AUTO ATU FOR THE IC -735
IC-X21ET DUAL BANDER 23170CM HANDIE
IC-T8E 2 m 70m & 6m HANDIE
PCR-1000 PLUS DSP
AT 500 ATU
IC735 General Coverage
IC 725 TRANSCEIVER PLUS FM
IC -735 TRANSCEIVER
IC -275E 25W MULTI, MODE
IC 706 Mk1
IC -737 BASE TRANS, INC TUNER 0-30MHz
IC -275H 100W 2M MULTI MODE
IC 706MK 11 DSP TRANSCEIVER

IC -821 DUAL BAND BASE
IC-2KL AMP * PSU 0 30MHz SOLID STATE
IC -746 HFNHF
IC -970H PIS WIDE RECEIVE 900MHZ
KPC 4 DUAL PORT TNC

KAM PLUS TNC
AT 230 ANTENNA TUNER 0-30Mhz
TH-G71 LATEST DUAL BAND HANDIE
V7E DUAL BANDER
TM-V7E 2 AND 70 DUAL BAND TRANS
TS -811E TRANSCEIVER 70cm BASE . AC
TS 1405 HF,.0-30MHz TRANSCEIVER
TM -255E 2M MULTI MODE
TS440 SAT TRANSCEIVER
TS 850 TRANSCEIVER 0 30MHz
TS 690SAT TRANSCEIVER HF .50MHz
TS 690 AT HF/50MHt
TL -922 HF AMP
TS850SAT TRANSCEIVER 0-30MHz
TS -790 BASE DUAL BAND
TS -870 SAT 0.30 DSP
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PRICE
£169.00
£159.00
C159.00

[180.00
£499.00
£395.00
£275.00
C120.00

[175.00
£225.00
£230.00
£285.00
C295.00

[425.00
C450.00

£450.00
C550.00

£59900
£600.00
£650_00

£650.00
£750.00
£895.00
£999.00
£1.495.00
C130.00
£220.00
£140.00
£200.00
E350.00
£395.00
E395.00

[400,00
E500.00
0525.00

695.00
[725.00
£725.00
E850.00
C895.00

(900.00
£1,200.00

KENVV000
MFJ
MFJ
NETSET
REALISTIC
REALISTIC
SGC
SGC

UNIVERSAL
WELZ
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
YAESU
-YUPITERU

TS-950SDX 2 YEARS AS NEW
784B DSP FILTER
784 TUNABLE DSP FILTER
PRO 2032 BASE SCANNER
DX -394 AS NEW HF
PRO 2045 BASE SCANNER
230 SMART TUNER
2020 10W MULTI MODE HF
M-8000 TERMINAL
SD 400 SWR METER
SP -8 SPEAKER for 1000MP etc
FT 10 HANDIE 2M
FT -11 HANDIE 2M
FT 10 2M HANDIE
FT -11 2M HANDIE
FC-20 ATU FOR FT -847

FC-757 AUTO ATU
FT-2700RH DUAL BAND TRANSCEIVER

FT 290R 2m Multi Mode
FT -790R 70CM TRANSCEIVER
FT -3000M 2 METER 70W
FT -8000R DUAL BANDER
FT -51R DUAL BAND HANDIE
FT -8100R DUAL BANDER
FT -8100 USED

FT -6200 DUAL BANDER 2170 CM
G 1000SDX ROTATOR
FT 290R MK11 INC AMPLIFIER 25WATTS
FT 8500 Dual Band
FRG -100 MINT CONDITION WITH PSU
FRG -100 FM KEY PAD
FT -747 TRANSCEIVER
FT-757GXMK11 TRANSCEIVER

FT 840 0 30MH: TRANSCEIVER
FT 840

FT 890 HF Gen "as new"
FT -736 2/70 AC TRANSCEIVER
FT-990AC
FT -920 AF TRANSCEIVER

11-1000 MP DC AS NEW
FT-1000MP AC
FT-757GXMK1 TRANSCEIVER
MTV -9000 AM/FM/USB/LSBICW SCANNER

£2.250.00
E140.00
£150.00
E95.00

[90.00
[120.00
£200.00
£325.00
£500.00
£49.95
£80.00
C100.00
E100.00
E125.00
E140.00
£175.00
£175.00
E175.00
E195.00
£200.00
£200.00
£225.00
£249.00
£250.00
£275.00
£295.00
£295.00
£325.00
£325.00
£350.00
£350.00
£350.00

[450.00
£495.00
E500.60
C600.00
E695.00

[895.00
[999.00
E1,400.00
£1,500.00
(400, 00
1245_00
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FIRST THERE WAS LAKESIDE:
TEEN THERE WAS BLUEWATER!
OPENS SATURDAY SEPTEMBER llth, 1999
A 2000 SQ FT MEGASTORE DEDICATED TO RADIO AND ANTENNA EQUIPMENT.
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Our NEW address (from I I th Sept) is:
1

OCK COMMERCIAL PARK
URFLEET INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
LONDON ROAD, AVELEY
ESSEX RM15 4YD

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
132 High Street, Edgware
Middx HA8 TEL
Tel: 0181-951-5781/2
Fax: 0181-951 5782
41306 to (Wennington)
413 to
London

WE ARE HERE
(Unit 1)

A1306

Magnum Mg

(Wenningtonl
41306

Self Drive

TEL: 01708 862524 FAX: 01708 868441
Open Monday to Friday 8am - 4.30pm
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413 to London

J30

J30

25

(Dartford river crossing)

OUR WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH IS
OPEN AS NORMAL

North

413
from
Basildon

was, as you'll realise. totally out
of our hands. However. it's good
to know that once readers
understood what had caused the
problem - those affected were
very understanding. Thank you
everyone - you're a marvellous

bunch of friends!
he pure common sense

behind the saying "Never
put off what can be done
today until tomorrow"
was sadly brought home
to me recently when John
Newton G8EAM became
a 'Silent Key' on 15th
July 1999. The common
sense behind the origins
of the saying came to
mind because it was
purely by chance that
John. his sons Richard
GORSN (our stalwart
mobile and 'hand-held'
specialist author) and

proud of. It was a privilege to
know you John and to continue to
work with your family. My best
wishes go to all the Newton
family and I ask you all to never
let any possible photographic
occasion go unrecorded. You

Multimodes Seized
The letter from Graham
Galbraith MOADR ('Letters'
page - under the heading

'Multimode CB Seizures' again
draws attention to lost

Walk By

their mum. Ailsa (she
took the photograph) and
I met at Longleat with a
camera to hand.

John. despite being

very ill with heart
problems and advanced
cancer was determined to

last occasion 1 was able to talk to

John - I'll remember it well.
John G8EAM frequently 'got
a mention' in PW through
Richard's activities - and was an
ambassador for Amateur Radio.
his birthplace (Minehead) and for
all of the many activities he was
involved in.
An idea of the esteem felt for
John G8EAM can be drawn from
the fact I counted well over 370
people attending the funeral
service at St. Michael's Church in
Minehead. Somerset on Thursday
22nd July. As John was active in
virtually every sphere of
community activity - there were
large contingents from the RNLI.
St. Johns Ambulance Brigade.
and so on.
The day of the funeral was
beautiful and. although it was a
sad occasion - it was also a
wonderful tribute to someone we.
as Radio Amateurs. should be

possession and conversion of
multimode CB transceivers? If
you did reconsider there would be
a veritable army of keen Radio
Amateurs who could ensure that
the sets disappeared from general
sale very quickly. Just think even if I had (and I don't !) a
multimode in my possession at

the moment which I'd like to strip
down just for the s.s.b. generator
unit - I would be breaking the
law. But you could change that
couldn't you?

William G7GMZ and

visit the Longleat Rally.
Ailsa and family were
very concerned that he did so but as you can tell from the
photograph. John (on the right)
was very pleased. It was an
opportunity not to be missed.
William G7GMZ (left), myself
and Richard GORSN (to my left)
will always have fond memories
of the occasion. And as it was the

because unless the RA staff can
attend every car boot and jumble
sale in the land - they're bound to
miss equipment which is being
offered for sale.
So, how about it RA? Is it not
about time that you reconsidered
the 'blanket ban' on the

never know if it's to be the last
chance you'll get for that special
memory. Thank you to Ailsa for
being 'behind the camera' - out of
shot but not out of mind!

Subscription Problems
I'm sorry to say that some of our
- valued - subscribers did not get
their August copies of PW
'delivered to their door' last
month. This was due to a mistake
at the postal agency which we use
to despatch the subscription
copies. The wrong labels were
attached and some non PW
readers got a surprise! This led to
some of the magazines going to
readers who decided to keep them
- further adding to the shortage!
You can imagine how upset
and distressed I became on
heanng that our valued readers
had been let down! The PW team

did everything possible to
alleviate the problem (for a while.
as I've mentioned, there were not
enough magazines to go round)
but eventually with the help of
Kathy. Shelagh and Michael of
the Subscription Department we
sorted it all out.

opportunities by the
Radiocommunications Agency in
keeping illegal CB transceivers
off the market. Lost
Opportunities? Yes. I mean just
that because despite my pleas to
the RA over many years they just
don't realise (or seem to
understand) that by allowing
legitimate Radio Amateurs to
obtain and convert these
transceivers, they could save
themselves much money, time
and effort.
Of course, by attending the
Elvaston Castle Rally specifically
to look for illegal multimode CB
transceivers the RA staff have
achieved something - and

that's publicity for their
actions. But unless the RA
have got hundreds of staff
and much time (which they
haven't!) the illegal
equipment will
continue to be

At the moment I have to walk by
the table containing a selection of
CB transceivers, knowing full
well that even though I. as a
legitimate Radio Amateur. can't
buy it - a possible clandestine
operator can! I'm also having to
write (on a regular basis) to
readers who plan to advertise
what may be illegal equipment
for sale in 'Bargain Basement'.
In my letter to the intending
advertiser 1 warn them it's not
possible to (legally) possess.
advertise, sell or obtain the
equipment. Most reply thanking
me for the advice - but what
happens to the equipment is
anyone's guess!

So. as it's not likely that the
RA can ever recruit - or even
spare - enough enforcement
officers to even slightly scratch
the surface of this problem - let's
hope they see sense. As I've
suggested before, RA - we can
work together, but you must be
prepared to be flexible. It is
possible to change your dccison
without losing face because it is
the right thing to do in
this case!
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Rob G3XFD

crp

on sale, and

in use, for
many
years to
come.
I say
this

Please accept my most sincere

apologies for the problem which
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Thank You SRP Trading
Dear Sir

COMPILED BY ROB MANNION

Tie am LAW rd

mete
I rooky wore NOM

I wed am how imam
,/

Ink w stir mein.
Awed trf Padget

Ilkima Al mkt Won
we maths ale voudwt

As a regular reader of PW' I thought that I
would put pen to paper in appreciation of
your advertisers, namely SRP Trading in
Birmingham. Contemplating purchasing
the Realistic DX -394 communications
receiver. I phoned SRP Trading and spoke
to a pleasant gentleman who openly told
me the plus and minus sides of the
receiver. i.c. filters/selectivity, etc.
At the price of £99.99 I thought this a
bargain price. I posted a cheque on the
Tuesday morning and by midday
Thursday, the receiver was delivered on
the doorstep. First class service from SRP!
As an afterthought, would it possible
for P11' to publish a review of the DX -394

in a future publication? I read with
interest your review of the Roberts RC -828
sometime ago. I bought the Roberts RC 828 based on the review by Peter Shore in
Short Wave Magazine as stated in your
article very good value for money, for this
type of receiver.

While proceeding down the High Street...
Dear Sir
The cartoon featured m Ed Chicken G3BIK's 'QRP From a
Bicycle' iJuly 1999) sparked some memories of the first months
of my Police service. In those days. foot patrol was the norm for
probationary officers and the nearest one got to a car was when
the patrol sergeant wound his car window down an inch to
encourage another tour of the High Street before the rain let up!
It was also the custom to set up. or play a practical joke on,
newcomers as part of their character development!
One unsuspecting colleague complained that his one-piece
Pye personal radio was always very crackley on receive. It was
suggested by some wag that he had a magnetic personality
which was obviously interfering with the signal. The idea was
developed by more mischievous members of the section and
enquiries were made with Chatham Army Barracks to explore
solutions
Sure enough, at the beginning of the next tour of night
duty, the patrol sergeant proudly introduced my friend to a huge
army back -pack radio complete with a substantial whip antenna

and homemade trailing
earth strap! The radio
had been adjusted to
work on our frequencies
and our man was packed
off to walk down the A2

and make test calls
every quarter of a mile.
The obvious
exhaustion of the
portable operator did not prevent the Control Room from
sending him on two real calls to noisy pubs. Finally, the hilarity

brought the Inspector to investigate and relieve our man of his
burden!
Ed's early contacts bring back memories too. My first
boyhood home-made receiver was a one transistor receiver, later
upgraded with a two transistor amplifier and a large red l.e.d.
to show the power was on! My Dad joked that the I.e.d. ran more
current than the rest of the set! Still, it gave hours of pleasure
and my sons now take turns to have a listen to the bands.
Recently I passed the RAE and am watching the post for my
licence with the same thrill evident in Ed's article!

Steve Seabrook MI??? (Almost)!
Kent

I think it was in PW a short while
ago, the Codar PR30 preselector was
mentioned with respect to many years ago
of Amateur Radio. My PR.30 and Codar
RQ10 'Q' multiplier both sit on top of my
Trio JR5005 receiver 'bought late 1969) an
excellent receiver. and Sommerkamp
FRDX500 receiver, both used for many
years.
DR Varley

Nottingham

8

Can you imagine my shock when the
parcel arrived, a week later? The
Customs and Excise Parcels Post Depot
in Southampton had affixed a duty
charge statement to the parcel requiring
me to pay £87.47 before being allowed
possession. Queen Victoria could not have
been less amused!
I have now lodged an appeal with the
Customs & Excise. My fingers will remain
crossed. The gentleman in Jersey has been
very kind and has offered to cover the duty
charge, if my appeal fails. Does this import
duty only apply to the Channel Islands? I
wonder about the current trend towards
increasing sales over the Internet? Has any
other P11' reader had a similar experience?

Bill Strickland MIBRB
London

Editor's comment:1 telephoned the
Customs & Excise Dept. in Southampton
and they confirmed that Bill had to pay
Duty as the equipment had been
'imported' (even though it had been
bought secondhand from the UK by the
Jersey resident selling it) from outside of
the European Community (EC). as the
Channel Islands are not in the EC. The
same applies if you buy anything from
the USA - as many Amateurs do of
course.
I now have the relevant information

The Realistic DX -394 was reviewed in
our sister publication, SWM, in the
April 1998 issue. Please contact
Michael on (01202) 659930 to order a

which the C&E kindly FAXed me - and it

back issue.

Isle of Man is within the EU for
import/export purposes. We will let you
know the outcome of Bill's appeal.

appears that the ruling only applies to
the Channel Isles (Jersey, Guernsey.
Alderney and dependent Islands) as the

New Path Into
Amateur Radio?
Dear Sir
How can the R.SGB and the RA think that
the new changes to the licence will provide
a new path into Amateur Radio. Having
just failed the RAE and. no doubt, many
will fail because nothing at all has been
done to help 'Joe Public' get in to the
hobby.

The May exam was very hard, not just
for myself hut for many who took it. I
spoke to a tutor who has been teaching the

course for many years and had many ION
passes. He was very shocked by this year's
paper he told me that he knew that all his
students would fail because the paper was
very hard. He also told me that he would
have great difficulty himself and so would
a number of G4s that he showed the paper
to. I hope that I can pass in December.

Bob Clements

A Bargain...After
Import Duty?
Dear Sir

Editor's comment: A very enjoyable memory Steve. I
hope you can 'Arrest' a good rig tor circuit to build one)
when you get your licence

interest was taken by an advert for a four
year old Yaesu transceiver from a reader in
the Channel Islands. I then telephoned the
chap in Jersey and after some discussion, we
agreed the price. I then sent off the cheque.

I write to you in order that others may
learn from my experience, After looking
through the excellent pages of the July
edition of MI', my eves fixed on the first
'Bargain Basement' page. There, my

Silent Key Sales
Dear Sir
The purpose of a 'Silent Key' sale is to
generate capital for the estate of the deceased.
The participants are usually generous and
both helpful and co-operative. Alter reading
PIV Keylines, July. my morale is shattered.
The 'Silent Key' sale has now become a little
too vibrant. I hope Rob's(G3XFD) unpleasant
experience has not become the norm at such
sales.
I recall a 'Silent Key' sale at a QRP Rally
where a Tenlisc Paragon was on offer. I
anticipated a reserve price and made an
initial bid at that price of £200. Having made
the hid, I recall an enthusiastic bystander
telling me that the set was duly minelin law
I told the vendor that I regarded the 'Silent
Key' sale as sacrosanct and wasn't going to be
involved in an auction. I argued the case in
favour of the widow of the deceased; should
the stakes be raised. I would gladly retire
from the fray. My loss was the widow's gain. I
wasn't being generous, just co-operative.
I am aware that certain ploys and tactics
adopted at such sales are far from congenial
and can be upsetting to the organiser even
Rob G3XFD. Establishing ground rules is
difficult but such sales ought not to resemble
war zones. The zeal of collectors and bargain
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regular
hunters should not be allowed to disparage the
'Silent Key' sale; exuberance is admissible
particularly when accompanied by generosity.
but disrespect is inexcusable.
I believe that 'Silent Key' sales can be
conducted in a state of resonance, of well being
and fitting decorum. The occasion demands
nothing less. Please keep up the good work. Rob,
and don't ever be discouraged.

Peter Knowles MOBR'
Manchester

sets, in particular, are much easier to convert to
28MHz by virtue of their having unrestricted
i.c.s and much more useful to us by virtue
of the fact that they are multi -modes. And if we
were still allowed to use them, there would he a
lot more of them taken out of circulation from
27MHz and put to legitimate use on 28MHz.
The first amateur h.f. set I ever owned was a
converted UK f.m. CB operating on 28MHz and
it got me my first h.f. contact Iwith HB91A.M. I
have the card on ow wall in front of mei but, oh,
how much better it would have been if it had
been a multi -mode.

Wartime Utility Sets

Graham MOAIJR

Dear Sir

Editor's comment: What a sorry state of
affairs eh Graham? Please see 'Keylines'
for my latest comments on this topic

I remember, after the war, converting many of
the wartime utility sets to long wave, also I still
have one unconverted in good condition.
It was made by Cossor, the service sheet
states a release date of June 1944 and the price
was £12 3s 4d, including purchasing tax a.c.
model m.w. only.

Altogether 42 different firms made these
radios. Makers had a unique code, i.e. U3 was A
C Cossor Ltd. We could, however. tell some of
the makers by the type of knobs they used. The
only problems, apart from valves failing, was
the speaker transformer going open circuit and
faulty electrolytic capacitors. Otherwise they
were vezy good receivers.

Crowborough Reaps
Benefits For Novices!
Dear Sir
I'm writing with reference to 'Short Straw for
the Novice' - apropos the letter r PW July 19991
with the above heading. Crowborough & District
ARS iC&DARSi put out a weekly cordial
welcome to all licensed amateurs to join them in

John Tye

their weekly "natter" night on 2m 144.774MHz
on Mondays at 2000UTC. Callsign GOCRWP
!Charles G7TDL

Norfolk

Crowhorough

Multimode CB Seizures
By RA
Dear Sir
Hi, I thought you might like to hear about
something I saw at the Elvaston Castle Rally on
June 13. On the first walk around I spotted a
whole box of 'historically interesting' CB radios
dating from around the late 1970s. I had a look
through and some of them were in fairly nice
cosmetic condition. maybe even collector's items.
Nonetheless, I moved on and on the next time
around, was fairly bemused to see a gentleman
squatting on the ground, flanked by two bored
looking uniformed policemen and filling in a
form on an Radiocommunications Agency i RA i
pad headed 'Notice of Seizure'. Needless to say,
the radios were no longer in the box.
At the same time. there were hundreds of
ex-PMR radios on show, most undoubtedly still
en/stalled for frequencies that their owners
could not legally use them on, but these did not
appear to excite any interest whatsoever. I don't
understand the logic behind the turn of the
decade decision to completely outlaw nonUK
11m radios even for the legitimate, converted
use on 10m. If people are caught using them on
11m, then fair enough, treat them as you would
treat someone using a vh.f. PMR transceiver for
unlicensed ior unlicensablei operation. But I see

no problem with a set sitting in a box waiting to
be converted, or simply not being used.
I strongly suspect that the decision was
made because the RA didn't want to spend any
more time certifying converted radios. The fact
is that they should never have been required to
do that in the first place. It should have been
left up to us to ensure compliance and to
demonstrate it when required as it is with all
other kit that we move from other bands to our
frequencies.

The ironic thing is that the multi -mode
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Editor's reply: As winners of the PW 'Club
Spotlight' Magazine Competition in 1998 with
their magazine Crottstalk rm not surprised
that the C&DARS radiates such a welcome.
More power to your collective elbows and to
any other clubs that do the same.

Radio Communications

Afloat
Dear Sir

I've just spent ten days as crew, sailing from
Oban to Lerwick on a well equipped 44 foot
boat. During that time, the eh.f. transceiver
was kept on the listening and calling channel 16
and other channels as required for local weather
and harbour information.
It was an education in how radio should he
used. Everyone on air from cruise liners to small
fishing boats were polite, helpful and used
proper procedure. Compared with the garbage
and sloppy procedure to be found daily on the
amateur bands, I can only conclude that
Amateur Radio is becoming a club for misfits
and the foul-mouthed.
Incidentally, Rob Mannion G3XFD's
comments on his experience in organising
'Silent Key i'Keylines' July PW) sale tend t,,
confirm the view that there are a great many
selfish and aggressive collectors, dealers and
amateurs who have no scruples in getting what
they want at the lowest possible price. My
advice to anyone faced with selling 'Silent Key'
gear is take it slowly and get advice on the value
of the gear from someone in radio you trust and
don't take the first offer of £50 for something
that may be worth £500. I expect the hostility
Rob experienced came from those who realised
they would have to pay a fair price because the
disposal was properly organised!

Tony Hopwood
Worcestershire

Morse Debate - A
View From Ireland
Dear Sir
On reading the letters on the 'Great
Morse Debate' down through the years in
your magazine. I never had the urge,
before now, to write to you on this
subject, even though there is a history
attached to my learning Morse.
In short, last autumn, after many
years of struggling on my own, I joined a
club in order to have another go at
mastering the code. After the Christmas
recess, the class was down to one other
person and yours truly. We did the test
at Limerick Radio Club's rally in March,
the outcome of which was a pass for the
other person and a fail for yours truly. I
was not surpnsed, but a little
disappointed at the result.
However, the best part was that my
tutor stayed with me and we persevered
at the practice and did the test again six
weeks later in May, this time
successfully. To my tutor go my heartfelt
thanks for all his time, patience tuition
and encouragement which, in the end,
crowned me with success. Other
members of the club also encouraged me
to stay and to them I also say thankyou.
An aspect of the Morse debate which
has not surfaced is the difficulty which
some people have in learning Morse. A
recent statistic published here is that
25% of all the students sitting their
exams this year have some degree of
specific learning disability in reading,
writing, spelling, etc.
For them, any form of examination
can be a nightmare, for any number of
reasons. I do not recall too many letters
id any} from these people, complaining
about having to learn Morse.
To me, Morse is a mode of
communication like the others in radio.
Historically, it was the only mode
available and in those days it was part
and parcel of the licence. The
introduction of the 'B' Licence was to
encourage people into Amateur Radio.
not to start a war over c.w. The big void
is the lack of Morse on the v.h.f. band
and the short range simplex channels.
The analogy that always comes to
mind is that of a driving licence. Driving
for me is only for pleasure, but you still
have to do a driving test for various
categones of the licence, e.g. motor cycle,
car, vehicle with up to eight passengers,
etc.. even though I never use it
commercially. I the people who complain
about Morse would apply their minds to
learning the code, rather than creating
for themselves a psychological barrier
before ever attempting to learn it, then
they would find that they could master it
in about one tenth of the time it took me
and others to succeed. If they have a
problem like we have then they can still
succeed with the help of others and 1 am
sure there are plenty of individuals who
would be glad to help.
I do not know whether I will ever be
great at Morse but I am going to try and
with the help of fellow amateurs on the
air. master the art and would love to
hear all you reluctant people on c.w.
Michael Kingston El6A.X.13

(

Limerick
Ireland.
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loxbursh Subsidiary

receive capability
and will sell for

Deltron Electronics PLC

Miniature 'Micro commander'!
The Practical Wireless news desk
received these pictures of the
Yaesu FT -90R and the Ff-260011,

along with their specifications.
from Yaesu HK Ltd. in Japan.
These brand new rigs are, as yet
(as this issue of PIC goes to press I.

not available in the UK and were
launched. by Yaesu. at the
Friedrichschaven 'Hamfest' in
June.

The Fr.
90R

dual -band

transceiver
tarries the sub-

title of 'Micro Commander' and
Yaesu say that it's the "World's
smallest high -power dual -band
mobile"! They also state that they
feel they've made a "technological
breakthrough" with the
development of the Yaesu FT -90R
which provides "50W of 144MHz
power output (430MHz: 35Wi from
a package consisting of
just 100mm x 30mm x
138mm and weighing
just 644g".
The FT-90R's
diecast aluminium
chassis doubles as
the heat -sink.
Yaesu says. for the M67781L
(144MHz) and M57788MR
(430N1Hz) power modules, with a
microprocessor -controlled cooling
fan providing extra ventilation
when needed.
All of the above features.
Yaesu say, in a package that could
fit in your coat pocket! The FT -90R
is a "high-performance receiver"
with "User -Programmable
Function Keys", an "Ultra -Compact
Remote -Head Capability", fl
-Versatile Scanning System For
Today's Active Dual -Band
Operator", a "Direct Keypad
Frequency Entry", a "Battery
Voltage Meter". "Extended Receive
Coverage With AM Detector".
"Built-in CTCSS and DC'S
Encoder/Decoders", an "Auto -Range

Transponder System (ARTS)". "RF
Squelch Muting System",
"Automatic Power -Off (APO)
Battery Saver" and -Time-out Timer
( TOT i".

Now, on to the FT -2600M
which, Yaesu say. is a heavy-duty
vh.f. f.m. transceiver and is 'the most ruggedly built 2m
(144MHz) amateur
transceiver ever". They say
that it provides ''60W of
power along with
Yaesu 's renowned

'bullet-proof receiver
front end. Direct keypad
frequency entry, Alpha -numeric
Memory System, the high output,
front -mounted speaker and
unsurpassed ergonomics".
Built to the requirements of
both the commercial radio industry
as well as the US military's MIL STD 810, Yaesu tell us that the FT 2600M is also constructed "using an
aluminium diecast chassia/heatsink
assembly, providing outstanding
mechanical and thermal stability
for the internal

(through its Roxburgh
Electronics Ltd UK distribution
arm acquired the Cirkit
Distribution business from
Bulgin PLC. so Practical Wireless

£120.

discovered this month. After
contacting Cirkit. Plir received a
press release which stated that the
acquisition took place on May 17
1999 and that it enables Roxburgh
to "expand its ranges of
electromechanical products by the
addition of new suppliers thus
further reinforcing its already
substantial UK business".

hand-held

Christopher Sawyer, Group
CEO, said that "Cirkit is an
established UK electromechanical
component distributor with a
number of leading brand suppliers
entirely complimentary to our own
and. by combining these with our
existing market leading agencies
and brands from around the world.
we will be able to offer both our
existing customers and new

The FT

Output". "Extensive Memory
System", "Alpha -Numeric Channel
Display'. "CTCSS and DCS
Encode/Decode Built-in", 'Versatile
Scanning Capability", "Smart
Search", "Auto -Range Transpond
System (ARTS)", Excellent Receive
Performance", 'Easy Packet Radio

Interfacing", "Interactive
Programming Menu" and "Supply
Voltage Display".

For more information on
these two products, please
contact Yaesu 1/K Ltd on Tel:
0196.286 6667. Unit 12, Sun

Valley Business Park. Winnall
Trading Estate, Winchester
S023 OLB. Or why not take a
look at their Web site:
http://www.yaesu.co.ulc

Also available
from Nevada is the
new Alinco DJ 195 v.h.f. f.m.

transceiver. It h.,
a full 5W output,
CTCSS encode and
decode. DCS.

repeater tone burst.
alphanumeric display for frequency'
or channel display and even a
unique theft alarm which sounds
when the hand-held is disconnected
from an external power source!
The Alinco DJ -195 will cost
£149 and is available from Nevada
now. For more information on

either the new Grundig radios or
the DJ -I95 please contact Nevada,

189 London Rd, North End,
Portsmouth P02 9AE. 1b1:
102392) 662145 or FAX: (02392)
690626.

customers a more comprehensive
range and service ...".

International

Cirkit will relocate to
Roxburgh's modern, purpose-built
distribution centre in Scunthorpe,

North Lincolnshire. For further
information. please contact

Roxburgh Electronics Ltd.
Roxburgh House, Foxhills
Industrial Park, Scunthorpe. N
Lincolnshire DN15 8QJ. Tel:
(01724) 281770. Or visit their
Web site at:
www.roxburgh.co.uk

components".

2600M
features, Yaesu
say, include "Selectable Power

108MHz yh.f., with
s.s.b., a.m. and f.m.

Acquires Orbit

COMPILED BY JOANNA WILLIAMS

covers 140kHz30MHz and 87.5-

Nevada's New Deal
Nevada have been in contact with
Practical Wireless to tell us all
about a new distribution agreement
which they have signed

NEB IOTA Convention
The RSGB have been in contact
with Practical Wireless to tell us all

about this year's RSGB

International HF & IOTA
Convention which will be taking
place on 8, 9 and 10 October 1999

at the Beaumont Conference
Centre. Old Windsor, Berkshire.
The RSGB tell us that there is
an "excellent programme of lectures
planned" which they say will appeal
to 'all active radio operators'
including lectures on IOTA. The
CT1SX and C2124 Pacific
DXpedition. SD Masterclass.
Winning CQWW From West Africa,

Fig. 1: Pictured from left to right: John
Norton. Grundig Director of Sales;
short wave radios. John Debbie Stensfield. Grundig Regional
Norton, Grundig's
Account Manager and Mike Devereux.
Director of Sales, said
Nevada Managing Director.
with Grundig for their
range of portable and

"We are just about to
launch an exciting
range of short wave and
portable radios, Nevada

will ensure these are
readily available

through their
Independent Dealer
Network".

The first short
wave portable to be
introduced is the

Grundig YB400 which
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The 12 Scene in the US.
Amplifiers, Solar Eclipse 1999
Propagation Experiment - Initial
Findings. The Magic Of Six Metres,
RTTY & Data Modes, LF Forum.
Internet & The Reverse Beacon,
DXCC. ZL9CI Campbell Island
DXpedition, Young Amateur of the
Year Presentation, Antennas and
Planning for Tbpband Contesting,
Code -breaking at Bletchley Park
and much more.

Martin Lynch & Sons and
Yaesu UK Ltd are sponsors of the
Convention again this year and
Yaesu have donated the main raffle
prize - an FT -847 transceiver!
There will also be a varied
programme for partners in order to
offer an alternative to those non Radio Amateurs attending the
Convention including a planned
day trip to Blenheim Palace on the
Saturday. Further details on
accommodation packages are
available from Marcia Brimson
2E IDAY, lel: (01707) 859015 or

Vann Draper have contacted Practical Wireless with news of two new frequency counters, the UZ 2400 and
the UZ 2500 which have just been added to their general purpose instrument range, extending and
complimenting Grundig's Digimess line up.
The UZ 2500 isee picture) provides three counting channels with a basic sensitivity of 25mV, Vann Draper
state. A fully adjustable front panel trigger level control is available as is a selectable slix.10 input divider.
Signal input is via BNC terminals with 500 impedance and alternating voltage input coupling. The
measurement functions include: Frequency channel A; Frequency channel B; Frequency channel C; Frequency
response ratio A & B or A & C; Period measurement over A & B; Time interval channel A & B plus Pulse count
A & B, Vann Draper say. The UZ 2500 also incorporates a microprocessor which monitors and controls all
functions including an automatic self -test at switch on.
The UZ 2400 is a two channel version of the UZ 2500
having channels A & C offering a similar
frequency range but with only one low band
input. For further information on these two
It "1k
counters, please contact Vann Draper

us0
0
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Competition Winners!

touch with Practical Wireless to tell
us about their moving plans. They
would like PW readers to know that
their London Showroom and Mail
Order Department will be moving

we launched in the March 1999
issue of PW. The winner of the best
letter in favour of the use of Morse
in the Amateur Radio hobby is

Stuart Constable MIBWU.
Stuart will shortly be receiving a

gold-plated Watson Morse Key

LE18 2PL Tel: 0118-277 1400. FAX: 0116277 3945. E-mail:

Web site: www.varuidraper.co.uk,

Haydon Upheaval

Morse Letter Competition which

Electronics Ltd, Unit 5, Premier Works,
Canal Street, South Wigston. Leicester

salesgivanndraper.co.uk or visit their

E-mail: marciaOrsgb.org.uk or
see their Web site:
www.rsgb.org

The Editorial team at Practical
Wireless would like to announce the
winners of the

O
O

Vann Draper's Frequency Counters

Mike Haydon at Haydon
Communications has been in

Practical Wireless the new
showroom's address and telephone
numbers, etc.. nearer the time. In
the meantime, please contact

Haydon Communications at
their old showroom, 132 High
Street, Edgware, Middlesex
HAS TEL TeL 0181-951 5781.
FAX: 0181-951 5782.

in September 1999 in order to
accommodate their expansion
requirements.
Mike says that the decision to
move was due to a combination of
issues, including lack of space and
also parking restrictions recently
imposed at their Edgware shop_
The London address will remain in

Jeff Stanton G6XYU at Waters &

Stanton plc.
The winner of best letter
against the use of Morse in the
Amateur Radio hobby is Dick
King G14167. Dick will be
receiving £50 of PW vouchers
which he will be able to spend on
any PW service. Congratulations to
both winners. We will be printing
both letters in next month's
Practical Wireless.

place up until their new premises
are fully functional in the hope that
they cause as little inconvenience
to their customers as possible.
The new premises are located
only three minutes drive from the
Lakeside Shopping Centre and 15
minutes away from Blue Water and
offer an amazingly large showroom
of 186 square metres 2000 square
feet) and they will have their very
own large car park!
Mike says that hell give
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Radio Solutions '99?

about the Radio Solutions '99
Conference which will be taking

The Practical Wireless news desk
received word from the Poole

Radio Society about the G4PRS
National Novice Contest which
is to be held on Sunday 19
September 1999. As Novice Radio
Amateurs have recently been given
access to the 144MHz band, Poole
RS have decided that, for this year
at least, Novices who enter the
short contest will be
allowed to use the
band.

as a prize, kindly donated to PW by

G7TCSCaG7BNM. Good luck to all
those Novices who decide to take
part!

with Practical Wireless to tell us all

Novice Contest

place on 20 October 1999. It will
be opened by none other than
Trevor Baylis. the famous
inventor of the clockwork radio. He
will also be giving a "key -note

speech" which will be entitled
'Batteries Not Included'.
Radio Solutions is the annual
exhibition and conference of the Low
Power Radio Association and it is to
be held at the National
Motorcycle Museum in
Birmingham- Other
topics which will
be covered at
Radio Solutions
will include: the
future of low
power radio in
Europe;

G4PRS

like the amended
rules of the
G4PRS National
Novice Contest,
we have a copy of
them here at the
Offices and if
you send in an
s.a.e. clearly
marked for Poole
Radio Society's G4PRS
National Novice Contest,
then we will gladly send you them
Otherwise, you can look up their

O
O
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to Graham Barlow

The Low Power Radio
Association have been in contact

Poole's National

If you would

PRASipirs-start.html by E-mail to
tex@pawns.co.uk or via Packet

1-1-1
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R&TTE
Directive; receiver
performance;
868MHz
transmitters:microwave
Doppler radar modules; frequencies,
power levels & applications for
RFID and radio LANs.
New this year, the Low Power

PoQle Radio

society

Web site:

http://www.pawns.demon.co.uk/
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efficiency of the Internet visa,
For more information on this
interactive ordering system, why not

is an event open to all Christian
Radio Amateurs and their families, on
a daily basis or for the full residential

contact Maplin Electronics. PO
Box 777, Rayleigh. Essex SS6

period.

SLU. Tel: (01702) 554000. FAX:

(01702) 554001. Or why not visit

the site for yourself:
http://vrww.maplin.co.uk

COMPILED BY JOANNA WILLIAMS
Radio Association say, is a free half day session where visitors will be
given the opportunity to view new

products and demonstrations from
participating companies. The popular
Radio Design Course will also be held
with a new section on practical
techniques for designing for 868MHz the new European frequency
allocation for short range devices.

Low Power Solution!
Low Power Radio Solutions have a
brand new low power radio transceiver
with an onboard micro -controller
which makes it the "easiest -to -use"
device of its type. The STD -402 can be
operated manually like any other
transceiver, but its micro -controller is
programmed with an auto -mode which
provides both an automatic link
function and an encodinwdecochng
function.

Estate, Station Lane. Witney.

Edgeware & District Radio
Society (E&DitS1 have contacted
Practical Wireless to ask us if we
would inform readers about their

Interactive

18th annual Straight Key
Evening' ISKE) which will be
taking place on Friday 17

Internet Ordering
The Practical Wireless news desk
received an interesting press release

from Maplin Electronics this
month regarding the launch of their
new "fully interactive Internet
ordering system' - an extension, they
state, of their paper -based CDROM
catalogue.
Maplin tells PW that the site is
"hosted on a secure server and
provides order authorisation which is
flexible and reliable with
personalised reference numbers".
They say that the reference number
system facilitates order tracking by
sending an update E-mail
immediately. Nigel Fawcett, IT
Director at Maplin says: 'This site
encapsulates a brilliantly simple
concept that addresses all the major
concerns of speed, resilience and
security ...".
The site has some unique,

"first to market" features, Maplin
state, such as a live stock checking
facility - so customers know
immediately, price and availability
it can also create a hack -order if
an item is out of stock and despatch
as soon as it is in stock, David
O'Reilly states, adding that
customers can actually create their

Manufactured in Japan by Circuit
design, the transceiver module
measures only 53 x 35 x 12mm and is
fully compliant with ETSI standard
EN300-220-1 for operation in the
harmonised European 433-434MHz
hand. It incorporates a highly accurate

own orders while on-line providing a
number of unique benefits, primarily
reducing time and improving

circuit enabling both transmission and
reception on 64 preset channel
frequencies between 433 and 434MHz
and transmit and receive mode
settings can be fixed simply by using
DIL switches or jumpers without the
use of an external micro -computer.

For further information,
please contact Low Power Radio
Solutions. Two Rivers Industrial
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Edgar of the El-Shaddai
orphanage project in Goa. the Rev.
Isaac Mac-Atram, Pastor
Evangelist of the United Urban
Ministries and Glynn Morgan of
the 'All Age Christian Ministry'
and 'Millennium Gospel Crusade'
plus speakers on a variety of topical
radio subjects.
Full details are available from

September 1999.
The evening is intended for all
amateurs in the UK and further
afield and -provides an event,
concentrated in both time and
frequency, to facilitate the getting
together of all those interested in
promoting the use of Morse and
specifically to promote the use of the
simplest sender of them all - the
good old Straight Key".
Primarily set for the evening on
3.5MHz (80m 1. the E&DRS hope
that activity will be able to
commence earlier on 7MHz (40m).
The callsign allocated for the event
is GB2SKE and will start from
1900. call 'CQ SKE'.
For further details please

Geoff Peterson G4EZU, 124
Darnley Rd. Gravesend, Kent
DA11 OSN. Tel/FAX: (01474)

533888. E-mail:

geoff.petersonftetneLeo.uk

LeadUp To Leicester
The Leicester Amateur Radio
Show Committee have been in
contact with Practical Wireless to tell
us all about the forthcoming 28th

Leicester Amateur Radio Show to
he held for a second time at

Donington Park, Castle
Donington on the 24/25 September

contact John Bluff G3SJE, 52
Winchester Rd, Kenton, Harrow,
Middlesex HA3 9PE. Tel: 0181-

Leicester
Amateur
Radio
Show

204 1034.

Conference Open To All
News now from the World

1999.

Association of Christian Radio
Amateurs & Listeners

The show will feature 150 stands
of Amateur Radio, Computer,
Electronics and related equipment.
There will also be a 'Cluhland area'
featuring both local and national
clubs including the RSGB.
There will also be a large Bring &
Buy as well as an outdoor flea
market, Morse tests on demand, QSL
corner, demonstration h.f, station and
talk -in station as well as rig testing
service and special event stations run
by the Royal Air Force Radio Society
and Melton Mowbray ARS.
The show is easy to get to by
road, rail and air. It's five minutes
from Junction 23A of the MI
motorway close to where the A42 and
A50 join the MI. It's three minutes
from the East Midlands Airport and
the free shuttle bus will once again
run from the airport to the convention
and show. The nearest railway
stations are Derby and lAughborough

(WACRAL) and Victor Brand
G3JNB tells Practical Win -less
about the 1999 WACRAL Annual

Conference. It's to be held over the
weekend of 8-10 October 1999 and

Dowlotlea

phase locked loop i p.1.1. synthesiser

radio lectures, events and fellowship,
time on air and the, now traditional.
weekend 'Construction Contest-.
Visiting lecturers will include Anita

'Straight keying'

Oxon OX8 8BH.
(01993)
709418. FAX: (01993) 708575.

The Conference organiser, Geoff
Peterson G4EZU. has arranged a
full programme of -Christian and

.14.....4
MOM

low NI,

....440.
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on the Midland Line - both are on a
local bus route.
Admission to the show costs
just £3 with reduced admission for
Senior Citizens and under 16s
if2.501. Youngsters under the age of
14 will get in free if accompanied by
an adult. There are free camping
and caravan facilities on site and
the Leicester Amateur Radio Show
Web site has details of local hotels
and guest houses as well as a floor
plan of the show.
For further information please
contact the organisers direct. Their
Web site address is:

http://www.lars.org.uk General
enquiries to Geoff Dover G4AFJ
Tel: (01455) 823344. FAX: (01455)

828273 or E-mail:
g4af3@argonet.co.uk If you would
like to book a table for the flea
market please contact John

Theoradan G4MTP without delay
Tel/FAX: 0701-0701 300 or E-

mailig4mtp@lars.org.uk

O
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Make Contact For Charit
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The Practical Wireless news desk received a letter from Tony

Faulkner GOSKG regarding a Special Event which he has arranged
in order to raise money for sufferers of Multiple Sclerosis i specifically

on behalf of Helen Ley Care Centre, Leamington Spa which will
take place on the 4/5 September 1999.
Tiny would like to remind readers about the Special Event which
he organised in June 1996 when he had 12 stations participating, a
raffle was run locally with various radio products supplied my
numerous firms. The total raised back in 1996 was £3000 plus and
went towards setting up a physiotherapy unit at Helen Ley which has
been up and running for 18 months now to the benefit of many
sufferers.
Tony is unable to arrange art event on such a scale again, but
what he has planned for this year will follow along the lines of the
1996 event - if on a smaller scale. There will be four stations taking
part: GB4MSR Multiple Sclerosis Respite +Helen Ley Care Centre
with Tony GOSKG as the main operator, GB2MSR Multiple Sclerosis
Respite iStourbridge ARS): GB4MSH Multiple Sclerosis Help
& District ARC): GB2MSH
Multiple Sclerosis Help (Sandwell ARC).
The stations will be using 3.5MHz (80m) in the main but they will also be using 7MHz (40m), conditions
permitting. For local contacts use 144/430MHz (2m/70an ). There will be a gold award for anyone working all
four stations, costing £10 (plus s.a.e.) and a certificate for 23.50 (plus s.a.e.). The certificate will be slightly
different from 1998 i see picture) though well worth adding to the shack wall, Tony says.

For more information please contact 'May Faulkner GOSKG either by telephone on (01384)
820616 or by E-mail: tonyhamrad@aoLcom

RAS Retirement
Peter Owen G8UUS and
Margaret Owen G6XBH of RAS
(Nottingham) would like to inform
all of their customers that they will

for years and cannot use or do not

be closing down the shop at 3

(near Maltby, Nottingham) off

Farndon Green, due to retirement,
after 18 years in the business on 2

the A634 For more details please
contact Mike Diprose 0143-363

October 1999.

1296.

know what they are for.
The Electro-Jumble will take

Green, Wollaton Park,
Nottingham NG8 1DU. Tel: 01159280 267

The fifth South Yorkshire
Aircraft Museum ElectroJumble is due to take place on
Sunday 19 September 1999 and is
open from 0800. The organisers tell
PW that they've planned the event
for constructors, restorers and
collectors of electrical, radio and
radar equipment up to the 1950s
and 1960s both commercial and
military).
People will be able to buy, sell
or swap, pieces of kit, transmitters,
receivers, components, connectors,

cables, handbooks. test gear and all
those odds and ends that you've had
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Another Cry For Help!
Mr Eric Eastwood GIWCQ needs
information on Screenwriter Ill and
7)'iumph 1 Adler Imperial .510. He
needs a copy of the instruction
manual and the two set-up disks for
the Screenwriter III, manufactured
in the UK He also needs a copy of
the instruction manual for the

Thumph Adler Imperial 510. If
anyone can help please can you

either write to Mr Eastwood at 56

Electro.Jumble!

O

Fri

holding a big Closing Down Sale

go! Peter and Margaret would like to
extend a big thank you to all of their
clients who have supported them
over the years.
If you would like to take a look
at what's on offer then why not pop
along to the shop at 3 Farndon

IO

O

place at Home Farm, Firbeck

Because of this, they will be

in the last two weeks running up
to the 2 October ALL stock must

3rrn

The Mede, Freckleton, Preston,
Lancashire PR4 1JB. Or
telephone him (017721688708.

Inf light Special Event?
The Leicester Radio Society
(L118) have been in touch with
Practical Wireless to tell us all
about a Special Event which
they are arranging in support of

the Midlands County Air
Ambulance NHS Trust.
The Special Event Station
GB2CAA will be operating a 24

hour Radio Marathon over
the weekend of the 21 & 22
August 1999 - and LRS tell us

that they will be trying to raise

Practical Wireless, September 1999

money for the CAA through off air sponsorship.
The Special Event will be
operated from the premises of
LRS, they say, and it is planned

that they will be active on hi.
on the 50/144 and 430MHz
bands and a special QSL card
(see picture) produced by a

member of LRS, Ian MIBUJ,
will be available for all
confirmed contacts.
Further information about,
the event is available from

Andy Hall MOBWU on (0961)
114623. E-mail:
jackie_andy.hrsvirgin.net Or
from Paul Crichton:
paul@m I bpLatayfree.eo.uk

bleb

Free Publicity!
Please, please, please keep

your news coming in to

Joanna Williams, PW News

O

& Production Editor, PW
Publishing Ltd,
Arrowamith Court, Station
Approach, Broadatone,
Dorset BH18 8PW.
Remember, any mention
on these pages is

COMPLETELY FREE and I
would love to hear from
anybody regarding new
products or any Club News
which you feel would be of
interest to other readers! I look
forward to hearing from you.

Watch

Yaesu UK Ltd: httpvwww.ynesu.co.uk
Roxburgh Electronics l.td: www.roxburgh.co.uk
RSUB: www.rsgb.org
Vann Draper Electronics Ltd: www.vanndraper.co.uk
Maplin Electronics Ordering System: http:?www.maplin.co.uk
Poole Radio Society httm.www.pawns.demort.co.uk,PRASprs-start.html

Leicester Amateur Radio Show httpi www.lars.org.uk
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special

nudes & 71] 1r !Awl 7:alers
yiu can help PW to complete a project for the forthcoming
Millennium and it could help us to help you get the most from
your radio hobby, says the Editor, Rob Mannion G3XFD. Rob
says he's hoping to recruit readers to help locate all those
'difficult to get' components and the local dealers who provide them.

r

'Project 2000' is an idea which came directly from readers
who have met me on the many 'club visits' I undertake through
the year. On these occasions, readers - in the general 'chat
sessions that often take place - tell me about their favourite local
shop. Many of these truly local dealers have stocks of components.
rare items and other help and advice that, if we don't support
them, will soon disappear from the towns they serve.
Local stockists of components and specialists are becoming
more difficult to find and more and more specialised dealers
don't have room in their standard advertising to mention the
complete range of services they offer. So, the PW team are
planning a complete 'Directory' of who and where the dealers
are, what they do/supply or make and how to contact them. It
will cover England. Ireland Scotland and Wales, Isle of Man,
Channel Islands and we would be delighted to hear from
readers abroad too!
All you need to do is fill out all the information on the local
radio shops you use, on the form laid out here. (Any

information given will be used in preparation of the

1

Name Si Address of Dealer

County/Country
Telephone/FAX number
Web site address (it available)
What specialities do they offer?
Is there a mail order service?
Do they publish a list/catalogue of components?
Do they publish a list of second-hand equipment?
What service which they offer do YOU think is their speciality:

Your full name and address.

Interests*

Suggestions for information to be included in directory'

Directory ONLY - you have Rob G3XFD's assurance on
that). Provide all the details you know we'll do the rest. You

Return the form (by Wednesday September 1) to Editor Practical Varela" I
Project 2000 'Freepost', Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, I
Broadstoms Dorset SIM 8PW, United Kingdom (The 'Freepost' facility' is I

can be sure that we'll produce a directory to help the hobby
forge its way into the Millennium. 'Project 2000' is already on
its way - with your help!

not available from addresses outside the UK. but we'll still be pleased to hear from I
you and would like to receive your information'.

S

CDS are a friendly, independent

a

and progressive company with a

cellular systems and technologies

strong

reputation

measurement

for

services

field
in

the

mobile telecommunications and
digital broadcasting industry.

thorough

understanding

with

together

digital

of

broad-

casting technologies.
For

right people we can

the

offer

attractive,

competitive

salaries and an overall package

A NEW CAREER FOR RADIO ENGINEERS,
ASSISTANT TECHNICIANS & DATA ANALYSTS

commensurate with position and
experience.

We

have

an

immediate

requirement for

To find out more, please submit
your detailed CV to:

with

experience,

or

David

Pearson,

Technical

willing to be trained, to work

Director, Cellular Design Services

throughout the UK and Europe.

Ltd,
Road,

Graylands,

Langhurstwood

Warnham, West Sussex

CDS can offer a comprehensive

RH12 4QD.

training programme to give you

01403 248597

Facsimile:

CELLULAR DESIGN SERVICES LTD.
54 0 4 98
9 0 02

RADIO SOLUTIONS FOR THE WIRELESS WORLD
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

SRP TRADING

1686 Bristol Road South, Rednal, Birmingham 645 9Tl
Antenna
Rotator

SRP Mini-Mag

2/70

AR-300XL

MEN=2=111W

Max load 60kg
(with support
bearing). 360
Syncron SX-144/430
deg rotation in approx 65 sec.
2m/70cm cross needle direct reading
(cable not supplied). Support
SWR/1000W power meter.
bearing optional extra.
£39.95 inc P&P

£49.95 inc P&P

£3.00 inc P&P

DC - AC Inverter
12V in, 1240V out 300W
Suitable for running laptop,

computers, etc. £49.95 inc P&P

El 9.95 Inc P&P

WM-918 Electronic Weather

Gold Peak 1300
I 300mAH Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH)
_ PA size
rechargeable
cells. No memory
effect. Over
twice the capacity of Nicads.

2m/70cm dual band
mobile antenna
featuring super strength
mini -magnet (only 30m
diameter) c/w miniature
coax and plug.

Station allows the measurement and
display of weather data. Displays
indoor/outdoor temperature, relative
humidity, dew point, wind speed,
wind direction, wind chill, barometric
pressure and daily & accumulated rainfall. Four weather symbols
show you a weather forecast: sunny, partly cloudy, cloudy and
rainy. Memory for highest/lowest temperature, relative humidity,
dew point temperature. maximum wind speed, minimum wind
chill, daily and accumulated rainfall. Weather alarm warns you of
high and low temperature extremes, rate of rainfall, wind chill,

111

wind speed and drops in pressure. E 1 79.95 inc. P&P

VI: give yea a batter deal. Phone as last.

MAYCOM AR -108
Full civil airband Covers 108136.975MHz CAM) & 136-180MHz

(FM) 99 memory channels 5kHz,
10kHz, 12.5kHz, 15kHz, 25kHz & 1MHz

steps Dual channel watch LCD
display with signal meter

A

0

SPECIAL OFFER

PRICE £69.95 + £5 P&P.
PRO -2037

Base Scanner
200 channels AM,FM (switchable)
covers 66-1000MHz (with gaps).

£89.99

P&P.

ALSO AVAILABLE

PSU charger £8.95 Professional
earpiece £8.95 Airbander
micromag £19.95 In -car adaptor
£8.95 BNC to SMA antenna
adaptor £5.00 2 AA nicads £3.00
AR -108 + all above accessories

for £109.954 10 P&P

PRO -2042

Base Scanner
1000 channel AM/FMANFM
Iswitchablel scanner. Covers 25
to 520MHz and 760 to 1300MHz

f.29-9795 £149.994 P&P.

Opening times: Mon -Sat 9.30am to 5 15pm. We are Kenwood, Yaesu, Icom, & Alinco dealers.

Call Richard (G6ORA) or Mary (MOBMH) on

TEL: 0121-460 1581, 0121-457 7788
Practical Wireless, September 1999

FAX: 0121.457 9009
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radio basics

RADIO
BASICS
Building & Using

the PI V tasi-Probe'
this month Rob
G3XFD describes and

demonstrates how
you can build yourself
a very useful little
multi -vibrator signal

injector circuit - ideal
for testing from audio

frequency right up to
high radio
frequencies.
reparing and building
this month's project - a
simple transistor
multi -vibrator circuit evoked many memories
for me because it's
approaching 40 years
since I built my first circuit of
this kind. The first circuit from a Mullard transistor
manual I think - worked well
and continued to do so for
many years with the original
0C44 transistors which cost
me so much pocket money!
Nowadays, transistors for
this little project only cost
around 10p each - so it won't
break the bank! At the same
time, you'll have something
that can provide signals from
around 2.7kHz well up into
the v.h.f. range - at your finger
tips.
Based on two BC182
transistors, which switch each
other on and off and produce

square wave pulses through
doing so, the circuit is both
simple and easy to build. Built
in the way I suggest the
project can also run from the
same 9V supply for many
years because power is only
taken when you need to use
the probe.

The Circuit
The circuit, Fig. 1, is
simplicity itself and has been
around for many years - in
various forms. I think it
originated as an idea by
Mullard but it has appeared in
so many magazines and books
(with no reference to its
origins) that it's fortunate I
still have my original Mullard
book from the 1950s as
evidence!

The transistors operate in a
free running multi -vibrator
circuit and produce an
'approximate' (as already
explained) square wave of just
under 9V peak -to -peak at a
frequency output of around
2.7kHz that's truly 'rich' in
harmonics. So much so, I was
able to detect the signal from
the circuit up on 144MHz!
Many different types of
transistors can be used but I
recommend the BC182.
However, as the BC182 can

come in several differing 'pin
outs'. I suggest that you play
safe by ordering the BC182
from the source provided at
the end of this article. They'll
be OK because that's where I
got mine from too! (The BC182
transistor pin -out diagram is
inset in Fig. 1).
Readers who have followed
this series will know that I've
concentrated on using
synthetic resin paper board
(SRPB) to make the projects to
make things easier to build (as
it can be done with so few
tools) and to encourage you to
have a go with the
'components on the same side
as the track' p.c.b. method.
Well, this project uses the
same approach!
I cut my prototype boards
from the stock I've got - which
happens to he from sheets
255mm in width. If you bought
yours from the supplier I
recommended in the past then
you can cut the board out just
by measuring off the width of
the project (I suggest 30mm) to
accommodate a PP3 battery
and a possible tube outer
casing.
Waste not want not! That's
my motto and by saving some
of the material cut from the
SRPB when you shape the
probe to a spear -like point, you
can make a simple switch. The
switch element is made by
carefully sanding the edges
clean so there's no sharp
copper laminate to cut your
fingers - before the copper
underside ends are 'tinned'.
Take care not to 'tin' the
entire length of the 'switch'
element otherwise it will lose
the flexibility that's required
in this application. Instead,
just 'tin' enough of the element
to provide enough solder to

'seat' the switch element on
the large solder pad which you
will prepare when you apply
the etch resist to the p.c.b. (see
Fig. 2.).
When you've etched the
board (make sure you let the
resist dry first) assemble the
board by following the
annotated component
photograph in Fig. 3. Take
note of the wire link and
transistor connections. The
completed project shown in the
top of the photograph in Fig. 2.
was the prototype and,
although there's only a very
small difference in the etch
resist track I prepared, I ask
you to follow the close-up
annotated photo in Fig. 3. (The
two battery connection pads
aren't in shot but they can be
viewed in Fig. 2 or 4).

Soldering The Switch
Soldering the switch is
simplicity itself and, as you
can see from Fig. 4, the larger
end of the element sits on the
larger pad. Before soldering
the switch element in position
I suggest you tin the large pad
next to the 470k.0 resistor (R1)
and form a pointed pad I to
provide a contact) on the
copper of the pointed end.
Next, melt the solder on
the larger (+) pad with the
(already tinned) copper face of
the switch element resting on
it. Let it cool and ensure that a
good soldered joint is made
between the pad and the
switch element. Then you
should place a match stick or
something large enough to lift
the sharp end of the switch
element clear (open circuit) of
the pad next to RI and then
quickly apply more solder onto
the (+) pad directly under the
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Fig. 1: Circuit of the Radio Basics' Basi-Probe multi -vibrator signal injector project (see text). The
transistor 'pin our connections are shown as an inset. The BC182 transistors used in the project
are available from Sycom (see advert on page 69) and have a pin -out corresponding to the first
(top) illustration in the inset diagram.
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Fig. 2: Photograph of a con
'Basi-Probe'
probe tip (see text) and grounding lead complete with crocodile
clip. The capacitor shown at the 'probe' end is C3, the coupling
capacitor used to apply the test signal to the unit on test. The
narrow (spear shaped) section of SRPB material forms the on -off
switch (see text). The lower part of the photograph shows a 'Bast Probe' before etching. The large etch resist covered area at the
probe end will provide a secure mounting area for the probe itself
(see text).

A plIoluytaph showing completed etch rri%,it.t track for
Fig.
eventual p.c.b. lay -out. Note the wire link which provides the
'feedback' pathway from the collector (c) on Tr2 to the base (b)
on Trl.
pitched 'buzzing' sound when
you gently squeeze the p.c.b.
'switch' element, which should
cease when pressure is eased
on the switch.
The Basi-Probe can be used
left or right-handed, with the
battery helping to stabilise the
device in the upright position.
I suggest you try listening to
the signal through an

amplifier and with one of the
simple receivers described in
previous articles.
Next month ill go into
detail on how you can use this
helpful little device to find
faults on projects and also
describe another project that
can also add to your workshop
'armoury' of simple test
equipment. Cheerio until then.

switch element on the opposite
side to the (+) marker. (This
provides 'lift' and a spring
effect to ensure the unit is
switched off until you require
it to be 'on').

probe (with the ground lead
connected to the 'chassis' or
'ground') to the input of a
small amplifier (any of the
amplifiers used in the 'Radio
Basics' series will suffice,. You
should then hear a high

Probe & Uses

Fig. 4: The completed project. The crocodile clipped 'ground' lead is soldered in position and the
coupling capacitor (partly in view on the right) is shown soldered into place. Also shown is the simple
push -to -operate switch made from a short length of SRPB off -cut material shown soldered to the
positive (-1-1 pad (see text). The battery is mounted on the underside (see text).

For the probe, I tried various
pins and needles but found the
best to be an old 'Safety Pin' as
they're (usually) made of
plated brass. Cleaned with a
file, they take solder very
easily but, for safety, I
recommend a sleeve of old
coaxial inner core insulation
be prepared. Better safe than
sorry!

The PP3 battery on my
prototype is attached on the
underside (opposite side to
copper cladding) and is held
with adhesive. However, it can
also be held with rubber bands
or if you mount the unit inside
a convenient plastic or
cardboard tube - it can be held
in place by the outer casing.
Unless you have an
oscilloscope, the best way to
test the unit is to apply the
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FINDING

We need to know it any of you are
Wireless. If you can't find a regular
Distribution Complaints

LE
MONTH?
stems obtaining Practical
en let us know. Please contact

Dear Newsagent.

0,str,huted by Seymour

please reserve/deliver my monthly copy of Practical Wireless
Name

Address

ephone (01202) 659910,

dist-comp@pwpublishing.ltd.uk or by letter to:
Distribution Complaints, PW
ing Ltd , Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach, Br
, Dorset BH18 8PW

FAX, (01202) 659950, E-mail

Postcode
WE CAN HELP YOU, IF

EEP US INFORMED.

You can always place a regular order with your local newsagent. To help
make this easier, please fill in and cut out the coupon on this page.

Practical Wireless, September

Signed
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IC-706MKIIG HF ALL BAND ALL MODE

0

ak-

adioar

Now with 2 Year UK Warranty

There is NO competition

0
ICT-8E offer closes on 31st July or when stocks run out

0
0

ti

THE NEW ICT-81E
UAD BAND HANDY

0

IC -2800H VHF/UHF MOBILE

00

O
QS

IC -746 160-2m BASE STATION

0

ihi

ICPCR-100 and ICPCR-100
COMPUTER BASED RECEIVERS

0

E?
P
H

0
THE NEW ICR-75 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

O

'eat Peats4

N

E

IC-706MKIIG

E1-1-99

IC -746

£16-95

IC -2800H
IC -2100H
IC -207H

£,549

IC-T81E
IC-Q7E
ICR-75E
IC-PCR1000
IC-PCR100
IC-M1EURO

£,399

£289
E,369
E1-549

1.689
1.2913

1-1-99

1.2,71

Southampton

We don't believe you can buy a better radio
at a better price -

So Call Us Now 023 8024 6222

SMC SMC SMC SMC SMC SMC SMC

Order NOW
-

from imam lopm

Please use this number only for placing orders.
For technical help and and advice
please use our usual numbers
during shop opening times

%tow

Kenwood
Yaesu
AOR
Yupiteru
Cushcraft
Comet

This month's special offers!

Transceivers
Receivers
Amplifiers
Aerials
Masts
Towers

New Yaesu Items to clear, most'/: price!

rdwa re

I corn

7 days a week

-

On our Special Hotline Phone Number

It>

tww
tef:'

Check your owners handbook now!
DVS1
£49.00
DVS3
£48.00
FTS22 (FT5200 CTCSS)
£49.99
YSK900 (FT900 sep kit)
£30.00
FL7025 (F1790 mk2 amp)
£99.00
FL2025 (FT290 mk2 amp)
£99.00
£15.00
MMB38 (FT747)
MMB15
£12.00
MMB2
E16.00
MMB33
£8.00
MMB34
£9.00
MMB16 (FT77)
£15.00
AMUT77 (FT77)
£6.00
PA6 (FT23/73)
£12.00
FVS1A
£20.00
PA1
£12.00
FTS7
£23.00
TCX04 High stable osc
£29.00
TCX01 High stable osc
£29.00

Speaker Mice
Yaesu VX1/VX5 MS109Y Speaker/Mic's '/2 price
now only £13.50

Tokyo High Power Amplifiers.
HL130U 432MHz 3/10/25w in 120w out,
was £489 now only £289.00.
HL66V 50MHz 10w In 50w out with Gas-fet
preamp.
was £189 now only £99.00

HF Transverters for £991
HX640 Transverter, matches FT690. 50MHz input.
3.5/7/14/21/28. out 30 to 40w.
was £289. now only £99.00
HX240 Transverter, matches FT290, 144MHz Input.
3.5/7/14/21/28, out 30 to 40w.
was £289 now only £99 00
HF Transceivers for £1491
Tokyo High Power single band mobiles
from £149.00 - Phone for details

Quality Coax Switches.
CS201A 2 Way S0239 1kw at 150MHz Max
were £25.00, now £12.50
CX401N 4 Way "N" type 2.5kw 500MHz
now '/2 price £29.00

These customers are typical of many of our
visitors, they consider it worth while to travel
some distance to get the famous SMC
Service and the Cheapest UK prices from a
an appointed UK dealer.

Super High Gain Mobile Antenna Sale.
SG7000 144/432, 100w 2.15/3.8db £11.50
SG7200 144/432, 150w 3.2/5.7db
900 144/432, 150w 5/7 6db

New Battery Packs.
Kenwood PB30 (TH22/42)
Kenwood PB33 (TH22/42)

MlBJS

(corn BP3
corn BP5A
corn BP8
corn BP173
corn BP180

!corn BP197 (case)
corn BP200
Yaesu FNB25
Yaesu FNB27
Yaesu FNB33
Yaesu FNB38

£25.00
£35 00
£32.00
£46.00
£46.00
£49.00
£29.00
£12.00
£35.00
£17.00
£49.00
£39.00
£59.00

£13.50
£16.00

YAESU FILTERS, '/z price!
(FT890/500hz/cw)
YF100
YF101
(FT890/2 6khzJssb)
YF110c
(FRG 100/500hz)
XF455CN
(FT102)
XF8.9GA
(FT107/901)

£39.00
£39.00
£49.00
£10.00
£10.00

Ring Now for our Used Equipment List
We have over £50,000 of used equipment
at our Axminster and Southampton Shops
or take a look at our web site for a full list

More

Satisfied
Customers

http://www.smc-comms.com/amateur
GOLCO

Axminster
01291 34918

Once again they have changed the
telephone code for Southampton.
this time they have changed the
number as well.
023 8024 6222

NEW PHONE NUMBER
This is the new number

Reg Ward Opening: Tuesday - Saturday 9am - 5:30pm

Reg Ward & Co

.

1 Westminster House . West Street . Axminster Devon
.

.

EX13 5NX

HQ Opening: Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm and 9am - 1pm Saturday

HQ. SM House . School Close . Chandlers Ford Ind Est . Eastleigh . Hants . S053 4BY

South Midlands Communications Ltd

Rob Mannion 6311[0 Joins In The fun Onn,

A Day To 17!7iiinaffiAr!
Rob Mannion
G3XFD joined in

with the run during

then
QRP Contest, tried
out the new

'Tenna-Tourer'
portable mast base, a

I. he 'intro' for this article should also have included
"He also flattened his car battery, learned a
valuable (but embarrassing) lesson and brewed
tea for the AA rescue service using a remarkable
Irish invention". But in all honesty. Sunday June
20th was a truly remarkable day for me, starting
off as it did with the flashes and bang of
thunderstorms, heavy rain and ending up
being a very beautiful i but exceptionally
windy I summer's day.
The Sunday in question was the day of the
PW 144MHz QRP Contest and I was looking
forward to enjoying myself on the band. But in
the end I was exhausted, although I would not
have missed it for anything!
Regular readers will remember that I had
mentioned in earlier issues of PW that I

see a Land Rover hurrying to investigate the strange vehicle
with antenna mast on private farmland.
"Are you the Gamekeeper"? I asked - "No....Fm the
owner' he replied with a hint of anger! But, as soon as I
explained I was there with permission it was 'All smiles and
I ended up with permission to use any of many possible sites
on their farmland overlooking the beautiful Blackmore Vale
- complete with superb views over towards
Somerset and into Devon.
The moral of the story? Always ensure
you do have permission - but be prepared for
little 'hiccups' from landowners and the NT
In this case I was really fortunate in that my
friendly Farmer knew that negotiations with
the NT could be protracted - so he was extra
helpful even though he'd been the last to
know Td be there!

intended to operate as /P for the QRP Contest
from the National Trust (NT) site at Win
On Site
Green. not far from Shaftesbury in North
Dorset. However, although being only a few
I'd arrived on site just after a tremendous
miles from the famous hill -top town, the actual
rain storm, complete with hail and strong
chosen site is (just ( in Wiltshire. But it was not
winds. However, I don't think I'd have
to be and 1 ended up operating from a site on
Fig. 1: On site at Sutton
risked erecting the mast if there was
1011 and evaluated
private farmland approximately 750m from
Hill Farm. with the PW
lightning about!
the main road between Shaftesbury and
After negotiating the farm track to the top
Tenna-Tourer 'drive
on' mast base installed
Blandford Forum.
of Sutton Hill, I was soon setting up the PW
the 1IFJ-9402
The reason why I ended up on what's now and in use (see text).
'Thnnalburer' mast base. This is shown in
become !thanks to the kind farmer who has
Fig. I and. as can be clearly seen, it's simple to
14411Hz s.s.h.
also had problems dealing with the National Trust) my
use. All that's needed is to place it so that a front wheel of the
regular IP site for both h.f. and v.h.f., is that although I
vehicle can be driven to the frame. Once the wheel is in place,
allowed plenty of time for correspondence - the
the weight of the vehicle provides an extremely
N"I' idespite telephone assurances from their
steady and reliable un-guyed mast base.
The base is made from heavy gauge
regional office in Warminster, Wiltshire, that
they "saw no problem") only confirmed that I
industrial quality steel and ail those made for
had permission to use the Win Green site on
readers are to be 'hot dipped' galvanised to BS
the Friday evening before the
729. Each mast base will be equipped with
w
QRP Contest.
four 14mm diameter holes in the bottom
Unfortunately as I had
plates so that if necessary the assembly can be
written two 'follow up' letters to
mounted ion a properly prepared and secure)
the NT after my original asking
concrete patio for use in a garden, etc. For this
for formal permission to use the
application, the base would have to be secured
Win Green site. I had assumed
with expanding bolts or bolts anchored
that I was not going to hear from
securely into the foundation.
them and accordingly arranged
Fig. 2: A view of the
Following trials with vehicles ranging in
to use another site. Fortunately I mast base in use.
size from a heavy agricultural type truck to a
( unusually for me!) had 'fallen on viewed from the front
Reliant three wheel car, PWs Thchnical Projects
my feet' because the Farmer who of G3XFO's Peugeot
Sub -editor lbx G1TEX and I have decided.
arrived on the site just after I'd
405 car.
after discussions with Tennamast, decided that
there will be two sizes of base available. The
started operating on the Sunday
was very friendly - after an initial 'difficult'
larger size - reference 'XFD' is suitable for vehicles such as
meeting!
the Peugeot 405 ( which is equipped with 175/70 sized tyres).
The Farm Manager who'd given me
Peugeot 306, Volkswagen Golf and similar ans.
permission to operate on the site had
The XFD version will in fact suit most larger cars and it
forgotten to mention it to the owner. However.
has fitted very well under the wheel of all the vehicles Tye
as I had been told to expect a possible visit
tried it on. These include) with the permission and help of
from the Gamekeeper, so I wasn't surprised to
the owners!) vehicles such as: Ford Galaxy VW Sharan. and
other 'People Mover' types, and larger vans, four wheel 'off
On the air with G3XFD/P during the 144MHz ORP Contest. The PW 'Tennaroad' vehicles including several 'Japanese Jeepy' types,
Tourer mast base and 8m high mast assembly is seen in action. The tall 'Fir'
Range Rovers and Land Rovers.

Ilaspro %.h.f.

antenna and used

the new l'aesu FT

transceiler. And

there's also a 'special

offer' for readers!

tree in the background - not quite what it seems - played a part in the day's
activities and eventual rescue)
20

For smaller vehicles another version - reference TEX'
is available. This size will be suitable for smaller vehicles
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144MHz beam antenna

such as the Reliant. Mini,
Nissan Micra and many other
cars with smaller wheels.

(kindly loaned to us by the
Shortwave Shop) had

alter* proved to be an

Copes With Slopes
In practice, I've found that even
if there's a slight slope to the
ground tin other words the site
doesn't have to be like a
bowling green!) the mast stands
up very straight indeed and
copes well with slopes. The
hinged socket at the bottom of
the assembly accepts a
standard 47nun outside
diameter (0D) scaffold pole and
I find it's exceptionally easy to

'walk up' my aluminium alloy

Fig. 3: The PW Tenna-Tourer'
mast base. Constructed from
sturdy industrial gauge steel, this
prototype was finished in heavy
grey industrial paint. but all
production units are assembled
from 'hot -dipped' galvanised
steel.

8m high pole assembly (5,5w
scaffold pole with a separate
extender section making a total
mast height of approximately 8m) with antenna and cable.

I don't normally like to draw attention to my
disabilities because, quite frankly. I think they're trifling
compared to those suffered by others. However. I think in
this instance it will be helpful for those who don't realise I
use a stick to help my walking and also have an artificial

arm - that I still find it very easy to install and erect the
mast system.
When not in use. the mast base fits very snugly into
the rear of my estate car, Fig. 4, and Tex GITEX finds that
the version he uses also fits well into his Reliant three wheel car. The photographs in Figs. 5 and 6 show the

excellent performer, end
was also incredibly
lightweight - but
surprisingly robust - and it
has proved very quick to
assemble. It's very neatly
designed and as it breaks
down into two sections (very
easy and exceptionally neat i
which is ideal because I can
then carry it in the back of
the car, with minimal
assembly time on site.
Bearing in mind I have

an artificial arm. I still
found the Maspro beam
easy to assemble and

transport - that's why I've
decided to keep it (see details at end
of text l. The antenna has a very grind
'front -to -back' ratio and the forward
gain it proved enabled me to work

stations much father away than I'd
expected with the prevailing Iropo'
conditions prevailing that day.

On The Air

I was on the air from 0900 'clock time until around 1630
when my car battery went flat. but more about
that later! In the meantime I had very many
prototype TEX version in use enjoyable QSOs, trying to mist as many
on the beautiful Purbeck Hills
contestants to increase their 'score'.
here in Dorset,
The Yaesu FT -I00 which I'd originally had on
review was loaned once again by Yaesu UK
Sunny But Windy
especially for the contest. In this respect it
The day of the QRP contest
worked extremely well and I found that working
the many El and Cornish stations pleading with
turned out to be a gloriously
me to turn the beam towards the west Rob' was
sunny, but very windy, day. In
fact, using my Royal Navy
remarkably easy from my site with its clear take
Fig. 4: The PW 'Tonna-Tourer
off And even though signal levels were often
experience I estimated the
mast base fits comfortably in the
such that my Irish and Cornish friends were
wind to be blowing at Force 4
for most of the times with
rear of G3XFTYs Peugeot 405
right down in the noise - the VT -100's sensitive
estate for transport. The base also
144MHz receiver coped well.
gusts approaching (and
exceeding at times) Force 6 to fits - with plenty of room - in
However, I ended up in trouble and even
G1TEX's Reliant three -wheel car.
though I'm terribly embarrassed at being 'caught
7. In fact, the wind force (it
was a north-easterly) was such
out' following many years of portable h.f. and v.h.f
operating I've got to admit I well and truly
that I couldn't open my car
'flattened' my (heavy duty) car battery. Yes -I was
door easily without applying a
stuck and I only noticed it when the cooling fans
lot of my own force to overcome
on the FT -100 were obviously running very slowly
the wind pressure (next year
and the audio output was dropping.
I'm hoping to have a remote
The reason for the 'flat' battery? Well - in
controlled rotator!).
Although the wind was a
answer I have to say that in the same way
nuisance - I'm also hoping to
Richard Newton CORSN comments on his
review of the !corn IC -706 Mk 110 (page 34. under
take a wind -driven generator
the heading 'Gruelling Test'', I agree that when
next year - it provided an
using one of the multiband 'state of the art'
excellent test for the mast
transceivers you must be aware that current
base. Other v.h.f. operators
consumption can be far higher than
told me that the wind was so
imagined when you're operating at low
strong in their area that they'd
output power levels.
not been able to erect their
masts to full height or use the
On investigation at home I found that when
Fig. 5: The prototype 'TEX'
the FT -I00 was running on transmit at 3W output
full size antenna planned for.
version in use with the Reliant
level 'with no speech into the microphone) it was
So. I wasn't alone in this
three wheel car. The mast is
consuming around 5k On speaking into the
respect and ended up feeling
microphone current consumption peaked at over
very confident that the Tenna- about to be 'locked' into the
vertical position with the top
6A. So, my findings agree to a large extent with
Tpurer' base would be very
clamp (note that prototype was
Richard's on the IC.706 Mk110
reliable in windy conditions painted, the production version
after all I'd had first hand
The moral must be: hear in mind that the
will be 'hot dipped' galvanised
experience!
transmitter might only be running at 3W output
(see text.
The Maspro 8 -element
but the equipment as a whole unit will almost
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Fig. 8: A

photograph.
taken on the
Dorset Purbeck

Hills, showing
the PK/TonnaTourer* mast
base in use with
G1TEX's Reliant
three -wheel car
and supporting
his telescopic
7.5m mast and 3 element antenna
based on the
HB9CV design.
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Fig. 7 The AA to the
rescue! Patrolman Keiran
Collier comes to the aid
of an embarrassed
G3XFD and shares a cup
of teat

certainly require much
more current than you

to the Mayo lads...little did I know that they were to
provide me with a modern version!

imagine. So keep a good
check on current
consumption, take a test
meter with you and don't be

In use, the Kelly's Kettle sits on top of its ventilated
base, on the right in Fig, 9, and shown here 'upside down'
(ready to accept the top section for carrying). The base
provides a good air flow for the solid fuel block) which I
prefer) or the grass. twigs or paper preferred by the Irish
fisherman who favour the 'KK' for their riverside sojourns.
Despite the appearance of just being a tapered flu (left in
Fig. 9), the 'KK' has a water 'jacket' that contains
approximately one pint 'Ireland still uses pints so I'll not
translate to metric!) of water. With one solid fuel tahlet this
will boil in less than four minutes -so you never need to be
without hot tea or coffee. (See end panel for details on how
you can get your own 'Kelly's Kettle'),

caught out like G3XFD.
Take a 'stand by' battery or
charging facilities.
Although I was over
750m from the main road too far for me to hobble
nowadays - I was fortunate
that my mobile telephone
battery was fully charged.
And even t
it was a Sunday, with the inevitable
'Sunday only' motorist breakdowns - the AA responded
very quickly indeed. )They've done so in the past, and I've
had reason to be grateful that I'd registered as a disabled
member'.
Locally based AA Patrolman Keiran Collier arrived in
less than 20 minutes from his home in Blandford Forum,
And despite my site being well away from the road - the
largest 'Fir tree (clearly visible in the heading photograph)
played its part in two ways. It helped as it's now
a famous landmark and the fact it's a cell -phone
antenna mast and my call for help passed
through its 'branches'. I I'd only realised it was a
mast that very day when I saw the electronics at
the 'roots' end - even though I'd driven by it
many times. An excellent 'disguise' job and much
appreciated by the local birds too!
As the cell -phone antenna mast 'tree' has

featured in the AA staff magazine and Keiran
lived locally, I only had to guide him past it
and onto the farm track to find me. It was a
relief to see the AA vehicle approaching down
the farm track!

Fig. 8: The remarkable
'Kelly's Kettle'. Ideal for
those 112 'days out' as it
can boil water for tea or
coffee under the most

difficult conditions using
a variety of fuel. This one
was presented to Rob by
the Amateur Radio
community in County
Mayo in Ireland (see
text/.

It only took a few seconds to start the diesel
engine on my car, Fig. 7. Keiran said that if it
had been a petrol engine I'd have probably
started it - this was because the glo-plugs' took
the 'edge off the almost 'flat' battery. His special
battery pack did the trick and it was left in place for a few
minutes so that the alternator on my car did not have to
overwork and cause more problems.
However, while my car was 'ticking over' and recharging the battery Keiran kindly offered to take the
mast and antenna down and help me pack the station up.
While he was doing that I decided to do something equally
important and brew us both a cup of tea with the help of
'Kelly's Kettle.

Kelly's Kettle
I'm mentioning 'Kelly's Kettle' IKK), Fig. 8, because I
think it's an essential item for anyone
interested in camping, going for picnics
and portable Amateur Radio operations.
The version in the photograph was
presented to me by our friends in
County Mayo (thanks lads...every cup
reminds me of you!) in Ireland. It's
made from very sturdy aluminium and
in effect is a kettle with a built-in
central flu which provides a very large
heating surface.

I bought my first 'KK' in County
Fig. 9: The 'secret' of the
'Kelly's Kettle' is the
remarkably large heating
surface area. It will boil
your water very quickly
and you can soon be
back on the air!
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Kerry over 30 years ago when I was
on holiday in the South West of Ireland. It was
fabricated from standard tinplate and was made for me
while I watched by (you've guessed its a genuine
'Tinker' called Kelly. The 'Tinkers' were renowned then

for their work with pots, pan kettles. Unfortunately
after many years of use mine literally disintegrated. A
replacement came my way after I mentioned the kettle

The MFJ-9402 Transceiver
As I was operating in the QRP Contest I took the
opportunity to try out the MFJ-9402 144MHz s.s.b.

transceiver I had on loan from Waters & Stanton. I'd
asked Jeff Stanton for this unit, Fig. 10, to try because it
seemed very interesting, with possible uses for the QRP or
lightweight /P operating enthusiasts and he kindly ordered
one from the manufacturers in the USA for me. From this
experience, and that gained from using the rig on the air for
a few weeks beforehand. I'm presenting a 'mini review'
The MFJ-9402. Fig. 11 is a very basic (single conversion
receiver equipped with a 2.3kHz ladder filter, visible top
right) v.f.o. controlled s.s.b. transceiver (with add-on c.w.
capabilities) with a maximum quoted transmitter output of
approximately 7W p.e.p. It has built-in speech processing
which NMI claims will provide between 4 and 6dB 'added
punch' (bear in mind that the rig's claimed output is only 7W
p.e.p.!).

In appearance, the little transceiver is - quite frankly quite charming. It looks like a really good quality 'home
brewed' job and this impression is supported by the single
knob controlled slow-motion tuning drive which is complete
with a plastic pointer which moves above the engrave tuning
scale.

The extremely basic analogue tuning scale cannot be
expected to provide accurate tuning on the 144MHz band
and should only be regarded as giving a very approximate
indication of 'where you are' in frequency terms. During the
tests he carried out, Ps Technical Projects Sub -editor Mx
Swami GITEX discovered that indicated accuracy varied
within 5 and 10kHz.
For the 'on the air' tests from my car at various v.h.f.
sites high on the Dorset 'downs' - including my PW Contest
site - I used the MFJ-9402 in conjunction with the
previously mentioned 8 -element Maspro lightweight
144MHz beam, my 8 metre mast and the lbnna-Tourer'
mast base. Power was provided by the vehicle battery.
I quickly found that - as MFJ claim - that the receiver is
certainly sensitive as I was able to hear weak signals.
Although not as sensitive as the Yaesu FT -100 I had on loan.
or the much older Trio 9000 I've got - the receiver proved
able to 'winkle out weak stations satisfactorily although it
was fairly noisy*, even when compared to the Trio .

`See comment in paragraph below starting "Audio

output level.?
However, selectivity on the MFJ-9402 is another matter!
The single conversion receiver is adequate for normal 'hill
topping' activities but I think you can forget it for when
there's a contest or increased activity on the band.
I can comment on the receiver's performance because my
experience during the PW QRP Contest proved that the
single -conversion receiver (despite the 2.3kHz ladder filter'
just could not cope even with the relatively low level signals
obviously associated with a QRP Contest. And yes. I am

taking into account antenna gain at the transmitting end
which can lead to quite potent effective radiated power
te.r.p.) levels!
Comments on the transmitted audio quality were good.
and several stations commented that they immediately
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recognised my voice. I had several QS0s during the
contest. hut most of the activity - for the reasons already
mentioned - were during normal 'hill -topping' days.
Audio output level was adequate for operation in the
car but for outdoor use I would say that headphones, via
the rear panel mounted socket, would be essential.
Incidentally, I've already commented on the receiver noise and its apparent sensitivity - and on reflection not having
had the opportunity to dismantle the receiver) I think most
of the noise originates from the audio stages. A check with
my workshop oscilloscope and suitable probes backed me
up in this thinking, as the noise chum') seems to be
associated mostly with the audio output stages.

Simple & Lightweight
The neat little MFJ-9402 is simple to operate and very
lightweight. In my opinion it would be ideal for QRP level
operation when equipment has to be carried to remote
operating sites. I What I would have done to have had
built from my basic ideas and suggestions by Norrie
In summary. I've got to say that this little rig is a 'fun'
Brown GM4VHZ of Tentuunast ably assisted of course by
transceiver which could easily be taken on camping
his wilt Rose GM4NHH.
holidays. For this reason I've no doubt that it will appeal to
If you decide to invest in a Pn' Tenna-Tourer' mast base
some operators and with the c.w. option added, the
I'm sure you'll enjoy using it as much as I've done. So. good
versatility could be increased.
luck with your I' operations and I look forward to meeting
Personally, I feel that if MFJ were to consider making
you on v.h.f, and h.f. some time!
PW
this transceiver considerably cheaper as a kit for home
My thanks go to Taegu UK Ltd.. at Unit 12, Sun Valley Bossiness
assembly, it could end up being popular as a 'first entry'
Park, Win nail Trading Estate, Winchester, Hampshire' 502;1
project for s.s.h. and c.w. on 144MHz. Otherwise, 1 think it
01.11. Tel. :01062) 8606671 for the loan of the Yaesu FT -100. sec full
review m the July issue of PM.
is rather expensive for what you get at the moment. So.
perhaps NIFJ might take up my
The Maspro 8 -clement 144M1iz folding
suggestion? I Further details.
Fig.
The MFJ-9402 144MHz s.s.b.
lightweight Isom antenna was kindly provided
price, etc., at end of article).
low power transceiver. The size of this
by The Short Wave Shop. 18 Fairmile
lightweight unit can be gauged from the Road. Christchurch, Dorset BH23 21..J.
access to such equipment years ago!).

Great Fun

microphone (see text).

Fig. 11: An inside
view of the MFJ9402. The ladder
filter can be see at
the top right (see
text).

Tel: (012021490099 The antenna costs MT.95

with P&P at £8

So, there you are I hope I've conveyed
some of the enjoyment I get from
operating /P. whether it's on h.f. my
mast also supports a wire dipole from a
wooden extender section) or

thank, go to Waters & Stanton PLC. of 22
Main Road. Hockley. Essex SSS 4QS, Tel:
1017021 208835 for the !loin of the )IF.1-surt

v.h.f.

The

14IMILE
tranKriver. It's available for
£259.95 with free P&P

The idea behind this article
has been to demonstrate how
much more enjoyment we can get from our
hobby, and to introduce the PW7enna-Touree
mast base to you at the same time. It's been developed and

Kettle is available here in the

from The Kelly Kettle Co. Ltd., Woolaway.
Chesterton Field Farm, Foss Way,
Leamington Spa. Warwickshire CV33 9-1Y,
Tel:101926i 651460 The I pint version costs
MO plus £3.50 P&P, the: 2.5 pint version costs £35 plus 23.50
P&P. Cooking accessories are available for the larger version,

SPECIAL
OFFER
FOR
PW
RE
MPS!
r
Order Form To: PTT Publishing. Amin smith Court. Station tpprnach. Broadstone, Dorset 111118 SPIN.
1J Please send me

Tenna-Tourer

J Please send me

Tenna-Totirur 'TEX' CL' fgl.')5 plus £6.50 P&P I UK only. overseas prices on request/.

£114.95 plus £6.50 P&P. (UK only. overseas prices on request).

Name

Address

Telephone

J I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order (payable to PW Publishing WI for £
J Please charge my Access/Visa card the sum of
Card No
Valid From

To

Signature

OFFER CLOSES ON 31ST OF OCTOBER 1999
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

LEICESTER AMATEUR RADIO SHOW COMMITTEE PRESENTS

28th LEICESTER
AMATEUR
RADIO SHOW
at

THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION CENTRE,
DONINGTON PARK,

N. W. LEICESTERSHIRE
on

Friday 24th & Saturday25th
September, 1999
All these great features:150 stands all major radio dealers. RSGB, PW. SWM,
Radio Today

Clubland special interest groups meetings and stands
All on one level - disabled parking right outside

Bring & Buy
Convention
Flea Market
Cafeteria, snack bar, licensed bar & restaurant
Free camping and caravanning on site
Free shuttle bus from East Midlands Airport to
convention, show and around the park
Meeting room (booking esential - contact organisers)
QSL corner (bring your QSL card) - meet your friends
Free parking immediately outside hall
Free show and convention guide

Morse tests
Prize draws & raffles
Rig testing
Demonstration HF station
Talk -in on 145.55 & 433.55MHz
Discount admission to British Superbikes and
The Donington Collection

Convention programme: Friday: Internet and Amateur Radio. Getting Started on LF
and Progressive Licensing.
Saturday: Repeaters, The Magic of 6 Metres and the
Spratly Islands Dxpedition.
24

Stands as well as Flea Market spaces are going
fast so for availability contact asap

John Theodorson, G4MTP.
Tel/fax: 0701 0701 330.
E-mail:- g4mtp@lars.org.uk

Other queries including advance tickets contact

Geoff Dover, G4AFJ, QTHR.
Tel: (01455) 823344. Fax: (01455) 828273
E-mail g4afj@argonet.co.uk

For the latest information on the show and details
of how to get there and accommodation in the area
see our web site: http://www.lars.org.uk

ADMISSION PRICES
One day ticket: £3.00 Two day ticket, £5.00
Advance tickets £2.50 and £4.00
Senior Citizens (OAP) and under 16: £2.50
Advance tickets £2.00
Under 14 free when accompanied by an adult. Half price
admission on production of last year's programme or
ticket. Advance party bookings £2.00 each (12 minimum)
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he frequency synthesiser,
used in many receivers today,
fits well into the digital age
and. like CDs. there are those
ra
SCO
who hold it in high esteem
and others who still prefer the
cores
old way! It's a scheme
Vt.nGra
Input
whereby the frequency dun
oscillator can be locked to a stable
and accurate reference over a wide
Clamor
range of discrete frequencies.
Not only does it allow both the
Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of voltage -controlled
local oscillator ] ho.iof a receiver and
oscillator (v.c.o.) from which the synthesised
the r.f. output of a transmitter to be
signal is obtained. Although the diodes 101 & D2)
of high stability and accuracy, often
are shown as normal diodes they are, in fact,
down to a few Hertz iHz1. commonly
varicap diodes, whose capacitance varies with
aided by a digital display. but it also
reverse voltage.
facilitates switching of the output
frequency in predetermined steps, while
still retaining these attributes.
circuit. Because the control voltage is applied di the
Although stability and accuracy can
cathodes of the vancaps. it would he positive -going
be matched by quarts crystal oscillators, a
relative to 'earth' to decrease the capacitance across LI
disadvantage here is that major
and hence increase the output frequency.
frequency changes require crystal
A pair of varicaps connected as shown in the
changes. But such oscillators do have the
diagram are commonly used, instead of just a single
advantage of low noise and purity of
device, to give the required capacitive swing and to
output and it is possible to shift their
avoid the oscillatory signal from affecting the
frequency slightlyithe VX01, as was
capacitive function Output is taken from the source of
noted when looking at local oscillators
the f.e.t. and is usually fed to the mixer 'or
in a previous instalment.
transmitterivia a buffer stage.

Reference Signal
A quartz crystal oscillator commonly
provides the synthesiser's reference
signal, whose frequency is divided by a
predetermined fixed ratio. The
synthesiser's main output emanates
from a voltage controlled oscillator
(v.c.o.i, a sample of which is also
frequency divided by a ratio selected by
digital logic or frequency switching.
A phase -locked loop (p.1.1.1. which

constitutes the heart of the synthesiser. then compares
the phase of the two divided signals. The block
diagram in Fig. 1 reveals the primary elements.
Now, should the phase of the divided v.c.o. signal
fail to coincide with that of the divided reference
signal. the phase detector will respond to the error and
deliver a d.c. voltage related to the phase error.
The potentially adverse higher frequency
components accompanying the d.c. voltage are
eliminated by the low-pass filter. The resulting
'smoothed' voltage is then applied to the junction of the
varicaps D1 and D2. This is the control voltage
which adjusts the capacitance of the varicaps, which
form part of the v.c.o. tuning. until the phase and
hence frequency of the divided sample of the v.c.o.
signal corresponds to the phase of the divided
reference signal.
A steady-state situation occurs when the two
signals become phase coincident constant at 90' offset,
but whenever there's a tendency for the frequency of
the v.c.o. signal to drift, then the control voltage will
again readjust the v.c.o. tuning slightly until phase
coincidence is restored and the frequency drift is

In his 'Looking At ...'
page this month,
Gordon King G4VFV
will be taking a look
at the frequency
synthesiser which is
now employed in a
high proportion of
Amateur Radio
equipment - from
receivers and
transceivers to test
equipment and more.
Reference
frequency

oscillator

I

Axed
divider

7-11

Phase
dertactes

corrected.
The capacitance value of a varicap decreases as
the reverse bias across it increases. For example, with

a reverse bias of. say IV, it may be in the region of
80pF, while at 41W. it might
have reduced to around 18pF,
depending on the type of

Lowness

late

Di I D2

venom.
The vex), in Fig. 2 uses an
n -channel junction f.e.t.
based on a Colpitts oscillator.

L11-2
Crystal
by N

Buffer
amplifier

MTrrnT'
From switching
locac

Voltcdnl2e

oscillates

Tomas,

Fig. 1: Block diagram of p.1.1. frequency synthesiser.
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to

Diodes D1 and 1/2 are the
varicaps which, together with

LI. form the tuned oscillatory

Component values depend on the v.f.o.'s operating
frequency. Nowadays the phase detector is commonly an
integrated circuit (i.c.), which may be a part of the
synthesiser i.e. or a more sophisticated device and there
are a many such devices around these days'.

Output Frequency
The output frequency of a p.I.I. synthesiser can be set
digitally. by programmed press -buttons, scanned
electronically, or changed in discrete steps by a rotary
control. The amount by which the frequency changes
per step is established by the division ratio of the
reference frequency's fixed divider.
As an example of this, consider a reference
frequency of 1MHz and a required synthesised output
corresponding to the 144MHz band, from 144.146MHz,
switchable in discrete 12.5kHz 10.0125MHzI steps.
The fixed divider ratio would thus be 8011 000
000 divided by 12 5001, while at 144MHz the frequency
select divider ratio would be 11 5201144 000 000
divided by 12 500, and at 146MHz 11 6801146 000 (100
divided by 12 500..
For 25kHz steps, both the fixed divider and the
frequency selecting divider ratios would he half the
12.5kHz step ratios. Each time the ratio is changed
one step by the switching logic or pmgramming, the
v.c.o. output will change accordingly. The dividers work
digitally, rather like counters.

Local Oscillator Application
For local oscillator 11.0. i application. the synthesiser
would be programmed to take account of the i.f. offset
by onboard logic and it's not uncommon for several
p.I.I.s and dividers to be found in latter-day equipment
to produce the required frequency ranges with the
desired step resolution !right down to 10Hz per step in
some cases). Phase noise and undesirable 'sproggies'
on the synthesised signal are minimised by careful
attention to design and component layout.
This Phase -locked loop 1p.I.1 synthesis is also
known as indirect synthesis. There's another approach
where the signal is synthesised digitally, which is
known as direct digital synthesis IUDS).
While having been restricted to expensive test
1

equipment, owing to its need for elaborate filtering,
DDS is now finding its way into Amateur Radio
equipment. But that's another story - for another
article'
PW
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The last major
Radio & Computer Show
this century will be held at
Picketts Lock!
(

AMATEUR
gOMPU E

There'll be

Picketts Lock Lane, Edmonton, London N9

a hundred

good reasons

to be there,

including:

The dotes:

Saturday 21 November

Displays by the Japanese manlacturers

Stands from importers and distributors
Special Interest Groups

Thousands of computer bargains

a Sunday 28 November
Ilium to beet ouch MI
Admission:
Adult
£3.00 OAP
£2.50
Under 14 £2.50 Under 5 Free

Bring & Buy sale
Bar and restaurants

New and second hand rigs
Disabled facilities
On -demand Morse tests
Free parking for all
On -site camping and caravaning

Cloakroom

Cinema and sports facilities*

Trade enquiries to RadioSport Ltd.
126 Mount Pleasant Lane, Bricket Wood, Herts, AL2 3XD.
Tel 01923-892929 Fax 01923-678770 www.radiosport.co uk
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project

James Brett GOTFP shows you
how to make a very useful

meter that can be used to

measure far more than the
name suggests. Read on to see

what it could be capable of in

your workshop.
.1. here arc many measurements in Amateur Radio and
general electronic design work that normally need
an oscilloscope. For instance the radio amateur
licence requires that, when using amplitude
modulation la.m. - A3E). the licensee makes
measurements of percentage depth of modulation
and of p.e.p. in s.s.b. (J3E) 'from time to time'.
When testing modulation depth, the transmitter
waveform normally has to be viewed on an oscilloscope and
the maximum and minimum amplitudes of the modulated
carrier compared with the mean carrier level. For s.s.b. the
transmitter output is again viewed and the two tone test
used to indicate on the oscilloscope screen the peak power
levels permitted.
This article describes a comparatively simple, easily
built and calibrated accessory which will enable these and
many other measurements to he made. The circuit
monitors the r.f. current into a resistive load, rectifying it
to produce the characteristic demodulated waveform as
shown in Fig. 1.
The second part of the circuit enables measurement of
the carrier level Vc shown as V3 and the modulation
peak Vc + Vm (shown as V2i in Fig, 1. A secondary

function, without the r.f. section of the meter, the

Fig 1: The modulated
'envelope' and
recovered audio
signal from an
amplitude modulated
r.f. signal. See text for
more detail.

Power
1W)
1

2

5
10

measuring circuit allows measurements of ripple
superimposed on d.c. supplies and many other useful
measurements described later.

12.5
17.7

200

25.0

Modulation &
Ripple Level
Meter.

Circuit Description

the r.f.

The recovered audio waveform across R12 is of a

form, similar to that shown in Fig. 1. The audio
signal or a d.c. voltage with ripple) is applied, via
SI 'shown in the modulation position) and the
attenuating circuit of R2 and R3 to input pin 2 of the
op -amp ICI, the main purpose of which is a gated
level sensing circuit.
When the potentiometer R13 is at
minimum, ICI output will be high
and D3 will be lit. As R13 is

v,

advanced a point will be reached

where the level on pin 3 ICI ) will
be just positive with respect to the
negative peak of the applied
waveform. The op -amp output will
thus briefly 'pulse low'.
Advancing the potentiometer

further will lengthen this negative
pulse and D5 will start to glow, and
D3 will dim. As the potentiometer is
further advanced the point will be

(V)
1.76

25
50
100
150

GOTFP's

The overall circuit of Fig. 2, shows the meter circuit and the
sensing unit (connected between the transmitter output and
a matched dummy load J. Although the sensing head is
designed for 50i1 impedances, other values will work. The
coaxial inner line current is sensed by the transformer TI
land its load. R111, is rectified by Dl. capacitor C4 filters out

Wading
2.50
3.95
5.59
8.84

James Brett

WTI mei

21.6
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reached where pin 3 of the op -amp is
V2

just higher than the positive peak of
the applied waveform, when D5 will
be fully lit and D3 fully
extinguished.
As it's difficult to determine
accurately when the I.e.d.s are
27

Two Main Units

100n

The two main units are shown within dotted lines on Fig. 2,
but layout is not critical and my prototype is shown in the
annotated photographs. The layout can be modified to
accommodate the shape of the box available. A separating
screen between the r.f. and the rest of the circuit must be
used to prevent possible interference to the metering circuits
by the r.f. fields, My prototype is shown in the annotated
photographs of Fig.s 3, 4 and 5.
The sensing transformer, T1, consists of 20 turns of
insulated wire wound on a toroidal core, with tails left long
enough to connect the r.f. strip board. The inner of the
coaxial cable is passed through the centre of the toroid
before soldering in place. The toroid and its winding are
fixed in place with a generous application of a rubbery
adhesive.

Fig, 2: The complete circuit
diagram of the Modulation and
Ripple Meter. See text for more
detail.

Variable resistors R13 and 14 are directly mounted in to
the bottom of the box after first drilling the necessary holes
and covering the outside with sticky white paper. The strip
boards are supported by screws and extra nuts to space
them from the box. The mounting holes on the strip boards
should be slightly countersunk on the copper side and
insulated washers used to prevent any of the strips short
circuiting to the mounting nuts.

Test & Calibrate
It's now time to test and calibrate the unit, but first, carry

extinguished or fully lit, the positive going edge of
the opamp output triggers 1C2, a pulse
lengthening circuit based around the 555 timer
IC2. The duration of the pulse is set, by RIO/C3, to

out a careful wire check before connecting the battery.
Connect a 'spare' fresh 9V battery to the input terminals
(P1 and P21, observing correct polarity, and switch on to
the 'Voltage' position of Si. Set R13 fully anticlockwise
and R14 mid way. only I.e.d. D3 only should be

approximately 9ms. Whenever the potentiometers are

illuminated.

set in the 'ripple zone' and diodes D3 and 5 are flickering,

Advance R13 slowly clockwise about a third of the way.
at which point 1)3 will go out and D5 light. By varying R14
about the mid point, D4 should pulse on in keeping with
the movements of R14. Now connect a transmitter and
matching dummy load to the coaxial connectors.
Set the potentiometer RI2 fully clockwise and switch on
the transmitter at a low power level. Set the switch to the
'r.f.' position (as shown in Fig. 2) and check the unit's
operation as described for the 'Volts' case. The unit is now
functioning correctly.
To calibrate the potentiometer scales, an adjustable dc
supply of 0-30V and a suitable voltmeter are required.
Several (9V1 dry batteries and a high resistance
potentiometer (about 1001c1li could be used instead
With the switch set in the 'Volts' position set R14 to mid
scale and mark the scale at this point as '0'. Now set the
test supply to 2V and adjust R13 to the point where D3
and D5 just change over and mark this point 2. Carry on
over the whole range of R13, marking the scale at
appropriate points, say every 2V.
To calibrate R14, you use a similar method. Leave R13
somewhere mid scale, and the test supply set to the 1.e.d.
change over point. Now make small adjustments in
voltage of around 0.1V intervals. By referring to Table 1
(see Fig. 1), the power calibrations can be marked around
R13's scale.

Fig. 3: Looking inside the
Modulation and Ripple
Meter, where variable
resistor R13 and 14 are
mounted on the 'front' of
the box.

D4 will be brightly lit.
Potentiometer R13 has a dial calibrated in volts
equivalent to the input voltage. The positive and negative
peaks of the applied waveform are indicated as voltage
measurements and will show in relative terms the actual
current (and power r in the r.f. load. Operating as a fine
control. R14 applies to a small shift to the applied input
and is calibrated in fractions of a volt.
The circuit of D2:115 enables the op -amp to be operated
with 'balanced supply rails' from a single battery. The '748
type of i.c. was selected because, although it suffers some

loss in performance, it will still give satisfactory gain at
this low supply voltage.
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Now you need to set R12 for correct reading. A 5011
dummy load with a calibrated power meter is connected to
one of the coaxial connectors and a transmitter with a 5011
output is connected to the other.
Set R14 to '0' , with the transmitter switched on, adjust
its output to a convenient level as indicated on the power
meter. Set R13 to the same power indication and adjust
R12 to the point where D5 and D3 just change over. That
is the calibration done! But what can you use it for? In
answer to that look at the following:

Transmitter Power
The transmitter output is connected, via the unit, to a 5011
dummy load. The transmitter should operated in f.m. or c.w.
mode. With R14 set to the zero point, adjust R13 until the
l.e.d.s 1 and 2 change over. Read the power directly of the
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project
1:

=
3

represents the p.e.p. value of 400W
and must not be exceeded during
normal speech modulation.
Using the Modulation Meter
between the transmitter and the
power meter, the signal is monitored
as already described. With the two
tone audio signal applied to the

r-r-i

c.rD

O

CD

transmitter, the transmitter output is
adjusted to indicate 100W on the
power meter. then R13 is adjusted
until, with D5 lit. 1)4 just extinguishes
in effect this is the line marked on the

-1=1

CJ

oscilloscope screen.

Fig. 4: A closer view of the sensing head.
scale of R14 lithe r.f. system is mismatched or, if a
different value of load is used, the power reading is no
longer accurate, the scale, however can be used to show
relative power levels when changes or adjustments are
being made to the load or transmitter.

O

Now with the antenna connected
and normal speech modulation used.
it is only necessary to set the
transmitter modulation gainilevel
control to a position where the D4
does not pulse on even in the loudest speech points. And of
course other p.e.p. level may be set by setting 25% of the
required power level on the scale of R12

Cr,

I=)

O

Ripple Measurements

C:=/

With the switch S set to the 'Volts' position, P1 and P2 can
be used to monitor the positive and negative peaks of the
ripple in a power supply. The measurement is made by

O

Modulation Depth

Sp
rrn

For assessing modulation depth you'll need a
single audio tone input (an audio oscillator
connected to the microphone input or an
amplified audio oscillator and loud speaker in
front of the microphone). Switch the

SI

transmitter to a.m. mode transmit, but
without any audio input and measure the
carrier level recording the voltage indicated

TT

by R13 and RI4.
Now bring in the audio modulation and
measure and record the peak voltage
indicated by D5 being lit and 1)4 just
extinguishing. You'll now have the voltages
V3 and V2 as shown in Fig. 1.

O
O

O

The depth of modulation is:.
Modulation depth Oil

Vrn x 100
V3

We have measured Vc as indicated by V3 and
Vm which is given by V2 - V3. Thus the modulation depth
is calculated by the formula:

Modulation depth 4%)

V2 - V3 x 100
V3

This measurement is also true if the load is not accurately
matched or the impedances are not 50D.

Peak Effective Power
Peak Effective Power r p.e.p.l is defined as the peak power
supplied to the load during one radio frequency cycle at the
crest of the modulation envelope. The Radio Amateur
licence requires that any transmissions are limited to
400W maximum on some bands, less on other bands. It's
recommended that the 'two-tone method' of measurement
is employed, where two non -harmonically related equal
amplitude audio tones are simultaneously used to
modulate the transmitter as measurements are made.

The procedure is to fully modulate the transmitter with
the two audio tones that produce a sinusoidal modulation
envelope at the difference frequency of the two tones. This
signal is fed to a power meter and the transmitter adjusted
to show an average power level of 100W for the 400W
p.e.p. case.

If monitored on an oscilloscope, the peak point of the
signal is marked with a line on the screen. This line
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crp
turning up R13/R14 from zero until D4 just lights, for the
the lowest voltage IVI in Fig. 1 1. Further advancing of R13
or R14 until 1)4 extinguishes indicates the maximum
positive of the supply.
The facility is, of course, an important measurement when
considering the design of a power supply on load. The input
to the regulator can be checked to ensure that there's always
sufficient voltage across the regulator for correct operation
whatever the loading.

Other Uses
There are other uses of the meter. when it's used in the
'Volts' position. These include such things as amplifier
output before the capacitor coupling to the loud speaker)
can be monitored. With no audio signal the mean voltage
level can be determined by noting the readings where 1)5
and D3 just change over.
By now applying the audio the peak positive and
negative excursions can be measured by observing the
voltages when D4 just extinguishes. For a good amplifier
these voltages should be equally disposed about the mean
level previously measured.
Similarly, oscillator outputs and other circuit
performances can be checked. There are, no doubt, other
useful measurements which can be made, even to using it as
a simple voltmeter when the workshop multimeter is not to
hand.
PW

Fig. 5: The

prototype
metering
electronics
were mounted
on Veroboard
for simplicity.
Note! Due to
the way the
photograph
has been taken
there is some
parallax

distortion of
component
connections.
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It's that time of year again and the team here at Practical Wireless have done their best to bring you news of RAE, Novice
kE and Morse courses across the country, so there's absolutely no excuse now for all you 'would-be' Radio Amateurs!

T)

Hook out those RAE textbooks which you bought all those months ago and haven't used, and get studying!

The list which we have provided here consists of those courses which we have been told about and is not exhaustive

-

there are many other courses going on all over the country that may not be mentioned here. For details of other courses

that are running this year, contact the City & Guilds (C&G), 1 Giltspur St, London EC1A 9DD. Tel: 0171294 2465..
0171.294 2400.
For more information on becoming a Radio Amateur, contact Subscription Services Ltd. (SSL) in Bristol on
0117.925 8333 who act as the licensing issuing point for the DTI and will, on request, send copies of the free booklet
'How To Become A Radio Amateur' and provide other DTI publications associated with the hobby. You could also

contact the Radio Society of Great Britain (RSGB) on (01707) 659015 or if you have an enquiry regarding
licensing, etc., then please get in touch with the Radiocommunications Agency (RA) on 0171-211 0211.
So, what are you waiting for? Browse through our list, pick a course in/near your area, get enrolled and start studying!

Who knows, your name may he among the new batch of Licensees! Good Luck!
t,11..gt will he running a City & Guilds RAE course from September
1999. The course will run for an academic year finishing in May 2000 with
students able to sit the May 2000 RAE. Morse will be taught from May to July
2000. Interested enthusiasts should contact Bexley College's Guidance &
Admissions Centre on 101322) 404000 or 101322) 404001, leave your name.
address and telephone number and an enrolment form will be posted to you in the
summer break,

Ittuttpti:'

t. (BARAC) which meets at the Stanley Village
Hall. Rear High Rd. Stanley, Crook. Co. Durham. will be running
an RAE and Novice RAE course starting in September 1999

Hastings Fleet runic. & Radio Club (HERCi will he running courses for the RAE
and Novice RAE this autumn. For details of the RAE course please contact G
Parsons MOAHY at Gull Cottage. Briar Close, Fairlight, East Sussex 17435
4DP or telephone (01424)813040. For details of the Novice RAE course 'starting on

16 October, contact D Mepham G4ERA at 8 The Close, Fairlight, East Sussex
TN35 4AQ where the course will he held or telephone 101424) 812350. (HERC is an
approved City & Guilds examination centre for both the RAE and NRAE I.
'HARCi will be running RAE classes commencing in

I

September 1999 with Clive GW4YKL, every Thursday at 1900.
Contact Kevin O'Reilly GWOK1G on Cardiff (012221561542

The club is also a registered examination centre. For further
details please contact Tim on 101388) 832948 or Mark

or you can contact the club via their Web site:

httpaqwww.freexone.co.ukfahortwavo/

GOGFG on 1013881 745353

The If ildenitone RAE 'ours, will be running this
t

orl i+let .,Ilegc. Victoria Place, Carlisle CAI 1HS will be

year, the tutor will be Dr. Ken Smith G3JIX. The course
will commence on Thursday 23 September 1999 from
1900.2100. the venue will be in the Sandwich area.
East Kent. For further information please telephone
Ken Smith G3JIX on 101304) 813175 or E-mail:

running an RAE course beginning on Wednesday 10 November
1999 between 1800-2100. The charge for the course will be £130 plus
registration arid exam fee of £30 and will last 20 weeks The
tutor will be Bruce McCartney and if you require any more
information. please contact the Information Unit on 101228)

ken.smitlAsaqnet.co.uk

819000

!linen's( Sehont &
nit y ('allege.
Simms Lane, Netherton. Dudley, West

I.:CAR(' i will be offering is Novice RAE

course on Friday evenings at the Jubilee Hall, Gurney St, New
Marske, near Redcar. Enrolment will be on 3 September 1999.
Details are available from Alistair G4OLK on 101642) 475671
1.1! itio
(
is offering RAE and
Morse courses. The courses are held on Tuesday &

Thursday evenings and start the week commencing
13 September 1999. For further information please
telephone: (01252) 407040

Midlands are holding an RAE Course. every Thursday
evening from 1900.2100 starting on the 16 September
1999 Enrolment from 6 September 1999. Further details
on 101384) 816503. Note: this is an Examination centre and
can take external candidates.
1111 /HI

boo'. Huntingdon Road, York Y032 9WT: Tony

Skalfe G4X1V will be running another RAE course this year and it will be
starting in September. Contact Tony Skaife on Tel: (01904) 752102. 144 Carr

Lane. York Y026 5HG or E-mail: s.dufri(huntingdon-ed.org.uk
Foyle & District ARC iF&DARCi will be running an RAE course from
September 1999. Numbers are limited due to the fact that the lessons will have
to be held at the Course Tutor's home in Co. Tyrone, Northern Ireland. Anyone
interested should contact either Terry White GI7THH IQTHR I on 1015041

Keighley. West Yorkshire will be running on RAE course
which will be held on Tuesday evenings from 1900-2100, enrolment is in the
first week of September. The course tutor will be Ralph Turner G3VRX. For

883461. or the Course Tutor. Ronnie GIOWYO IQTHR on 101504) 342636.

more details. please telephone the college on to153.51 618555 or (01535) 618625.
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Limerick Radio Club! LRC) will be running a course leading to the

l'rrstnit Amateur Radio tinriety (PARS) run an

Irish Radio Experimenter's Examination in October 1999 at the
Adult Education Centre, Sexton Street, Limerick. Please

ongoing Novice course which takes place every

Malti,tone YMCA Alt", will be running RAE, NRAE
and Morse courses at the YMCA Sports Centre,

For more iniOrmation
on becoming a
Radio Amateur,

Melrose Close, Cripple St, Maidstone, Kent ME15

contact

contact the Limerick Radio Club on 061-360122,

8BD. To enrol please call the Course Co-ordinator.
Keith Maskell G4YTU (01834) 831504 or
alternatively, you could visit any of the Club nights
which take place on Fridays and arrange it that way.

Mexborough & District %Bs iM&DARSI are
running RAE. Novice RAE and Morse code

courses at Mexborough Radio Club, Harrop
Hall, Mexborough, South
Yorkshire. RAE enrolment
takes place at 1900 on Friday 10
September 1999 and then the course
will start at 1900 on Friday 17 September.

Thursday evening from 1845-2000. The
venue is Lonsdale Sports & Social
Club, Fulwood Hall Lane, OFF
of Watling Street Road,
Fulwood, Preston. The
contact for this course is Eric
Eastwood GIWCQ (01772)

Subscription
Services Ltd.

4

888708. The cost of the course is
approximately £40.

nil 0117-'125

;14

or the
Radio Society
of Great Britain (RSGB)

The Novice RAE and Morse code, rolling program.

any Friday. For further details telephone Tom
GOKSK on (01709) 586329 or Roy GOFYM on
(01977) 645691

on I 017071 659015

Licensing enquiries,
call the RA

1

1.111111111111y

Ampthill,

Mid Bedfordshire will be offering
an RAE course on Monday

evenings starting 13 September
1999 for the May 2000
examination. Contact Mr. N
Reynolds on (01525) 404412 for
enrolment details or the tutor Steve
Down G3USE un (01234) 270738 or E-

mail stevedown@btinternet.com for
course information.

on 0171-211 0211.

Rugeley Adult Education Cent rt

Taylors Lane, Rugeley, South
Staffordshire - Tel: (01889)

Murray
Is 1.
will be running an
RAE course from Wednesday 22 September 1999. It will take pl.,
between 1900.2100 at the centre. Murray Road, Mickleover, Derby
DES 6LD. General enquiries on (01332) 515922, 24 hour
enrolment line on (01332)518099.

678738 'Term -time only' is
running an RAE course
commencing from Monday
13 September 1999, from
1900-2100. Please contact

Nea stead Woods School. Avebury Rd, Orpington in Kent will be

Brian Smith G4EQC on (01543) 683030 for further information.

running an RAE course leading to the May 2000 examination which will
be held at the school. The course will take place on Monday evenings

Sa 'A .11111

between 1930 and 2130 commencing 20 September 1999. For
further details, please contact the course tutor A E Betts on (01689)
831123. Enrolment should be done through Bromley Adult Education
College, Widmore Centre, Nightingale Lane, Bromley BR1 2SQ.

siharahrook t ommunity t olirgr, Sharnbrook. North Bedfordshire

Colleg4 near Cambridge will be holding an RAE Course
theory only starting in mid -September 1999. Contact (01223) 834492,
FAX: (01223) 836880. Or E-mail peterbuchawfibigfoot.com

Tel: 0181-460 0020.

will be offering an RAE course on Wednesday

eveninp starting 15 September 1999 for the
North Bristol ARC are continuing their RAE and
Morse classes and they meet in north Bristol on
Friday evenings and contact details are as in the
RSGB Callbook or via Dick ElfordGOXAY on
(01454) 218362.
North Trafford College are running an RAE and an advanced RAE
course commencing 13 September 1999. The Radio Amateurs evening
course will take place: Monday 1800-2030: Radio Amateurs afternoon
course: Wednesday 1300-1615 and the Advanced Radio Amateurs
i construction a Tuesday 1300-1615. For further details please contact John

May 2000 examination. Contact Mrs J Barnett
on (01234) 782581 for enrolment details or
the Tutor, Steve Downs G3USE on (01234) 270738. E-mail:
steve.dowtwibtinternet.com for course information.
:44iuth Noriminton Altryttett & tt.t rtt t
'4Nr Alfreb3n. Derbyshire)
are running a Novice Amateur Radio Examination Course to commence

from September 1999 at New Street Community Centre, New Street,
South Normanton, Derbyshire. For further details contact the Club
Secretary. Russell Bradley GOOKD on (01773) 863892.

Beaumont G3NGD, North Trafford College, Talbot Rd, Stretford,

.:outh Yorkshire Repeater Group is now a registered test centre for the

Manchester 5132 OXH. Tel: 0161.886 7077 or
contact admissions on 0161-886 7000. Early

RAE and the Novice RAE and they will be holding an RAE course starting
from Wednesday 8 September 1999 The NRAE course starts from Friday
17 September 1999 Both courses take place at Valley Community

enrolment will be every Wednesday
throughout July and August. 1400-1900
and 1 September. Main enrolment will take place on
Monday 6 September to Wednesday 8 September 1999, 1200-2000.
Details are also available on the Internet:

Centre, St. John's Rd, Cudworth. Barnsley. For further
information, please contact Ernie Bailey G4LUF., Hild

Avenue, Cudworth, Barnsley. South Yorkshire 872 8RN
Tel: (01226) 716339. Mobile: (0838) 748958.

httpdtpapa.hotbot.comfeduijohnbeaumont/index.html
Ildham t1

OAR)', will he running an RAE Course commencing at 1830
on the 16 September 1999. The course will be geared to candidates taking the
RAE in May 2000 and will be held at Moorside Conservative Club, 633

Ripponden Rd. Moorside, Oldham Oldham ARC is a fully registered City
& Guilds Examination Centre and all candidates can sit the exam at the club.
Further details from Geoff Oliver GOBJR on 0181-852 4184 or by E-mail to
oar(gzen.co.uk

Hie I tiOit 164'1,11'11e 11t!- at Wimborne in Dorset will be running an RAE
course starting on Tuesday 14 September 1999, new members would be
welcome. Contact Tony Baker G3PFM on (01202) 622262 for full details.

rile 1119 College. Tile Hill Lane, Coventry CV4 88U will be running an
RAE course this year leading up to the December 1999 and May 2000
examination. For further information, please contact Student Service)) at the
above address, Tel: (01203) 694200. FAX: (01203) 464903 or E-mail:

info@tilehiR.ac.ult
A 26 week RAE course starts at South Notts College,

Greythorn Drive, West Bridgford. Nottingham on
Wednesday 15 September 1999. Class times are
1830-2100 and the Course Tutor will be Alan Lake
G-IDVW For further details Tel: 0115.938 2509 or

E-mail: radkitgcompuserve.com

Itunr,.ro Alit will be running an RAE
& Novice RAE Course at the Beacons, Simmons

Lane, Frodsham, Cheshire. Enrolment takes place on
Friday 3 September 1999 from 1930_ Further details can be obtained
from Course Tutors Dave Bibby GIPIX on (01928) 591401 and Dave
Wilson G7OBW on (01270) 761808.

%int tilt ), %RS 'PARS' will be running a City & Guilds RAE course starting

on the first Thursday in September 1999 Classes will be held for one hour
every Thursday from 1830.1930 in Room 312 on the third floor of the
Smeaton Building of the University of Plymouth The course will run
from September until the first Thursday in May 2000. Full details of the
course, fees. etc., from Bob Griffiths G7NHB on (01752)343177.
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Miin Radio ('.ers

will be holding its

annual RAE course at the Llangefni Scout Hall,
Llangefni in September (times and dates to be verified).
Any persons wishing to attend can contact the group on

either 101407) 832197 or E-mail: TonyAnzianiggofree.co.uk

?*
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Richard Newton
GORSN, our

keen h.f. mobile

operator, takes a

1:1-17D

have always been a keen h.f mobile operator and, in
particular, have a fascination with small h.1 radios.
Whenever I think about small h.1 transceivers. the IC -706
always springs to my mind. This little bundle of fun'
started out a few years ago by astounding the market with
it's features - mainly, all the hi. bands. 50 and 144MHz
and all in one little radio! [coin didn't rest on the laurels of
its success where their IC -706 was concerned though, they've
been improving its excellence ever since. Now they've added
another string to the '706 bow, the from IC -706 MUM. which
includes 433MHz!

look at the lcom
IC -706 MkIIG

and says he likes

its appearance
and layout (but
what did he

think about its
operation)? To
rnswer, he
oegins with a

What's The Fuss?
So, what's all the fuss about?
Just what is the !corn IC 706 MkllG? Well, to
answer, it's a very
smart 'box', measuring
a modest 167mm wide
by 58mm high and
200mm deep (not
including its projections

and inside this relatively
small 'box' is packed a veritable arsenal of
functions and features.
As well as general coverage iv.) receive from 30kHz to
199MHz and receive from 400 to 470MHz, the IC -706 MkIIG
has an all mode transmit capability on all the amateur h.f.
bands. 50, 144 and 433MHz. The '706 MkIIG delivers variable
power settings of up to 100W on h.f. and 50MHz, up to 50W on
144MHz and up to 20W on 433MHz, although transmit powers
on a.m. are somewhat reduced on all bands.
Where do I start? Well, let's try taking a look at an
overview of the radio itself. One of the first things which you
might notice about the IC -706 MkIIG, is that it has a

detachable front head and all the controls of the transceiver

look at its

features and
then describes
how effective it
\I as on air.

are on this head. (See Fig. 11. The head is very easily detached
land reattached' and, when used with the optional cable, the
radio can be boot -mounted and the head easily mounted in the
front of a vehicle. Whilst trying out the transceiver I found
that. because I was able to remove the head so easily, it was
also a good security feature, even when not using the
separation cable.
My first impression of the Icom IC -706 MkIIG was its
appearance - I thought that it looked very good. The controls
are well laid out and lcorn have made the best of space.
allowing easy access to controls along with a decent size
display. The radio appears to be well made and is
professionally finished. The '706 MkIIG has a quality and an
attention to detail which immediately gives you confidence in

its ability.
One example of the quality of this rig
would be the rubberised ring which is
situated around the outside of the
tuning knob. making it a pleasure to
tune. In contrast to the IC -706 Mid, I
am pleased to say that most of the
more important controls on the front
panel are now backlit. See Fig. 2i.

Fig. 1: The (corn IC -708 MkIIG has a

detachable front head - all the
controls of the radio are on this head.
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To mention all the controls for the radio would he both
pointless and laborious. I will, however, mention a few. The
'Phones' 3.5mm jack socket can be set to output either for
headphones or for a speaker. !See Fig. 1, on the bottom left hand
side of the front panel). The of. volume) and rd. :Squelch
controls are on one set of rotary controls whilst the Memory
channel select and the i.f shift controls share another. Both are
well spaced and of a good quality.
The extensive v.f.o. range of the IC -706 MkllG can be
accessed in several ways. The first way is by tuning up and
down in varying steps using
the tuning knob and the
'I'S' 'Tuning Step) button.
The main tuning knob has
a convenient friction brake
which increases the
tension on the knob. i See
Fig, 3). I found this to be
very useful when I was using
the '706 MkJIG in the car, as
it was less likely to slip off
frequency. The radio can
easily be 'locked' to a given
frequency as well.
Alternatively, you can
navigate by amateur bands by
use of the band keys which will take
you up and down through the bands. Another improvement
which, 1 feel, has been made over the :al is the tuning. I found
that the 1r1k1IG was a lot easier to operate as far as tuning was
concerned.

Advanced Functions
The advanced functions on the IC -706 MkIIG are accessed by
means of a two-tier menu system. The more frequently used
functions, such as setting transmit power, microphone gain.
VOX, and CTCSS tones for repeater access, can all be done
easily by pressing the 'Display' button for more than two
seconds.

More advanced parameters are set by turning the MkIIG on
while depressing the 'Lock' key which will give you access to a
large menu of features and parameters which include: setting
the off set for repeater operation on 144, 433 and 50MHz and
h.f., tone search during CTCSS operation: c.w. settings and
many more.
The operating controls and features are cleverly accessed
via three buttons on the front panel called 'F1'. 'F2' and 'F3'. The
designation to these buttons is displayed above them on the I.c.d.
- the designation can be changed fairly simply by toggling
through different menus which gives the operator a larger
number of features accessed only by a few button presses The features under each set of controls also change
depending on the mode you are using. For example, in c.w. mode
the controls under the 'M4' set of commands are like this. 'F1' is
_ )this gives extra fine-tuning )4F2' is BRK (this selects semi or
full QSK break-in facility) and 'F3' is the automatic gain control
ia_g.c. ). Changing the radio to side band operation automatically
changes the 'M4' set, 'F l' becomes VOX, 'P2' becomes COM
)speech compressor) and 'F3' remains the control for the a.g.c.
circuit,

Do not be put off by my rambling about menus and F
buttons. It's so difficult to try and explain. in words, how
the functions are set up, the IC -706 MkIIG is very easy to
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use. Yes. it
does take a

"'le rIti
C I.CC -1.C.11
'-1
s

little bit of

;117-

getting used to
but what radio
doesn't? Icom
have done an

Fig. 2: Most of the more important funcoons of the 1C-706 MkIIG are backlit.

excellent job in
getting the
most out of a
small space.
Give it a couple

of days playing around and you will be well up to speed!
Other features of the radio which I found useful include:
the ability to change the Meter function so that you could
choose between seeing output power. s.w.r. and ALC ranges on
transmit: split eta. function iwhere you can transmit on one
frequency and receive on another, even cross band); a quick
band change set, where 'Fr gives instant access to 7MHz. 'F2'
gives instant access to 50MHz and
f 3' is assigned to 144MHz.
These designations can be
changed to any band so
desired by the operator.

out!
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Dad and I don't have a good path between us .11
all - he lives in Minehead, Somerset and there's

a lot of rather large hills between us. The IC 706 MklIG linked to my log periodic, which works on both
bands, did a good job. We held down good quality contacts on
both bands, largely thanks to the DSP functions making the side
band contact a pleasurable experience. Dad reported that the
signal and audio quality were very good. We even managed to
drop power levels and go rm. horizontal for a bit of a change.

'Editorial comment: lm sorry to say that since this article was
written, Richard's father, John G8EAM, has become a 'Silent
Key'. Please Net' Keylines' for an

appreciation. G3XFD.
The contacts on 50, 145 and
433MHz started coming in

Fig. 3: The main

tuning knob has
a friction brake
which increases
the tension on
the knob which
Richard GORSN
says makes a big

difference when
you are
operating from

O
O
==I

Gn
==I

rr1

CJ -3

the car.

thick and fast and my thanks

go to Ernie 2EIFRY in

1.5P/DOWN keys on the

but it was great fun trying it

C-D

confirm that this installation has been modified
recently. My transmissions using the YarNU FT
100 - had the same effect. The deviation limits
for n.b.f.m. are very well defined on this
repeater. G3XFD.
John G8EAW. my Dad, was next with
some side band contacts on 50 and 145MH)

Another little thing that
I would like to mention is
that you can set the
microphone to be a Morse
code paddle key. I'm not sure
what an experienced c.w.
operator would make of this

==I

(near Wells, Somerset) repeater recently. I can

Fig. 4: Rear panel of the MklIG showing the two
antenna connections, microphone and key
connections and 'EXT" speaker connector.

The IC -706 MklIG also
has a pre -amplifier facility.
Now, I didn't think that this would have much effect on b.f., to
be honest. I don't think that the '706 MklIG needs a preamplifier on h.f. However, it was a must on 144 and 433MHz
and I found it a useful tool when operating 50MHz.
The MklIG now comes with Digital Signal Processing
DSP) as standard. I first encountered DSP when I borrowed a
Kenwood TS -870 for a few weeks and fell in love with it then
and there and actually bought an MFJ DSP unit.
The DSP on the 706 MkIIG is basic but extremely
effective. The Noise Reduction function was useful in side band
working and. If used at the correct level, could enhance a side
band signal wonderfully well but the function can also be used
to great effect in any operating mode. Another function is the
'Auto Notch Filter' which eliminates tones such as those
caused by people tuning up, it will identify a signal and then
null it out - I found this very useful on 7MHz.

Fordingbndge, a trip of about
24km for a nice report and a
pleasant chat. One of the best
contacts I had, proving the
receive capabilities on 145MHz.
was a simplex contact with
Dave G32:XX/M ( near

c-D

Wincantun r, He W85 on the way
home from doing more work to
the new 50MHz repeater
GB3WX near Wincanton - good

O
Gr)

O
3

luck with that one Dave. I was very pleased indeed with the '706
MItlIG's performance on this contact.
I was joined in the shack by my two sons, four year old
Oliver and five year old Thomas. I can only assume that Oliver
was prompted by all the contacts I was getting. but he made a
completely unsolicited remark that I just had to quote. He said:
"Works fine doesn't it Daddy"! "Yes Oliver", I replied, -it does".

O

On The HE Bands
The IC -706 MklIG had done well on 433MHz, I'd had some good
reports and managed to work both the Salisbury and the
Weymouth repeaters. Content that the '706 MkIIG had proved
itself on the higher bands and being particularly impressed with
the newest band of 433MHz, 1 decided to try out the radio on the
h.f. bands.

Fig. 5: Inside the
top of the IC -708
MklIG

*Dole Blackman at from UK Ltd. told PW that the
tram IC -706 Mk.11G also has got a data socket added

which is a new feature. Ed

==I

g-1-1

The MkIIG On Air!
I decided that it was time to get the '706 MkIIG on the air. My
first QSO was on 51MHz with Peter 2E IHFJ. He was only
about 16km away from me and was using his Icom IC -746. He
was kind enough to give me a report on both 50 and 433MHz
and his report on the '706 MklIG audio was very favourable.
Peter told me that the !AMC was, -Beautiful modulation,
BBC quality". I received him very well on 433MHz and felt
that the 706 MkIIG had passed its first u.h.f test very well.
Norman G7VIK, who was situated just up the road from me
in Bournetnouth, joined us. He also gave the 706 MklIG
good report on the transmitted audio.
The first report that I got on 145MHz was via a repeater
spoke with Terry G7VJJ via GB3WR. Tern. is my father-inlaw and was on his happy holidays somewhere in Devon. He
informed me that the repeater was clipping my audio and so,
by holding the microphone further away and turning the
microphone gain down. I managed to improve things, however
the '706 MklIG still kept tripping what I assume is an over
deviation trap on GB3WR.
°Editorial comment: Having uorked thnnigh the GB314'R
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I'd hoped that my good friend, Hank
K2HJB, from New Jersey would be able to help
me, so I arranged a eked at very short notice
and we tried for a contact on 21 and 18MHz.
I've only got a 20m long wire, poorly positioned
in the back garden at the moment and it was to
prove insufficient to be able to
Specifications
have a contact with Hank. Again
Glare
the '706 MUM receiver proved
3444-1919EFESO4 Mann sr
Focuerre Comae
itself, 1 could hear Hank
Mean boa ord
reasonably well on both bands, he.
trot
esti. cts.
fm. WY. tatam
alas could not hear me.
panne tea
157s93 Olt mrsdw.6 mi saes
Mein:ry ewrrt
I tried on the lower bands and
waft 2 on dwthelil
got the following report from
are 1441331sOMSON
telarille071[001
2X MOO
Derek C3NICS 'well known for his
10Db4AS
Ada Ontamalin
Wu Ow Am km 1.60 MODS eV
kowtow(
work on Four Metre News for
IOW a at tar
70Mhz fans) on 7MHz. Derek was
lent wn tie:ethos g .25'C
situated in Cheltenham and gave
13 fPd d c OVA Dan* persil
Pone ago
25A
,Danint bat
Total
me a 5 and 9 report and said. "It
t as
Para apathect
sounds very good, natural, crisp
Me ado
2_61t
Nignmy
157 ts 95 x 20Oren Arctsel
and clear."
2 lag
Nate
It was with this excellent
:1 V serraa
ccnica 3 Sea est
report still nnging in my ears that I then had a
tIon
4t curate
multiple contact with Dave GliBDV/P in Milford on
Girth
Sea. using his IC -706 Mkll, Colin G3EIG in
Ringwood, Ron C6FBR in Bournemouth and
Oulas row
5-10044
xrh sot. CW RA
11 - Mt toast
Ernie 2EIFRY on 50MHz fm. To my dismay and
5-5044
MOAN ad
amazement, I was told that the audio was abysmal.
2.2014
14331Alt betel
it was sounding overdriven and distorted!
11 83.501.k tote
7A0.4
11441/Itorei
2.2044
After much worry. I noticed that the speech
71V
143314etaa
compression was still activated from when I was on
Vaulabotaan
s.s.b. At first, I dismissed this as a possible cause as
Mode tab
Maud liablexci
Melt as
IawYNteoldbm
I didn't expect this to be activated when in f.m.
%amble
Imam
le014110,
1Atit
mode. However. in desperation ! reverted to side
less ten ADM
Spaces minion
Moe riot
crissapssion
band, turned off the compressor and went back to
Uwe/ sin bed
mastio51303
f.m. and was informed that the audio was now
tiorahors canine
Burma& Mt
excellent!
err trrnecm
3 wriarit635nsr
-TM rxrectct
3 meow 35tH
The receiver on the IC -706 MkIIG on the h.f.
bands was quite impressive. I heard Aki 9J2AM
Realest
from Zambia romping in on 18MHz one evening, but
bases mom
alas my antenna system was not enough to break
SSO CW AM AM YAM Douai conteroon staideMrtere
the pile up!
RI

is also 7A - no wonder the battery pack failed!
My little hand-held takes approximately half this current to
generate 6W, twice the output power on the '706 MkIIG. In order
to have a comparison. I checked the Icom IC -706 Mkl, owned by
my brother, William G7GMZ. This too only took a few amps
and compared almost like for like with my little hand-held. So,
should you he operating the '706 MkIIGIP using your car
battery, be warned - you may need a push!

The IC -706 MkIIG is designed for mobile/portable use,
but it's just as capable of being a reasonable base station.
In my opinion, its greatest strength has to lie in the size -to performance ratio! If you have a small shack, do most
operating mobile or portable, if you go camping or want an
excellent all round radio to put in the car, I suggest you

TIM mammon eadoloolsre

-.wale hipuertle3

rest
},am

a rr Inirzny1

new
1,1

Fig. 6: Inside the underneath of the '706 MkIIG.
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Gruelling Test

90103

The most gruelling test I put the IC -706 MkIIG
through was when I decided to use it to have a go in
the PW 144MHz
QRP Contest.
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Fig. 7: The EMC filter box of the (corn IC -706

WIG and (inset) the inside view.

had a 9 -element
05
10

.44,4.11.01101111111

set up a portable
station on some
high ground
between Yeovil and
Dorchester. We
beam on Terry's rather splendid portable mast and
the loan of a caravan and were using 3W on
144MHz and got sonic good contacts, one of the
furthest being F/MOAFC/P in 1N88RK.
During the contest, though, we noticed
something rather disturbing - we'd taken a portable
'power station' that normally keeps my 145MHz
hand-held running at about 6W for a whole day of
operating and had run this pack dry within a few
hours. We were then offered the use of a heavy duty
camping battery by our kind hosts on the caravan
site which we depleted after about four hours and
eventually had to give up early!
Unsure of what had gone wrong, I checked

the current drain on my power supply back at
home. Incredibly, the Icom IC -706 MklIG
consumes about 2A on receive only and on
transmit at 3W output on 144.300MHz s.s.b. it
draws 5A with no speech modulating the signal.
on speech peaks the current drain goes up to 7A!
In f.m. mode, transmitting 3W, the current taken

look carefully at the Icom 1C-706Mk1IG.
I've now reviewed all three versions of the le -706 and, in
my opinion, the '706 MkIIG lives up to its predecessors
extremely well. It's a well-built radio with an impressive
appearance. It's very easy to operate, considering that it has so
much packed into such a small space and, compared to other
radios on the market, it represents excellent value for money,
I was eery =premed with its performance on all hands,
especially the new additional 433MHz band. I can see that with the
advent of the AB licence. a radio such as the Icom IC -706 MkIIG is
going to get more and more popular - it will give morn operators
everything they would want in one magnificent little unit

My thanks go to Dale Blackman and Ian Lockyer at
[corn UK Ltd for the loan of the !corn IC -706 MkIIG which
costs £1199 including VAT. You can contact Icom UK Ltd on
(01227) 741741. FAX: (012271 741742. Sea Street, Herne
Bay, Kent C1`13131D.

Icom have told PW that they have a special offer at
the moment if you order an IC -706 MkIIG from them you
will receive a free IC -TAE tri-band hand-held! An offer
not to be missed!

PW
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Essex Amateur Radio Services 4 Northern Avenue, Benfleet, Essex SS7 5SN
Telephone 01268 752522
ICOM HF
IC781 late art the best to DX

IC32301-1270
IC229H

£2,225.00
£995 00
£395.00
£425 00
£395.00
£650 00
£595 00
£495 00
£595 00
£465.00
£245 00
£195 00
£125.00

IC2213H

£10000

ICT8E 2706
IC2101 2170

0250.00
0165 00

IC21E 270

£12500

IC2SET 2M

£75.00
£95.00

IC765
1C735
1C726+ FM860.1

IC725+FM
FC706 Mk2 DSP
IC706 Mk2
IC706Mk1

IC275H 2MM100WATTS
IC275E 2M.M 25 WATTS

IC207H 270

IC2GXET 2M
YAESU

FT 920 AF HF +6 NEW
FTIOO HF 2,670

NEW
FT890AT
FT840+- FM
FT757GX
FT101213Mk3
FT77+ FM
F7747+ FM
FT738R 2/70 CTCSS
FT726 70.86ATACTC SS

FT726 270.'66AT
FT790Mk2 2M:A4

FT690MK2 6MM
FT8100 270
FT8000 270
FT3000M 21.4
FT7200 70cm

NEW

FT5200 270
FT2200 2M
FT5IR

2/70
2/70
2,70
2/70

FTSOR

FT530

VXIR

TS5OS

NEW

FTtiR

0850.00
0595.00
£695 CO

£650.00
£500.00
0795.00
£350.00
£450.00
£375,00
£350.00
£175.00
£175.00
£90.00
£90 00
£90.00

HF

TS790E 2:70
TR75IE 2PAN
TIA455E 70cm KM
TM733
270
TM732

2/70

TM701

2170

THG71E 270
TH235E 2M
TH42E
TH22E

ALINCO
£495.00
£400.00
£275.00
£225.00
£80 00
080 00
£80 00
£65 00
£65.00

DJG5EY
DJ190
DJ480
0.1180
DJS1E

DJGIE
ADI
AR146
AT600
AT400
AT450
AT200

£150 00
£150.00
£90.00
£90.00
£90.00

AKO
£125.00

2001

UNEARS
TOKYO HL2K 2KW

HEATHKIT S8200 1KW
DRESSLER 2M 400WATT

McM 144i30 -LS I30WATTS

M M 432 lo-loowArrs
m IC ROSE? 2M

3-25WAT

WATSON 2090H 80W
ALINCO ELH 230D 2M
ATU4ASS
MFJ989C
MFJ949
MFJ948

KENWOOD

FC 700+ WARC ATU NEW
TOKYO HC400L
ANTENNA ANALYSER MFJ 2
MFJ DSP 784B
KENWOOD DSP100
DATONG FL3
KENWOOD LPF3DA
PSU
DRAE 24 AMP
NISSEI 30 AMP MTERS ETC
BNOS 12 AMP
YAESU FP 757 PSU

SPEAKERS
KENWOOD SP 230
KENWOOD SP40
ICOM

DX7OTH
DX70
DR605

£995 00
0595 00
0995 00
£595 00
£450.00
£295.00
£295.00
£225.00
0300.00
£795.00
£550.00
£495.00
£275.00
£275.00
0295.00
£265.00
£250.00
£225.00
£150 00
£150.00
0185.00
0175.00
£165.00
£135.00
£90 00

FT900SAT

Email: ears97@cableinet.co.uk http://www.ears97.com

TS850SAT
TS5701)
TS690SAT HF. 6M
TS6OS 6M

3KW
300+ D'LOAD
300W

FC 1000 AUTOATU NEW

£950.00
£295 00
£400 00
£50.00
£175.00
£50.00
£60 00
£35 00
1250.00
£105.00
199 00
£225.00

£99 00
£100.00
£149.00
£195.00

[295.00
£85 00

£3000
£65.00
£99.00
160.00
£150 00

£40.00
£10.00

SP20

/A ICS

KENWOOD MC 60A
KENWOOD MC 85
SM 8
ICOM
HM 70
ICOM
YAESU
MD 100
RECEIVERS / SCANNERS
ICOM 72E ac new +ponabie.13
YUPITERU 9000
YUPITERU 7200
YUPITERU 7100
YAESU FRG 7
SONY S10/1

SONY ICFSW76000
COMTEL 215
AOR 8200
AOR 8000
AOR 2000
BEARCAT UBC220XLT
NETSET PRO 44
SWR

DIAMOND SX 400
DIAMOND SX 200
DIAMOND SX 100
YAESU YS 500 2M+ 70cm

£65.00

£8500
£99 00
030 00
E100.00

1495.00
£265.00

£10000
0125.00
065 00
£175.00
£125.00
0100 00
0265.00
1225 00
£120.03
0100.00
£75.00

NELT2 SB 400 2M+ 70cm
WELTZ SB 225 HF+2M

£60.00
£50.00
£50.00
£50 00
050 00
£80 00
£60.00
£60.00
060 00

COAX SWITCHES

£1200

YAESU YS 60 HF +6M
REVEX W560 HF 4-70cm
REVEX W540 2M +70cm

ANTENNA
DIAMOND V2000
CFX 514
COMET
COMET
CF
CUSI-ICRAFT

706

£54 00
£44 00

A3S

£389 OD

TONNA F9FT 13E 2M
ACCESSORIES
YAESU FTS 8
YAESU FTS 22
YAESU FTS 27
YAESU YSK 900 SIOT

YAESU YSK 8500 SKIT
YAESU MEK-2

YAESU MM8-38 KliBRAC
YAESU MMB-60 CUREL
YAESU MMB-62 MAIRAC
YAESU MMB-42a CASEAA
YAESU FNE3-2 10.8 V
YAESU FNB-31 4-8 V

YAESU FNB-11h 12V
YAESU NC -42 F/C 530
KENWOOD TSU 7
KENWOOD CW YK-88-CN
KENWOOD SSB YK-138.5-1

KENWOOD SSB YK-88SN

KENWOOD AM YK-88A
KENWOOD SSB YK-88SN-1
KENWOOD TCXO SO2
KENW000 VS -2
KENWOOD VS -3
KENWOOD VC -20
KENWOOD PB-18.1 7.2V
KENWOOD OTP-2 KETPAD

'COM AD14 ADP
ICOM BPS 10.8V
ICOM 8P157
ICOM CW F1.100
COM AM FL -33
ICOM

FM-LII.9

ICON FM -AM -la -7
ICOM

MO DO

1JT86

ICOM OPC-589
ICON OPC.Ses
ICON MB -62

179 00
£50 00
£59.00
C38.00

£30 00
£50.00
£10.00
£15.00
£20.00
C45.00

£2000
£20.00
£25.00
£65.00
065.00
£35 00
060.00
£60 00
E60 00

£6000
£100 00
£30 00

£4500
£5000
£100.00

£1000
£1000
£1000
£10.00
065.00

£4000
£40.00
£40.00
£32.00
£15.00
029.00

£1000

£495.00

TS930AT

C.M.HOWES
COlMUNICdATIO

Mail Order to: Lydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
un

,Cab

"Er 01327 260178

Build Your Station in Easy Stages!
DC2000 SSB & CW Receiver Kit
areal bur Inn t,c,4irner

an, w tne eve,

Huy -In band system

DC2000 Kit: £22.90 (one band module included) Extra band module kits
£7.90 each, from 160 10 IOM HA22R ha,Nate (pictured top left): £18.90

Multiband SSB Receiver

1712000 QRP Transmitter Kit
5W CW RI output (adjustable) on160 to 20M bands. about tW on 10M. Plugin band filter Very clean stgnal. Use with Rx and linking module lot transcerve

DXR20. Covers SSB and CW on 20, 40

TX2000 Kit: £24.90 (with one band fitter) Extra band fitter kits: £6.90 each
HAZ3R hardware pack (pictured lower left): £16.90.

plug-in band modules available Can link to
TX2000 or AT 160 for transteive (by adding

LM2000 linking module). Versatile and

U12000 Linking Modals

popular. with great performance!

Fits in receiver to link to transmitter Side -lone, muting. IRT 011filter Kit: £16 30

An usi hrbwiri

Total to build this QRP Station: £99.90 (plus postage)

itIRP0 arorhul

80M bands as standard. Optional extra

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DCS2 "S meter" Kit:
£10.90. HAZOR hardware pack. £28.90

Enjoy the fun of home built equipment with HOWES KITS!
Audio Filter - £29.801
_HOWES

.-

Clean up your reception!
Reduce noise arid interference' Sharp

-

SSB / Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF
Liystal riI:eis iCoot-12 bandwidth CW filter Printed and punched hoot panel All aluminium case

Simply connects between radio and external loudspeaker or headphones
Suits receivers 6 transceivers 45L5 Kit plus HASOR hardware' £29 80

Top Vales Rsoelving ATUs
CTU8:

c,efc 5001H: to 30MHz Efficient, flexible
match'
orcuit. 50239 sockets. Improve your antenna performance!
Factory Built £49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware): £29.90.

CTU9: as CTU8 plus balun. bypass switch and terminal posts The fully featured Re At
Factory kilt. £69.90. CT1.19 Kit !including case and all hardware): £39.90.

ACCESSORY KITS
M2
AM

Active /Werra 150kHz to 10MHz
25 to 1 300Mhir Acteto Antenna

SO

01990

A81115 118 to t37M14: Wise Antenna
i18 10
A1160 802060M AM/05211CIV Transmitter £39.90
internal 558 6 CW Fdur tot our RAs 110.50
31.4
0052
-5 Meier- for direct conversion Rh £10.90
LBA2
Cowie, Buffer On to Ra lo feed 00051(5.90

DFDS
14A4

SPA4

Derail Frtquency Countr/Readout
ettoopttone teemera (um, 01601
Sinner Pteamp 4 to 130014H2
Norse 5e1n4onriPtactm Oscine°,

054.90

£620
£1590

£9.80
SW830 SWR/Pcreet Indreatot, SOW 1.200MHz (11 90
Crystal Calibrator 9 intervals + dent 016.90
011
512

'coma, nucleate peek( ate avaaatee to vat many 01
lee above Its. itteete WPM?
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Please add 14.110 P&P, or £1.51) P&P far electronics kits Iiiihout hardwan
HOWES KITS contain good quality printed Circuit boards with screen printed pa.'
locations. full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, construction and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for c
free catalogue and specific product data sheets nr vr'u can browse this information on C

" seven days.
73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.

Internet Website (URL at top). UK de'
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!lilting Up From

fit 41110!r411

Must of us are somewhat tired of the various 'count downs' to the
coming Millennium. However, Rob Mannion G3XFD is doing

something quite different by 'counting up' from the Millennium! Rob
is letting his imagination run wild with 'cuttings' of imaginal.)

Amateur Radio 'news' item which (might) appear in the magazine in
future years. They're intended to be thought provoking, sometimes
controversial and interesting but above all ... totally imaginary!

AlSt
\OOVAOS444.%efiori

ilystorg Objects -A Radio Connection?

\ Dialing Up Components
ince the final demise of commercially made wiredended
components (finally made illegal in 2025 by the EU for
safety reasons( modem Communications Practitioners who
-.(:11 enjoy making their own radio equipment have had
..!...it difficulty in obtaining suitable Resistance Units
I RUsi -formerly known as resistors and Capacitance Units (Ctrs)
- formerly known as
capacitors. But the
ingenuity of modern day
hobbyists - passed on by
our ancestors - Radio
Amateurs knows no
bounds especially as the
EU rules do not apply to
hobbyists.
Some

H.fit a dozen or so 'mystery objects'
have been unearthed from below
what appears to have been a

workshop in a garden in the town
of Poole, formerly in the old
county of Dorset. The Federated
English States (Wessex Region

industrial archaeologists were called in
to examine the - mostly well preserved items which were complete with what
appeared to be connecting wires.
Speed was of the
essence if the

all electronics - including active
multiprocessors - are organically grown
by genetic engineering. There's no need
to wire up lin those days they used
metal wire to provide interconnections
rather than the present day electrically
conductive vegetable fibres which are of
course now 'grown' to order i
components, all that's needed in the
assembly units today is for the relevant
genetic information to be fed to a biocomputer and it
will produce
the vegetable
protein circuit
required.
One or two
of the items
were broken.
and this led to
another

remarkable find was to
be fully explored before
work on the new
Eurolink-Freeway from
the West Country
starts. And as the
Freeway - especially
designed for guided
multi -trailer 200 tonne
mystery! Some
appear to be
lorries is due to open in
2110 they had to be
made up of fine
A remarkable find in the sandy soil. metal strands,
quick!
Experts believe that An electronic mystery?
using alloys that
the objects are actually
have
electronic components dating from the
disappeared into the mists of time and
mid 1960s which, if true, are a
some contained carbon, Holoremarkable find as they are around 150
Spectrographic analysis even identified
years old. Preserved in dry, salt -free
(from very old records) one alloy called
sand under an old-fashioned plastic
'Constantin'. Next job is to find out
membrane (once commonly used to
what this material was used for.
keep the damp out of buildings( even
the colours are easily indistinguishable.
Three Pins
Additionally, one of the specialist team
(a bio-chemisti states that 'Some even
One rather rusty - three pinned device
appear to have a thin coating of a waxappeared to contain layers of silicon
like substance. What this could mean
with the addition of other materials.
we don't know' he told our reporter.
Further investigation showed traces of
the long since banned alloys of lead and
tin often referred to as 'Solder' in the
Colour Coding?
history books.
The largest items found have coloured
In the next issue of Industrial
bands marked on them and it seems Archaeology 7bday we hope to bring
from references to old electronics
more news of the interesting objects
manuals that the colours refer to
found in Poole. Much more has to be
tmencal codes. Nowadays of course,
unearthed yet!
PW

.\......ek

(Reproduced with permission of the English
Federated States Government from Wafer
huhu:trial Archaeology Report, January 2108).
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Fig. 1: The Resistance Unit
Communications
Practitioners even
(RU) 'pen' in action. The fluid
resorted to making their flows through minute holes
own by attending
from the 'nib' onto the copper
evening classes in
(see text).
ceramics, so they could
manufacture their own carbon RUs. The CUs were sometimes a
little more difficult to make - requiring the use of small glass
plates, aluminium foil and even corrosive etching of foils and
metals to increase electrical capacity. These 'electrolytic' CUs can
go short circuit and explode!
Fortunately though, a
new invention using an
old idea has come onto the
market in the form of 'Dial
Up' Resistor and
Capacitive Pens. These
clever units, shown in
Fig. 1 and 2. being
demonstrated on the new
chemically grown alginate
circuit board (similar to
the old fashioned copper
clad circuit boards ( deliver
specified amounts of
Fig. 2: The Capacitive Unit
resistive -gel. The user
(CU) 'pen' in use (see text).
'dials up' a standard
resistance unit, applies the 'pen' applicator to circuit board 'pads'
between which the 'resistor' is to be formed and gently squeezes
down the applicator knob on the top.
When dry, the resistive unit is gently 'baked' under a low
power heating element old fashioned soldenng 'nuns' do the job
in seconds). However, the 'capacitive version has to he 'aligned'
before baking, by using a permanent magnet so that the
magnetically sensitive bacteria coating the minute metal globWes
contained in the gel can migrate to either end of the unit (to form
the capacitive 'plates') leaving a 'gap' in the centre thus forming a
CL' of anywhere between 1pF and 50pF at up to 50V d.c. working
larger CUs can be formed by successive layers of gel).
The pens are on sale now at 10 Euros each, and contain
enough gel for up to 1000 RUs of IM1.1 (correspondingly more for i
smaller 'resistance's' or 1000 CUs of up to 100pF
AW \

(............._(New product ' mention' from Practical
Wireless in March 20301.

j

Please direct any correspondence
or comments to the PW office in the correct
year - remembering
to add the relevant space -time -warp code.
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/Bristol Radio
Tomputer

Rally
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Sunday 5th September 1999
Brunel Centre
Temple Meads Station, Bristol
10.30am to 4pm
(Disabled from 10.15am)

Admission: £1.00

Rost advertisements are legal, decent,
l.V.1 honest and truthful. A few are not,
and, like you, we want them stopped.
If you would like to know more about
how to make complaints, please send for

(Accompanied children under 12 - FREE)

Parking: £1.00
(Large NCP opposite entrance)

* Over 150 tables * Table hire at £15.00 each
* Large Bring & Buy * Under £30.00 Bring & Buy
* ATV demonstration * Raffle * Refreshments

our booklet: The Do's and Don'ts of
Complaining'. It's free.

For more information or to book tables
contact Muriel Baker G4YZR (QTHR)

The Advertising Standards
We're here to put it right.

Tel: 01275 834282

ASA Ltd.. 2 Torrington Place, London WC I E 7HW
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Ben Nock

G4BXD, one of

our resident
`Valve &

Vintage'

authors,
specialising in

military

equipment,

writes about the

'Spy Set' a set
which, he

claims, has been

a fascination

with "many a
collector and

radio enthusiast
for years".

.1. he 'Spy set' has been the fascination of many a
collector and radio enthusiast for years. The idea of
operating a clandestine set, hidden from detection.
running off battenes with a bit of wire as the
antenna, while working the world, is a great
attraction to many.

As with most things however, the reality is not as
attractive. Operating low power (usually crystal controlled(
from batteries, with a bit of wire as the antenna, usually
results in frustration and depression when very few, if any,
stations are contacted.
The romance of operating as a spy greatly exaggerates
the practicality of such operation. It's true that. way back in
the dark days of the early 1940s, the operator in the field
had less QRM to deal with, less interference from other
radio traffic, a nice big home base signal to listen to and the
knowledge that their crystal controlled transmissions were
being monitored by decent receivers with great big
antennas, both his own and the enemies. Their chances of
success were a lot higher than someone operating on today's

hand cranked
generator and a
spares box

containing the
usual
assortment of accessories,

neither of which I have (hint,
hint!!
The layout of the 121 is
that the receiver is an the
left, a multi voltage power
supply is in the centre and
the transmitter stage is on
the right. The p.s.u. can run
off 100 to 250V

centre, transmitter on right,
Morse key lower right of set.

from a supply of
between 40400Hz.
The 121 in
the photograph.

The No. 121 Set

though not in
its original case.
is fairly

Ill start with the No. 121 set, but I have to admit that I
know very little about this set tsee Fig.
Upon acquiring
the example shown, I did ask i in the appropriate circlft((for

complete. The
case was found

any information anyone else had. I received one reply. from
that well known collector Bob Warner, who gave me a
circuit diagram and a snippet of information about the 121
and the 122 set.
Apparently. the 121 and the 122 set are nearly identical
in layout with the slight electrical difference that the 121 is
a single band set while the 122 is a three band set. The 121
was supplied in five different versions covering 2.9.6MHz,
4.4-9MHz, 6.6-14MHz, 8-17MHz and 9.4-20MHz. The
version I havelthe one pictured) is the first model and so
covers 3.5MHz with ease. The 122 set covered the range 2.520MHz in three switched bands.
The receiver uses three valves in a standard single
conversion superheterodyne design, with an i.f. of 470kHz.
The transmitter uses two valves, a crystal oscillator and a

had once housed
a domestic

In addition to the set box there's a vibrator supply unit
operating from 6V, luckily I acquired the vibrator supply at
the same time and was surprised to find that, after so long,
the thing fired up on application of the 6V. There's also a

Fig. 2: The No. 123 Set,
Receive on loft, p.s.u. in

a.c., selectable
in 10V steps
and over a
range of
frequencies

crowded, noisy bands.
However, pushing aside the problems of practicality,
let's now look at a few 'spy' sets that you can still press into
service and possibly get a contact on these days.

class C p.a. stage.

Fig. 1: The No. 121 Set.
Receive tuning dial top lett,
transmitter on right, Morse
key lower right.

at a rally and

radio. It just
happened that
its dimensions
were correct with about a quarter of an inch extra, so it was
purchased, much to the surprise of the trader, to house the
121.

It appears that someone has done a modification to the
p.a. stage but this could be undone with ease. With the 6V6 in
it at the moment, I get about 11W II. out on 3.5MHz into
5011

The date of the set is difficult to guess, though the few
printed sheets sent by Bob are dated January 1960. The style
of the set does look dated, though I guess that as it was
conceived towards the end of the 1950s perhaps that does
explain it.

The Blue Brick No. 123
Although the number is amazingly close to the previous set.
the two could not be further apart in style and
appearance. the 123 far surpassing the
121. The Mk 123 set I see Fig. 21,

Fig. 3: The No. 128 Set in a canvas carry case.
38

Fig. 4: The No. 128 carry case, pockets
at each end hold headphones,
microphone and leads. Crystal are
held in little pockets behind front flap,

tuning 2.5-20MHz, bears more than
a passing resemblance to the 121
though, it to has its receiver on the
left, its multi voltage p.s.u. in the
centre and the transmitter on the
right.
The receiver this time is a much
improved seven valve superhet with an i.f.
of 465kHz. An EF72 acts as the r.f.
amplifier feeding, along with the local
oscillator signal, an EF73 mixer valve. The
local oscillator utilises another EF72 in
tuned -grid configuration and operates on the
high side of the antenna signal.
A stabiliser valve, a QS1202. is utilised in

Practical Wireless, September 1999

the I.o. circuit. The i.f. signal is amplified by an EF73 and
fed to the detector valve, an EA76. The bfo, uses an EF73
and the audio output stage an EF73 with a resistive load
giving output suitable for high impedance phones. A 'crash'
limiter comprising of a pair of semiconductor diodes wired
back to back is fitted across the phones connections.
The receiver has a quoted i.f. response of around -10dB
at ±5kHz. Sensitivity is quoted as around 3pV at 2.5MHz.
falling to 3011V at 20MHz.
The transmitter is a two valved unit, a 5A'163K
oscillator/doubler and a 5a251M or 254M p.a. valve giving
up to 25W An 0071 transistor operates as a side tone
generator, the only mode of operation is c.w.

order to locate the site of th)
transmitter. Switching over
to the d.c. supply could fool
the enemy into thinking the
set was elsewhere.

Odd Little
Receivers

Every now and then, there
appears on the surplus
market, these odd little 'spy'
or clandestine receivers.
Fig. 5: The No. 128 installed in a suitcase.
Little is known about them
The No. 128 Set
and little is published,
" an ideal spy set"...says Ben.
Obviously designed by the same team as the 121122, the
making it doubly difficult to
No. 128 set comes in separate units, though. The receiver
write any really helpful
Fig. 6: The 132 spy set, the transceiver is top
and transmitter are housed in their own little cases, the
material.
centre, the receiver is below, the p.s.u. is on
various power supplies being external as well.
The Mk 301 i see Fig. 8),
the right side. spares box on left.
The usual configuration for the 128 is in its green
(Photograph B. Warner).
as it's apparently called, is a
canvas carry case as pictured I see Fig. 3!, the side pockets
real tiny and compact set.
holding the batteries, headphones, microphones and key.
this being the right hand one
There was also an arrangement where the 128 was housed
in the photograph. The open
box by its side with the
in a wooden box affair.
The photograph of a 128 installed in a brown leather
batten showing holds that
suitcase 'see Fig. 5) is my idea of a spy set and would not
and another battery, about
have been seen in service. It's just easier and less
67.5V or so. supplying the ht.
conspicuous to carry a suitcase around than have a green
This box also holds the
pack on your back.
earphone and antenna leads
when not in use, while the lid
of the box has a frequency
The B2
scale set against the dial
The B2 spy set, or more correctly the No. 3 Mk II. the idol of
numbers seen on the set.
so many spy films, came in an infamous leather case. This.
The mid 1950's Mk 301
or so fve been told by an ex -agent, was so self-evident that
tunes 500kHz to 18.5MHz in
landladies in the south immediately knew who the
four bands, the band being selected by pulling off the coil
Many Other
clandestine operators were awaiting transportation to a
pack and either reversing it or turning it over. The set has
mission.
a b.f.o. and provision for attaching a wire antenna and
In addition to the
ground lead. Five valves of the D
Sets
suitcase, the B2 was also
variety are used. one B7G the
There are many
supplied in a metal case.
others being the miniature wire
other small.
ideal for transporting
ended type.
clandestine sets
through thick jungle or over
A 'drop in' replacement a.c.
still to mention.
mountains after being
power supply is available that
These include for
parachuted in. The
replaces the batteries in the
instance the
transceiver and receiver were
spares case. In addition to the
MCR1, another
in one box. the p.s.u. and
h.t. voltage, the It.. is generated
receiver only, the
spares in another.
and developed across a
53 Mk 1 receiver.
See Fig. 6).
miniature battery. When not in
the 5111
.As can be seen in the
use, both the a.c. is turned off
transmitter, the A
pictures, with the suitcase
and the onaff switch on the
Mk II and Mk III
version the power supply is
receiver set to off to stop this cell
suitcase sets, the
on the right, spares box on
Fig. 7: The 132 in its meta) box version, both
discharging.
Polish AP4 and
the left and set in the middle. boxes had close -fitting lids and were suitable for
The other set in the picture.
BP3 transceivers
The transmitter has plug-in
a parachute drop.
Receiver Radio Mk 328 as it is
and the Mark XV
p.a. coils and the receiver's
referred to. is a far more modern
receiver and
(Photograph B. Warner).
dial is viewed through a tiny
looking set, actually using
transmitter to
name but a few.
fish eye lens, not the easiest set to
transistors this time. This set
use.
Fig. 8: The Mk 301, receiver in
covers 2.5-30MHz in five bands,
There are, of
While not actually a miniature
course, many more
the centre, p.s.u. on the right.
has a b.f.o. and a 1MHz and
set, the B2 was however extremely
250kHz calibrator built-in,
The Mk 328 receiver on the left
from other
countries.
compact, being about 450mm wide by
A 'screw -in' whip antenna can
with whip antenna.
300mm deep and about 100mm tall, a
be used or an external antenna
Hopefully. I can
and earth attached. Power comes from a
continue my
completely equipped case weighed
about 15kg1321bsi. not exactly light.
couple of penlight cells, though 6.75V
research and bring
you further
The receiver uses four valves in a
variety, held inside the set or again, an
superhet circuit while the transmitter
externally connected 10.5-16V supply can
information on
uses two valves. crystal
these and others in
be used.
The set is tuned using a
the near future.
oscillator and p.a.. a good
30W of r.f being available
rolling film scale which is visible
My thanks go
through a small perspex window
again to Bob
The power supply was
able to run from a.c. mains,
in the bottom left of the set. A
Warner for his
between 90 and 250V, or 6V
sliding cursor allows accurate
photo of the B2
d.c., a vibrator being built in
frequency setting using the
and his help in
verilli,ing the
to the p.s.u. chassis.
calibrator. It's not known how
The vibrator was useful
many of this set, and the 301,
information used
in this article.
in the event of the enemy
were made but this 328 has
cutting the domestic supply in
the serial number 297.
SOW
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

We stock all you need to build your own PC and the peripherals to help you use it.

V

Hewlett
Packard

zonal

610C

Complain Lid

V

nit 1 161-163 Bispham Rd Southport PR9 7BL IL
01704 507808

K62-350 £39
We have
AMD 1 Cyrix

1:16A
£ 78

visit us at
http://www.ronal.freeserve.c o.uk

Intel

Ask about our
range of
printers

Pressit CD labelling
Kits and labels at
competitive prices

Don t forget ! we have
Motherboards. Fans.
Memory, FDDs. rIDDs.
CD-ROMs ana lots of
other bits

Mustek 12000P
Scanner(600x1200)

Mustek Scanner"
6000P(300x600) only

CDR, CDR -W.

All major Credit
and Switch
cards
accepted
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£41

bound cards.
Video Cards.
Network cards.
Hubs. Cables,
Connectors

CD Rewriters,
Zipdrives enc.
disks. LS12G Doves
and disks

We build
PCs to
order

Prompt
marl
Jrde r

All prices include V.A.T but exclude delivery.
service
This is only a small selection of our stock, please phone for prices or items not mentioned.
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The Radio Society of Great Brita.
class of amateur radio licence...
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the way forward with the introduction of a new
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to all HF bands
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Check out our
Leicester Show
Special Offers
24 Ei 25 Sept 99

for Novices

'2 lir icier allocations on existing bands
Igher output power
Nil root of free membiproMp anises is roodify available Induding monthly 100
oaks, milts elne Rod Com. dolhoonid to your door for only £38.50 onnually or
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Act now and enjoy your hobby to its full potential
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Please enrol me as a member of the RSGB

IIr r,I Exp Date I
Name (m,

I

Switch Issue No I

Calisign

Address

:(41:44

Town

Postcode

Signature

Date

'NO

Please send me a
Direct Debit form

...The Voice of Amateur Radio for over 85 Years
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available. Features hall and car boot
sale on hardstanding. Talk -in on 522.
David Leech G7DIU on 101480)
4313331 between 119110 and 2100'.

September 5: The Andover Amateur
Radio Club are holding their annual
Radio Rally and Boot sale at Middle
Wallop Airfield near Andover, [(antic
Talk in on S22. Tables and further
information avinahle from Jim G4NWJ
August 13: The Cockenzie & Port
Seton Amateur Radio Club are holding
their 6th Annual Radio Junk Night at
the Cockenzie & Port Seton
Community Centre, South Sewn Park,
Port Seton. East Lothians, Scotland.
from 1830 to 2130. Bring along your
own junk and mall it yourself. Tables
will be provided on a first come first
served basis - with no charge for the
table. There will he a rome at
approximately 2100 and refreshments
will be available. Disabled access.
Entry fee is just £1 all persons, with all
mum -v donated to the British Heart
Foundation: Bob Glasgow GM4UYZ
GS GB7EDN on 1018751 811723. E-

mail: r.glarigoss.0:400.wina.iel.co.uk

or bob.gm4uyzfttinternet.com
August 22: Telford Rally & Computer
Fair will be held at Telford
International Centre. Opening at 1000
there will be Morse tests iinc AJB).
Bring & Buy. flea market, licensed bar.
catering, disabled facilities, special
interest groups and trade stands. Exit
the M54 at Junction 4 of 5. Talk -in on
GB4TRG on 145.5501.S22): GB3TF iRB
81(078871 8932961 new r. Further

information from
jintiltweeclale15.freeserve.co.uk Tel:
(019521684173 ore 019521770922. Web
site: www.telliird-rallyco.uk
August 29: The Milton Keynes ARS
Annual Rally & Car Boot Sale is to be
held at the Bletchley Park Museum,
Wilton Ave. Bletchley. Milton Keynes.
Open from 0800 for traders, 0900 for
buyers Museum open with tours.
Morse test on demand 'bring two
passport size photos'. Talk -in on S22.
Contact Dave G3ZPA on 101908)
501310.

August 2W The Tarbay ARS are
holding their annual rally at Chureton
Grammar School near Brucham. A
wide variety of traders will be present
and food and refreshments will be
available. Doors open at 1000. Further

details from Peter G4VIN)
101803) 864528.

August 2W The Coleraine and District
ARS will hold its annual Radio Rally in
the Bohill Hotel, Clovfin Rd. Coleraine.
Northern Ireland. Full catering
facilities available in Hotel. Why not
stay overnight and visit the famous
Causeway Coast? Doors open midday
All enquiries to GBILTB on 101265)
52393 or GITTMQ on 101265) 822502.

August 30: The Huntingdonshire
Amateur Radio Rally are holding their
rally at the Ernulf Community School,
Si- Neota, Cambridgeshire' near Thsco
Superstore on the A428I Doors open
1000 till 1400 and admission is just
Hot and cold refreshments will be

SIRIO VI-IF/UHF ANTENNAS
DELUXE HIGH STRENGTH MOBILE ANTENNAS
These High Performance vehicle antennas are built from the very
best materials to guarantee maximum strength and
performance. The whips are very flexible 17i7PH stainless steel.
and incorporate a custom inclination system allowing them to he
tilted 90' without keys or tools. The UHF male antenna connector

has a gold plated centre pin, Teflon insulator and a silicone
rubber gasket for perfect waterproofing.

on 101980) 610594 or E-mail:

lizOcountrypursuittreeserve.co.uk

OFFERS CLOSE
20th SEPTEMBER

September 5: The Bristol Radio &
Computer Rally is to be held at the
Brunel Centre. Temple Meads Station.
Bristol. Doors open 1030 till 1600
'disabled entry from 10150, Admission
is just £1, accompanied children under

2M MONO BAND MOBILE

12 free. Features include 150+ tables,
large Bring & Buy, under £30 Bnng &
Buy, refreshments, on -site parking

HP2000

Length 1.23m

5/8),

HP2000C

£3.50, also NCP £1 opposite. ATV
demonstration and ee raffle Retails

Length 1.97m

2 x 1/2.).

from Muriel Baker G4Y7Jt, Rally

£39.70
5.35dB Gain
E45,74
7.15dB Gain

£36.00
£39.00

70CM MONO BAND MOBILE

Manager. on 101275) 834282 124hr
answerphone

HP7000

Length 0.42m

September 11: The Reddish Rally is
to he held at 10(X) at St Mary's Parish
{loll. Reddish, Stockport.. More
information from G411A on 0161.477
6702.

HP7000C

Length 0,73m

September 12: The Lincoln {-filmiest
will take place at the Lincolnshire
Showground on the A15. five miles
north of Lincoln. There will be
extensive free parking and overnight
facilities for tents and caravans by
previous arrangement. There will also
bee licensed bar, catering on the day,
trade stands, flea market. Bring & Buy.
car boot sale and Morse tests. Talk -in
on 2m. Other 'non radio attractions.
Admission is f2 per person (under 14s
free Bob G3VRD on 1015221 5.33325

14P2070H

f-35,70
5.35dB Gain

£32.00

f4240

£37.00

7.15(113 Gain

2 x 5/£0.

2M/70CM DUAL BAND MOBILE
HP2070

Length 0.45m

1/4 + 5/8).

£32.00
E354e
2.15/5.35dB Gain

f4646

Length 1.05m

£39.00

5.15/8.15dB Gain

1/2 . 2 x 5/13i.

Suitable mobile mounts are available.

DELUXE HIGH STRENGTH BASE ANTENNAS
Made to last, from the highest quality materials. These

are no 'chinese copies". Sturdy, reliable and high
performance. All have N socket base connectors, and

will mount on a 35-54mm diameter mast. Mounting
bracket included.

2M MONO BAND VERTICAL BASE
SA22N

Length 2.7m

'September 25.028: The Leicester
Amateur Radio Show will be held at
the Castle Doningtun International
Exhibition Centre at Donington Park.
Castle Donininon, Leicesu'rshire. The
hall itself is purpose built and features
a floor area approximately one third
larger than the two Granby Halls
combined, and the car parking is
unlimited and free.

£6,7746

£77.00

7.15dB Gain

2 x 5/8k
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and easy access. with good, inexpensive
food and drink. There will be radio.
electronics, computer, satellite and
component stalls, plus a Bring & Buy
in two sections - junk and good buys.
Admission is just t I. free of charge for
under 14e if accompanied by an adult
More information on 0191.384
2803 or 101228) 401201 er from the
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This month's project - a reliable
variable frequency oscillator.
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"A device without an oscillator either doesn't do anything
or expects to be driven by something else
... which probably contains an oscillator"
Horowitz and Hill, from their book The Art of Electronics

After his usual

Os the quotation from The Art ofElectronics
'Suggests, oscillators are a key part of

describes what

electronics and an essential part of radio
communications. We have to get a signal
from somewhere! Many simple low power
t ranamitters use a crystal oscillator as their
frequency source. Although a crystal
controlled oscillator can be varied in frequency as a
VXO (Variable Crystal Oscillator), the amount of
frequency shift is limited.
Effective transmitters and receivers really
require a variable frequency oscillator. These days,
in commercial equipment, it's likely to be some form
of synthesised oscillator but most home constructors
will use a form of free running high frequency

he says is a

oscillator.
Building a stable high frequency v.f.o. is usually
recognised as one of the more difficult tasks for the

appropriate
quote the Rev.

George Dobbs

G3RJV

"Reliable and

stable variable
frequency

oscillator'.

radio constructor. Despite this, it's simple to get a
circuit to oscillate at a high frequency, in fact we
often struggle to prevent this happening in some
circuits!

Stable Enough?
Obtaining a high frequency signal that's stable
enough for a transmitter or receiver application is
more difficult. After many years of building v.f.o.

circuits, some successful - some not, my conclusion is
that the type of circuit used is only part of the answer
to stability.
I suggest that:
A: Most experienced radio constructors have a
favourite v.f.o. circuit: most of these circuits will work
well.
B: The choice of components for a v.f.o. is important.

You should use the best quality parts for the frequency
determining parts of the circuit.
C: The way the oscillator is built is as important as
the choice of oscillator circuit. A v.f.o. must be
mechanically stable to be electrically stable.
D: There is a limit to the frequency that you can
expect to build a free running v.f.o. To this end. I
suggest that about 10MHz is the highest frequency
the constructor can expect to build a stable v.fo.
Bearing the points A. B, C. D in mind, let's now look at
a suitable circuit.

My Favourite Circuit
The circuit of Fig. 1 shows my favourite v.f.o. circuit.
Readers who have followed my writings in the past
will recognise it. The circuit is the adaptation of the
Seiler -type, a parallel tuned Colpitts circuit, oscillator
developed by George Hanchett W2YM, in the QST
for December 1966. It has stood the test of time. In the

cit aim
tarp

MOM

mw92

V

Cle
Out
OV

44

Fig 1: The diagram
shows G3RJV's favourite
v.f.o. circuit. George says
"Those who have

followed my writings in
the past will recognise it.
The circuit is the
adaptation of the Seiler type, a parallel tuned
Colpitts circuit, oscillator
developed by George
Hanchett W2YM, in the
QST for December 1966.
In the original version
W2YM used a dual -gate
m.o.s.f.e.t. but the circuit
works well with a j.f.e.t.
as shown here".
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original version, W2YM used a dual -gate m.o.s.fe.t.
but the circuit works well with a j.f.e.t. as shown
here.
The j.f.e.t. oscillator, Trl, uses capacitive
feedback via C4 and C5, the frequency being
determined by the tuned circuit, LI, C1/2. A diode is
added to the gate input to provide some automatic
bias to aid stability. Any common silicon diode will
serve this purpose.
The transistor, 711 is provided with a stabilised
supply from a three-legged regulator chip. I used a
78L08 type regulator to provide 8V but a 6V supply
would also do the job. A 1mH r.f. choke provides the
r.f. load in the source of 11-1.
It's essential to use components capable of good
frequency stability for those parts which influence
the frequency of the oscillator. lb this end, Cl needs
to be a good quality variable capacitor, perhaps of the
sort mounted on a ceramic plate. (The cheap
polyvaricon variable capacitors of the type used in
domestic transistor radios rarely give good results in
a v.f.o.).

Capacitors C2, C3, C4 and C5 need to be
temperature stable capacitors. Many books urge the
use of NPO types but these are difficult to obtain.
Others suggest silvered -mica capacitors, again
difficult to obtain these days. However, I've had good
results by using the more common, and cheaper,
polystyrene capacitors.
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Associated
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to 14MHz bands
(see text).
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Cl C2
(pF) (pF)
75

75

C3
(pF)
410

C4
(pF)

C5
(pF)

680

680

trimmer tool on the core of LI. Take care - these

Table 3: The

value may be
scaled for other
frequencies. This
table shows
values for 5MHz,
suitable for a

=
C-rD

9MHz i.f. (see
text).

cores are brittle and easy to break.
Fixing the core is simple. I use a blob of bee's wax
melted on the tip of the soldering iron and dropped on
to the top of the core. However, it's possible to make

further slight adjustments after the bee's wax is in
place.

C.rD

C.rD

To help further, Table 2 contains another set of
"ballpark" figures for the v.f.o. In these, the inductance
values are included for those who wish to wind their
own coils. A combined value for Cl/C2 is quoted and
this will require individual adjustment as described
above.

The smaller table, Table 3, is to help you design a
5 to 5.5MHz v.f.o, circuit. This would, of course, be for
use with a 9MHz

Swings & Roundabouts

Two Stage Buffer

So, here we find ourselves with a case of "swings and
roundabouts"! To get over the problems, my usual
solution is to hit the required frequency range as
near as possible with the variable capacitor and one
fixed capacitor (C2) and to use the core to attain the
desired low frequency end of the range.
With my approach, the values for Cl and C2 are
such that the core is inserted only a very small part
of the length of the coil. At the risk of being thought
a Philistine I adjust the range of the variable
capacitors by pulling off vanes. This is possible by
carefully using a pair of thin nosed pliers but
probably dedicates that particular variable capacitor
for use in the particularly v.f.o. under construction
To help you use them. Table 1 gives a set of
what our American friends would call "ball park
values" for using standard Toko Coils for the v.f.o.
Values up to 14MHz are given but after 10MHz
you're on your own!
The values for Cl, C2 and C3 will certainly need
adjustment to achieve the desired frequency range.
Begin with these values and adjust according to
need.
The final adjustment is done by using a proper

The rest of the v.f.o. circuit is a two stage buffer
amplifier, provided by Tr2 and 3. The r.f. output level
of this amplifier can be altered by adjustment of R8.
The output of the v.f.o. is at the emitter oflY3 and
is a pre-set control to allow adjustment of the output.
The v.f.o. supply is well decoupled including the use of
C II which is a 1000pF feed -through capacitor set into
the box which houses the circuit board.
In practice, the frequency determining capacitor,
Cl, will probably require a reduction drive. My usual
solution is to use the small in -line epicyclic drives.
Whatever method of construction is used, the
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C5

(pF)

Table 1: 'Ball park' figures for using Toko coils (see text).

Toko Inductor
Some may question my use of a standard 'off the
shelf lbko inductor for LI. The ideal choice is an
inductor wound on a cylindrical former without a
core that may introduce thermal instability.
One great advantage in using a core is the ability
to preset the frequency of the v.fo. Experience has
taught me that using a v.f.o. with a core usually
works well, especially if the tuned circuit is contrived
so that the core is almost out of the coil when the
oscillator is set at the correct frequency.
A common way to get the v.f.o. on the required
frequency range is to adjust the amount of
capacitance in the tuned circuit. This often involves
adding small values of fixed capacitance in parallel
with the variable capacitor, but the addition of extra
capacitors can also degrade thermal stability.

I

components must be rigidly mounted. But 'Ugly'
construction works well if there are no loosely
mounted parts.
The photograph shows my prototype 7MHz v.f.o.
which is built on perf-board. I find this is a good
medium for v.f.o. construction but avoid making the
layout too tight and introducing stray capacitance
between components.

PW

So, get that soldering iron busy and I hope to
work you on the bands!
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TO OfOef d1111

of the titles rocoHooed on these pages please use the ofd:

With the Millennium
fast approaching, the

Editorial team (last

Booty

month) began looking
at books which covered

the development of

PROFILES

wireless over the last

century specifically
valve regenerative
receivers. This month,

Radio Testa The secret of
Tesla's radio and wireless
power.
George Trinkaus

the 'Book Profiles' will
continue along this

theme and the Editorial
team have picked out

some real goodies for
you.

The following six titles
cover a variety of
subjects from one
about the secrets of
Tesla's radio to those
covering Crystal sets

and old radio projects
and includes one

fascinating book on the
early use of Radio
Photographs and Radio
Photograms.

If you're a Radio
Amateur who enjoys

This book is a
short (37
page). soft
cover format
publication

10

TESL

detailing the
"peculiar radio
technology of
Nikola Thal& - in
the words of the

author, George
Trinkaus, himself.
The author uncovers the
secrets behind a topic that, he
says, is taboo in official
science. All aspects of Tesla's
work in the field of radio and
wireless power are discussed
in this booklet.
Some examples of what
you will find beneath the
covers of this book are: 'High
Voltage, Sudden Pulse': 'Low
Frequency', `Conduction
Through The Ground',
'Resonance' and 'Aerial
Capacity'. All chapters are.
once again, well illustrated.

Good information source.

learning about early
radio projects and
other historical aspects
of Amateur Radio then

one of these books
could be for you.
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and it contains various circuits
with which the radio novice or
experimenter can build their
own Amateur Radio
equipment. In the Preface
to the book, the Editors say
that it was their aim to
"present the various
circuits with their
complete electrical
design in such a specific
manner that the novice
can build successfully
any of the circuits
without any other
assistance, and yet in
such a manner that the
more advanced experimenter
can use the book as a reliable
reference". This book would,
therefore, be useful to both
beginners and the experienced
alike.
The Editors also go on to
say that they have chosen
those circuits which are in use
daily "with a view of including
only typical and practical
circuits". Some of the Chapters

Henley's 222 Radio Circuit
Designs

John E. Anderson, Arthur C.
C. Mills & Elmer H. Lewis

Henley's 222 Radio Circuit
Designs is a reprint from
Lindsays Publications Inc.

include: 'Meaning Of Wave
Length And

Frequency'; 'Antennas';
'Fundamental Coupling
Schemes'; 'Coils And
Condensers'; 'Simple Crystal
Detector Circuits'; 'Simple
Detector Circuits Using
Vacuum Tubes'; 'Amplifier
Circuits' and 'Transmitting
Circuits' - to name a few?
The diagrams are fairly
clear, if a little small at times,
but if you love experimenting
with different things then this
book could be worth a read.

Recommended.

Crystal Set loopers A 3 Tuber
& More
Volume 8 Crystal Set Society
Newsletter

Most Radio

Amateurs are
no stranger to
the building
and design of
crystal sets and
because of this,
most will have
heard of the
Crystal Set
Society and their
newsletters. We
featured a lot of
them in the Book
Profiles in the March edition of
Practical Wireless - Crystal
Set Loopers A 3 Thber &
More. however, wasn't
featured in those profiles.
This compilation contains
all issues from January 1998
through to November 1998
and is "packed full" of projects
and information about Crystal
Set radios, mostly dealing with
design and electronics issues.
In the Preface to this collection

. the Editor, Rebecca Hewes,
says that they "focus on
simple, old-time, elegant radio
circuits that enthusiasts can
build from scratch".
Some of the Chapters in
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in this issue Of [210110RO Michael Of Sh8Idgh on [PK 659930

Crystal Set Loopers A 3 Tuber
& More include 'An AM/SW
Frisbee Crystal Radio'.
'Biasing Effects On Diode
Performance' (Parts 1 & 21,
'Scott's Bucket '0 Rocks
Indoor Antenna', 'Mike's
Super -Duper AM/SW 3 -Tuber',
'Loop With A New 'heist' and
much, much more! Intrigued?
You should be. This book is
definitely worth a read,

Highly recommended.

TELEPHONE,

FAX, E-MAIL
OR USE THE
ORDER FORM
ON PAGE 82
Piel.0210

note:

Heathkit A Guide To The
Amateur Radio Products
Chuck Penson WAIZIE

Tok

moo."

04.41.4

(012021659930
Company'; 'Buying And
Collecting Heathltits% 'A
Guide To The Amateur Radio

Products'; 'Heath Master

Crystal Set Building And
More (Volume Six and Seven)
Various Authors

This book would be useful to
anyone who has an affection
for the Heath company and its
kits - both its history

With various
contributions
from different

and their various
Amateur Radio
products. In the
Foreword to his
book, the author -

authors, this

Chick Penson

volume of the
Crystal Set
Society

Newsletter has a
number of
varying topics.
Some of them
follow the same
sort of line as Rob Mannion
G3XFD's beginners series
'Radio Basics', for example. 'A
Crystal Headphone From A
Cat Food Can'.
In this newsletter,

William E. Shims states:
"The instructions that follow
are intended to demonstrate
just how simple building a
functional high -impedance
crystal headphone can be ...".
He goes on to describe how he
uses a cat food can for this
project.

Another interesting book
from the Crystal Set Society
with the emphasis on the
building of crystal sets. If you
are interested in building a
crystal set yourself, this book
would be a useful starting
point.

Recommended.

WA7ZZE - states
that "This book is
intended to be a
kind of field
guide, or
spotter's guide
if you prefer. It is a
book to keep in
your backpack while
roaming flea markets, a book
to keep in your shack for
handy reference when you
work someone running an
HW-12A ...".

A fairly hefty book
consisting of 248 pages,
Heathkit - A Guide
7b The

Amateur
Radio
Products
covers
nearly

everything
which you
need to know

about the
Heath company
- its Chapters
include: 'A
History Of The
Heath
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Product Index By Model':
'Heath Master Product Index
By Type'; 'Product References'
and finally, 'Product
Timelines'. Heathkit A Guide
7b The Amateur Radio
Products contains a lot of
useful information and is well
illustrated with pictures of
their products.

Recommended.

Vision By Radio Radio
Photographs, Radio
Photograms
C. Francis Jenkins

Lindsay
Publications Inc. reprint of
Vision By Radio is a

the original which was first
published back in 1925 and
looks at the first pieces of
equipment capable of sending
photographs and pictures by
wire and radio and is, if
you like, the beginnings
of facsimile - and what
we have come to term

It contains descriptions of
various designs such as: the
Amstutz System; the
Electrograph; the Baker
machine; the Dr. Korn
machine; the Rignoux and
Fournier Scheme; the Belin
machine; the American
Telephone & Telegraph
Company Machine and many
more.

Another aspect that this
book focuses on is `Radio

fascinating first
experimental pictures and
pieces of text which were sent

Vision' in which the author
describes some of the
machines used in the
development of Radio Vision
and Radio Movies for the
reception in the home of
broadcast studio
performances. The author
gives the following examples:
"dancing girls; public
speakers; pantomime;
marionettes; motion pictures
and. by remote control.
outdoor events, sports. etc.".
This book is a fascinating
read and contains some very
interesting photographs and
diagrams.

electronically.

Highly Recommended.

as FAX.

This fascinating
book covers various
elements of the
origins of sending
photographs via
wire and by radio

and contains
some of the
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antelinusb:

inaction

NEWS & PRODUCTS QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ANTENNA WORKSHOP IN REVIEWS
Vertical Antenna Classics

welcome to AiA!
Hello and welcome to the
September 1999 Antennas -in -

Action, our bi-monthly column of
ideas, designs, news and reviews
of antennas, accessories and book
covering all these topics.

g»£2'

compiled and edited by Bob
Sthetgen KU7G. This large -format
book contains, within the six
chapters, reprints from the best
articles to be found in
other ARRL
publications.
The chapter
headings are:
'Theory and

Modelling',
'VHF and UHF',
'HF', 'Reduced

wires on a vertical to give an
directional gain ability. Chapter
five shows you how to reduce the
overall height of an antenna by
either 'capacity hat' or
loading coils while chapter
six deals with radials and
ground systems, subjects

often 'forgotten' about in
vertical antennas. All in all,
I think it's an excellent
read, packed with details.

Second Book

Size' and 'Radials
and Ground

The second book, also
from the ARRL is
another compilation
offering. The ARRL's

Systems'.

News Releases
I've had several news releases in

from Procom A/S of Denmark,
suppliers of high quality antennas,
measuring equipment and
accessories. I've had three sheets
of antenna details about their CXL
range of antennas, for use in the
150, 450, 900, 1800 and
2400MHz bands. Procom can also
supply a vast range of connector
adapters to match other plugs and
sockets to the FME style of
connector, there are 21 variations
shown on the second leaflet.

Duplexers (or
use around
150MHz are
shown on
another leaflet,
featuring the
DPF2/1,
DPF2J6 and MPX2/6 range of

compact units. Various models
cover the range of 138 to 175MHz
range with a duplex spacing of 410MHz (4-15MHz on the MPX2/6)
the units have maximum r.f. input
of SOW. The various duplexer units
also feature a band rejection of 6090dB (depending on the model)
while claiming an insertion loss of
less than 1.5dB.

Another leaflet describes the
Procom SWR 3000 antenna
analyser that covers 30-2700MHz,
with a graphical display showing
the s,w.r. of the antenna lover a
range of frequencies) attached to
the N -type test socket. A small
keypad controls all functions and
ranges. For more information
about these or other contact
Procom A/S direct at Vinkelmnget
21-29, DK-3330, Gerlese,
Denmark. Tel: (+45) 48 27 84 84.
Or you can contact their UK agent
Communication Technical
Services Ltd., Unit 15 The
Gatwick Metro Centre, Balcombe
Road, Horley Surrey RH6 9GA,
Tel/FAX: (01293) 822602.

Two Books
Now to have a look at two books
for you. The first book is from The
ARRL 'stables' in the form of
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If like me you have
struggled to make
sense of one of the
antenna modelling software
packages (like MININEC3, ELNEC
and MN), then the first chapter of
this book is required reading. In
the last five pages of this chapter,
there's a good grounding (pardon
the pun) on MININEC, its strengths
and limitations in use. Then
follows three chapters of practical
vertical antennas, using a variety
of materials including copper
water pipe,
In chapter two there are nine
subsections giving a variety of
antennas for use in the 144 and
430MHz bands, although the
antennas and references to the
220MHz band are superfluous to
the UK and Europe. One
interesting design that I might
'have -a -go' at is a vertical wire
Extended Double Zepp (EDZ) for
the 50MHz band. (although I'll
probably modify it for the 144 or
even the 430MHz band). Chapter
three does a similar job covering
h.f. with eight sections this time.
Chapter four has five subsections
on directional arrays including
steerable arrays for low band work,
phased arrays and using the guy

Wire Antenna Classics,
compiled by Chuck Hutchinson
K8CH, has ten chapters and
presents quite a few h.f. antenna
designs that are very unusual. The
chapters are:

'Dipoles',
'Multiple
Dipoles',
'Loop
Antennas',

'Collinear
Antennas', 'V
and Rhombic
Antennas',
Wire Beams',
'Vertically
Polarised', 'Our
Friend The Tree',

'Receiving Antennas' and finally
'Antenna Ideas From W1JF'.
There are over 100 pages of ideas
and designs in this new book,

including more information on the
EDZ described elsewhere on these
pages, how to make traps for wire
antennas, how to increase the

bandwidth of a 'simple' dipole,
'V'. inverted 'V's and 'V' beam
antennas ,
and multiple 'J' poles
I?). There are Delta Loops and
'Curtain' antennas, Slopers and
quad antennas, Quarter waves and
Inverted 'L's and of course ... how
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Phasing
section

30m

10M

L

lo.e4,10

Twin feeder (300.45014
about 13.5 - 14m length

Balun 11:11

This distance to be as
great as possible

wrtzoll
To transceiver
(50i1 coaxial cable)

Fig. 1: An asymmetric (or 'crazy') dipole for 7MHz.

to use trees in your antenna
system.

Much thought and hard work has
gone into compiling ARRL's Wire
Antenna Classics. For instance in
chapter two on Multi -band
Antennas there are nine articles
dealing with antennas covering
more than one band, including a
very good description by 'our own'
Louis Varney GSRV about the
antenna bearing his callsign. There
is also a very interesting section on
making traps that resonate on two
bands at the same time.

In Chapter Nine 'Discussing
receiving antennas', there are
many antenna ideas worth looking
at. Although if you intend putting
up a Beverage antenna for 'Top
Band', you'd better make sure you
have a lot of space. Although more
modestly, for listening to the 1.8
and 3.5MHz bands, the 6.5m
square K6STI receiving antenna
with a 20dB amplifier works well,
having a good noise rejection
capability. The ARRL's Wire
Antenna Classics is excellent
reading, and very tempting to try
new antennas that are both cheap
to make and easy to put up.

Crazy Dipole
I've received a letter from Bill
G3XZF, who says "Here's an item
for your 'Antenna Workshop', the
'Crazy Dipole', or to give it the
more correct name, an asymmetric
dipole for the 7MHz band. Some
years ago I put together the
illustrated antenna which works a
dream. If you imagine a normal
dipole cut, for say 7MHz and that
consists of two element, each a
little over 10m long" (as shown in
Fig. 1).

`To one side of this antenna I

50

added double the length (20.2m)
and I found that the feedpoint
impedance had become almost
exactly 500, giving a very low
s.w.r. Needing only a little
adjustment of lengths to get even
better. To make use of a coaxial
cable feeder. I decided to fit a 1:1
balun (for which there are details
enough in the various magazines
and books) at the feedpoint. Slight
changes of dimensions may be
needed to give the lowest s.w.r. at
your location".
"So, after putting the antenna up, I
set the dawn clock, waking up at
05:58 before it went off. I made a
pot of tea and settled down to call
'CQ USA' on the c.w. section of
the 7MHz band with about 80W
coming out of the set. To my
surprise, the first answer was from
the California area (although it
shouldn't have been a surprise, as
it was still evening there after all).
So, as you can see the antenna
works well. It also works well on

j r2

L 10.84)4
Band
(MHz)

tml

3.5

53.35

7.0

27.75

14.0

13.71

18.15

21.10

21.0

9.75

28.0

6.7

Fig. 2: G3HUT's Extended Double Zepp (EDZ) antenna. See text for
details.

21MHz - but that's another story".

Another Wire Antenna
Thanks Bill, and another wire
antenna type letter I've had was
from Mike Doubleday G3HUT
saying that he'd seen an article by
G4OBE in a recent journal about a
variant of the original single
radiating element Zeppelin or
'Zepp' antenna. The design had
been 'stretched' or extended to
become what we now know as an
'Extended Double Zepp' ('EDZ').
Mike says that having operated,
with a fair amount of success, on
most bands with an h.f. EDZ for
many years, readers might like
more information about this
antenna that may be used to work
any or all of the 3.5 - 28MHz
bands but may be restricted by the
size of the location.
Mike suggests taking the
dimension for the EDZ antenna, as
given in antenna books, but by
concentrating on the higher bands,

Fig. 3: The EDZ

running
alongside and to
the left of the R5
Vertical antenna.

you can provide an 'all singing and
dancing' antenna that works on
most bands, but with a maximum
horizontal top of just over 22m.
Mike says he started by designing
his h.f. EDZ for 18MHz (originally
calculating the overall top length
in imperial measurements). For a
frequency of 18.15MHz. he says
he arrived at a measurement of the
top elements of 22.45m. The EDZ,
at its design frequency exhibits
approximately a 3dBd gain
(reference to a halfwave dipole) in
a radiation pattern with two major
and four minor lobes. But,
surprisingly, as Mike says, he's

found it will also perform usefully
on several bands lower in
frequency.
Mike says he makes no claims of
originality for this EDZ design
(shown in Fig. 2), but says "I have
merely collated information over
many years and then set about to
prove that, in the main, the system
works well. My findings have been
supported by W7KMZ who,
having been given my basic
parameters such as real ground
conditions with average
conductivity, type and gauge of
wire used, height, and actual
description of the design of the
EDZ carried out a computer
analysis (using ELNEC version
3.081 of the design.

"From the analysis and with the
antenna centre fed with 300 or
45012 ladder line, W7KMZ has
had 'predicted' results (lobe
pattern analysis derived from
computing gain, take off angle,
heights, beamwidth, degrees, slope
and angle. etc that agree quite
well with my findings. The 21 page analysis is rather complicated
to read and far too lengthy for this
article, since the results were not
only confined to the 21MHz EDZ
but included all other bands 3.5-
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resistance reading (or so it
seems) but the method
described by Colin does
work for a receiver. I'm less
sure about its effectiveness
for a full legal amount of r.f.
though.

Non -conducting
masts used

antennas
'"action

Terminating resistor

I would imagine
that a

--

A good 'earth'

connection (or radials)
'Or 1:0

Feedpoint

Fig. 4: A representation of an antenna proposed by VK2BUA
(see text).

Non -conducting
support poles

U

Wrt

Coaxial feed

Good 'earth'
connections or radial

Good 'earth'
connections or radial

Magical Mirth
A letter from Colin Topping
GM6HGW, 'Master of Magical
Mirth' is how Colin signs himself
(he's an amateur magician), but
there's nothing funny about Ilk

that Colin uses
and several
counterpoise
elements
attached to the
ground rod itself
and taken
around the
garden just
under the
surface of the
soil (flower bed
or lawn) should
prove rather
better for a
transmitter. But
as I've said

Nonconducting
support pole

Terminating resistors
Coexist
feed

Good 'earth' or radials

,vyrips,

Good 'earth' or radials,

Fig. 6: A terminated 'V' sloper similar to one found

before, unless you on a VK2BUA Web site page (see text).
try it in your
location you
cannot say if it's
really going to work or not!
multiple thereof, if it is to radiate
efficiently. That statement still
holds true, but we can bend the
rules and trade a bit of the
efficiency for bandwidth when we
The Internet is a wonderful place
need it. Such is the case with the
for finding things, and I found
lengths of wire described here. All
some 'Antipodean' wire antenna
are proven in commercial

Antipodean Wires

Fig. 5: A representation of centre -fed wide -band antenna, again by
VK2BUA (see text).

28MHz at different heights.
Mike went on to say "There is
nothing magic about the EDZ
(Mike's EDZ and R5 are shown in
the photo of Fig. 3. Ed.), it is a well
tried and true dipole that offers
useful gain at its design frequency
and good multiband performance.
My experience has shown that
depending upon the power being
used, either 300 or 450f2 twin
feeder may be used utilising a
suitable balun if necessary. Of
course, depending on the space
available, the lengths shown in the
table will give some idea of the
design length for the centre of
different bands. A feeder length of
14.5m a good compromise to start
with and the best form of coupling
(series/parallel) can be found by
reference charts or by
experimentation".

combination of
the 'earth rod'

idea for his earthing system that he
describes in his letter. Colin says
"The best way I have found of

'grounding my h.f. receiver is to
use a length of 22mm diameter
copper waste pipe with several
holes of around Smm diameter

drilled into it.
"Once the pipe has been knocked
into the ground and connected to
the radio via a suitable wire, pour
water down through the pipe. The
holes in the pipe allow the water
to seep out and so improve the
overall earthing effect. The pipe
requires to be 'watered' every now
and then, more so in dry weather.
Ordinary table salt could be added
to the water, but not if it's situated
in the middle of the prize flower
bed".
A good idea Colin and a method
that has been used in many
situations before. However, the
effect of the 'earth' does depend
heavily on the actual soil in the
garden itself I've found. My own
property is on a very dry sandy soil
with an almost infinite earth
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ideas on a website for the
Australian company Philip Collins
& Associates Pty Ltd of Sidney
Australia. On one of their pages
called 'HF Broadband Wire
Antennas' by Marc Robinson
VK2BUA makes a few ideas
available for you to try out 'at
home'.
Marc starts the pages "Early in my
training I was taught that an
antenna must be cut or tuned to a
quarter wave resonate length, or a

installations I have engineered
'here and there' on my travels".

The actual graphics within the
Web page would not reproduce
too well, so I've drawn a
representation of them in Fig.s 4, 5
and 6. The designs are mainly
terminated wire antennas, a system
that improves the bandwidth,
somewhat at the expense of
efficiency. But go and have a look
for yourself at their website

http://www.pca.cc

Webwatch
Philip Collins & Associates Pty Ltd. (Australia)

www.pca.cc/ANTENNAS/BROADBAND/broadband.html
Email: sales@pca.cc info@pca.cc

Well that's all I have room for this issue, Ill see you

in the November issue again.

/752"
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The performance of the receiver was 5pV for 20dB signal to
noise ratio at 30% modulation. I The receiver was designed for
a.m.). Intermodulation and cross modulation, etc., performance
was never measured, but the receiver was good enough to coexist
with the 10-20kW pirate radio stations that were then operating
in the Thames Estuary!
Before reading Jack's letter I'd not thought of a maritime use
fur low voltage valves, yet operating from small craft clearly has
parallels with operating from a vehicle. Although the A20 was
made obsolete by the eventual change to s.s.b., Jack has heard
that some are still in use. I wonder, has anyone got one for sale?

On a related point. Dr. Godfrey Manning G4GLM of
SW111 'Ala -band' fames sent me a note about making a list of
commercial hybrid radios. So, silly me agreed to do one: just
those listed in the Radio and Television Servicing senes for
now.

Actually. I was surprised to find so few, a little over 20 basic
designs and that includes both car radios and battery portables.
If you want a copy of the list just send an s.a.e. direct to me.
By the time you read this it should be on my Web page at
www.oldpark.demon.co.uk and then follow the 'Valve and
Vintage' link. Any hybrid set that you know of that isn't there,
please send me the details and I'll add it to the list.

The selection of
PWs from 1950s

and 1960s on

the 'shop'
counter tells us

that it's Phil

Cadman G4JCP
in charge this
month. And,

resplendent in
the

shopkeeper's

traditional

Warm greetings from an even warmer G4JCP
IThe Midlands are experiencing one of those rare
hot spells as I writes. However, before moving on
to my main topic. I'd like to mention some
readers' letters on a subject I covered last time low voltage valves. The first letter came from

John Hodgkins G3EJF and concerns the
ECH83, a low -voltage mixer/oscillator. John tells me he
has distinct recollections of replacing ECH83s with
ECH81s, the mains -voltage equivalent.
Not every ECH81 worked, John says, but that
didn't matter - he had a plentiful supply of ECH81s
and no ECH83s! Apparently, this unofficial
substitution may have given rise to the story that
ECH83s were simply specially selected ECH81s.
The EBE93 - a low -voltage i.f. amplifier - also
has a 'mains' equivalent in the EBF89. John cannot
remember whether he ever made this substitution
but considers it to be worth trying.

A Sceptical G4JCP
At first 1 was rather sceptical about John's claim about the
ECH81. However, consulting my battered old Mallard
Maintenance Manual I was surprised to find that the inter electrode capacitance of both the ECH81 and the ECH83 are
the same but for one small discrepancy.
A strange finding'. lithe valves are physically different - a
reasonable assumption considering the operating voltages are
so dissimilar - I would have thought the capacitance in either
calve would be different too.
Even more surprising was the comparison between the
EBF83 and the EBF89: they have identical inter -electrode
capacitance so it seems! Well, now I have suspicions too.
If anyone else has heard about the substitutions, or knows
anything about the manufacture of low voltage valves, can they
please write and tell me. Meantime. I shall soonowith luck) be in
possession of a genuine valve tester. Then I can check the story

sandy brown

out for myself.

dustcoat, is that

Hybrid Design

a B9A based
valve he's
holding in his

hand?
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Fig. 1: One of G4JCP's new acquisitions is a Ferguson
3202. There were several variants of this model in both
two -track and four -track forms Isee text),

Godfrey also commented on the 0C82S0C82D transistors
found in one hybrid car radio I mentioned. This little-known
combination was popular for a short time but was quickly
superseded by the better specified and ultimately very popular)

°CHI and 0081D.

Tape Recorders
A chance encounter at the Three Counties Radio and Computer
Rally, held in Worcester a few weeks hack, put me in touch with
an old friend and his wife. both now retired. Long time readers of
PW who live, or once lived. around Dudley will remember J.

Arthur Parkes and his wife Freda who used to run a small but

A letter sent to Jack Swett GSKWG, who had a rather nice
hybrid communication.; receiver design published in the September
1962 issue of Short Wair Magazine. elicited a most interesting
response. His rather professional looking design used ECH83s for
all functions except for the audio driver and output stages.
My feeling that the receiver was not simply a one-off
amateur project was confirmed when Jack told me that it was
based on a commercial design he did back in 1960. The set was
part of a type -approved marine radiotelephone for fitting to
merchant ships and small craft under 1600 tons. Marketed as
the A20 by Ajax Electronics Limited, some 200 of the design
were sold. Unfortunately. Jack doesn't have one.

popular radio and TV shop in the town.
A frequent source of components and advice when I was in
my late teens.) Arthur and Freda were also well known for having
two gorgeous daughters).

Editorial comment: litre it should he noted readers that
ald("P is a very eligshle Bachelor - and not so bad looking

himselr.
Arthur just happened to he selling some of his old equipment
which included several valved tape recorders. At last I was able
to obtain a tape recorder) two, actually on which to play back my
old reel-to-reel tapes.
My original - and very much worn-out - tape recorder was
disassembled long ago and the components used to make a
valved audio amplifier. Which still works. by the way'
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Any recorder particularly if substantially
free of any mechanical defects - should be
stored in a cool dry place, and treated with
more than a little respect.
If you want to get involved with valve
tape recorder restoration and repair. the book
which is a 'must -have' is the Tope Recorder
Servicing Manual by H. W. Heliyer, see
Fig. 3. First published in 1965 by George
Newnes Limited, it's a collection of circuit
diagrams and servicing notes on just about
every domestic tape recorder marketed up to
the mid -1960s.
The hook also has a general introduction
to tape recorders, tape recording and
microphones. Long out of print, a copy
occasionally turns up at book sales. And your
local library might just still have one - so it's

c.rD

O
CJ -3

C2
I=1

worthwhile asking.

When Cleaning

Fig. 2: The other tape recorder
recently acquired by G4JCP is
an Elizabethan LZ29/L
Incidentally, Elizabethan was
the brand name of a well respected independent tape
recorder manufacturer who
was proud enough to tell
purchasers where the tape
recorders were made - via the
inset badge. (See text).

BE

Incidentally, Arthur was also quite familiar with the
ECH83/ECH81 story too.
One army new acquisitions is a Ferguson 3202. see Fig. 1.
There were several variants of this model in both twotrark and
four -track forms. The basic design was also marketed under the

HMV and Ultra brand name,.
The other model is an Elizabethan LZ29/L, see Fig. 2.
Incidentally, Elizabethan was the brand name of well -respected
independent tape recorder manufacturer who was proud enough
to tell purchasers where the tape recorders were made - see the
badge in the inset of Fig. 2.

Recorders Neglected
Valved tape recorders seem to he rare and sadly neglected these
days and yet they were very popular from the early 1960s and
on into the 1970s. After that, transistors and the compact
cassette took over.
Sadly, unlike most valved equipment, tape recorders are
very much mechanical items and time does not treat bearings.
belts, pulleys and idler wheels at all kindly. These recorders
were very much the cam-corders and video recorders of their
day, particularly amongst teenagers.
I was not alone in recording unsuspecting aunts who flatly
refused to believe that it was their own voice they were hearing!
For many people listening to these recorders this was the very
first time they'd heard their own voice being played back. Unlike
our visual appearance - we all know what we look like - our
recorded voices differ greatly from the sound we hear as we
speak.

When cleaning tape heads and guides, use solvents specifically
intended for the purpose. The stuff for cassette decks is fine. Use
either a purposely designed applicatoriwhich are. unfortunately,
not commonly available I or cotton wool buds.
If at all possible, deflux tde-magnetises the tape heads and
guides before playing back for recordings any tape. Magnetised
heads can cause loss of high frequencies and even partial
erasure of your irreplaceable recordings if severe. Having
said that, I don't know of any suitable head defluxer that's

now out of print
although some
libraries may Still
stock them (see

C-1
C" --D

c_ri

text).

O

readily available'.

Editor's offer of help: Asa keen tapereconling
enthusiast with a large collection of reel-to-reel machines
I hate a 'head dc -magnetiser' myself. Any reader
wishing to borrow it ran do so by contacting me at the
office. G3XFD.

C-,

Any lubricant should be used very sparingly. Take
great care to keep oil well clear of all driving surfaces.
Initially check play, fast wind and rewind functions with
an old tape. Brakes can snatch (or not works and even modest
strain can easily snap the old acetate recording tape. If that
happens you'll need a splicing kit if you can find one.
De -magnetised scissors and Scotch Magic Tape might
provide an acceptable shortterm substitute to a proper splicing
kit. But don't be tempted to use ordinary adhesive tape.

Recording Tape
Now we come to the recording tape itself. Old acetate tape
becomes brittle with age so care is needed at all times. Modern
tapes with later types of backing polyester and pvc - should tali
be in good condition and remain quite strong.
However, there is one problem that affects even modem
tapes. Its to do with the binder; the 'glue' that sticks the tiny
particles of iron oxide to the plastic backing.
To be fair, the binder problem mainly affects professional
and semi-professional tapes which have a mattblack back,
rather than the domestic varieties that have a traditional 'shim.
back. But it can occur with any tape that hasn't been stored

correctly It's called sticky shed syndrome and tape

Restoration Difficult

manufactured from the middle of the 1970s through the early
1980s is most at risk.
Unfortunately, under anything but controlled low humidity
storage. the polyurethane used in the binder has a tendency to
absorb water, The water reacts with the urethane molecules
causing them to migrate to the surface of the tape. As the tape
passes the heads and guides the molecules rub off and 'gum up
the works'. You'll know you have a problem when the tape starts
to squeal and slow down!
Fortunately, sticky shed syndrome due to water absorption
is almost always fixable, although the fix only lasts, about a
month under normal storage conditions. This miraculous fix is
commonly know as 'baking a tape'.

Restoring old tape recorders can sometimes be difficult. The
electronics are usually easy to fix but the mechanics can be quite
a problem. Rubber and other similar compounds can deteriorate
to the point where a recorder is rendered useless for want of a
new belt or idler wheel.

The idea is to expose the affected tape to even heat - amund
SIC - for about four hours and then let it slowly cool back down t.
mom temperature. Baking a tape can be done several times but
really you should copy the tape soon after treatment and then -.
the original tape in an airtight container with some desiccant, PW
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Fig. 3: This book practically a 'classic'
on the subject is

1"-r1

rounds Ridiculous
Hall the tape problems
sounds rather ridiculous,
I assure you it's not. I've
long had a big problem
with some of my halftrack stereo tapes!
Last year I 'borrowed'
our domestic electric oven

m
c_rD

O

(WARNING: don't try
this with a gas cooker
for a few hours to bake
my tapes. The process
worked and so I hastily
copied their contents onto
compact disc. Now
everything is fine. That
is, until someone finds a
problem with CD
longevity...!
Oops. I see my own tape's
run out. 'Better say
cheerio until
my turn
'in the shop' again. 11,
send your comments
letters to me either via
the Mir offices, via
E-mail to

phil@oldpark.demon.
co.uk in% I've not
changed my ISP -yet) or

direct to: 21 Scotts
Green Close, Scotts
Green, Dudley, West
Midlands DY1 2DX..
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Patrick Allely

GW3KJW
investigates the

them" of
Sporadic -E, the

.1.:-Iaer and
the part played

'Red Sprites'

and 'Blue Jets'.
Haven't got a
clue %hat he's

talking about?
Read on and
discover some

possible reasons
as to why v.h.f,

signals can all of

a sudden

appear at
"enormous
strengths from
exotic lands at

No, this article is not just another title for a musical
version of Romeo and Juliet. nor A Midsummer
Night's Dream. hut a genuine source of
investigation for vh.f. enthusiasts - a chance to
finally solve one of the greatest propagation
mysteries of all time. I refer to the enigma of
Sporadic -E (Sp -El propagation, that wonderful
engine which causes vh.f. signals to appear at enormous
strengths from exotic lands at seemingly impossible

description of Sporadic -E (just one paragraph in fact) where
he states: "The occurrence of Sporadic -E is quite
unpredictable; it may be observed both day and night. The
cause of Sporadic -E ionisation is still uncertain".
We've not made great progress into understanding this
mode of propagation in the intervening years, but I believe
that we are now much closer to understanding and,
perhaps, predicting more accurately how and when
Sporadic -E propagation will appear.

distances.
Many of us will have sat and wondered as 144M117, for
no apparent reason. has changed from a dead band which
was occupied by only a few faint beacons and an awful lot

Now what do we know about the E -layer? Well, we know
that between 90 and 130km above the earth, there's a layer
of gas molecules (nitrogen and oxygen mainly) which will
ionise under certain conditions, giving off light and capable
of reflecting electro-magnetic energy We also know that this
layer is constant in height, is not greatly affected by the sun
and is present both day and night. 1Thrman was right on
this point).
How do we know? The quick answer is that we can see
it, or at least we can see its effects. I refer to the Aurora

of local Packet radio, to a band which has suddenly burst
into life, with strong signals coining in from Greece or
Hungary, Malta or Romania. Signals that have lifted out
of the noise threshold to S9 plus and remained so,
sometimes for hours on end, at other times merely for a
few minutes.
Moat Of us will know what's happening - "it's Sporadic E propagation" - we tell ourselves, we know that at about
90km above the earth the 'E' layer is reflecting v.h.f.
signals without causing much attenuation to them and
that these signals are quite choosy where they land. You
might hear and work someone in Slovakia, whilst 20km
down the road, your friend is hearing nothing from
Slovakia and thinks that his antenna must have become
faulty.
Rut do we really know what is happening? As far
back as 1932. Professor F. E. Terinan, Dean of the
School of Engineering at Stanford University and assisted
by three fellow professors, wrote his famous book
Electronic & Radio Engineering In it there's a short

Borealis rand Aurora Australis). the Northern Lights.
the effect of the solar wind passing through the earth's
magnetic field and ionising the gases, roughly above the
Arctic and Antarctic circles.
There, at roughly 90km above the earth, exists
ionisation and v.h.f. signals will reflect off this ionisation
We can see it. we can hear it on our radios and it happens
both day and night.
We also know that, following certain predicted meteor
showers, we can work long distances on v.h.f. via the Slayer. This is because the individual (minute) meteors.
which vary in size from a grain of sand to the size of a pea,
strike the gas molecules at speed, thereby causing these
molecules to ionise and reflect radio signals. (This happens
at any time of the day or night, totally independently of the
position of the sun and there again we can, during the
hours of darkness, see the effects of these collisions as well
as hear them on v.h.f.).
Just think, the next time you see a shooting
star, a local amateur may be making a 2000km
QSO on 144MHz via that same meteor trail!
Incidentally, the average size of a meteor trail is
I.6km I 1 mile) wide and 32km 120 miles) long
and that's from a piece of material smaller than

Fig. 1: A map showing three contacts being made
at the same time between Wales and Spain, The
Netherlands and Portugal and Ireland and Italy.
The paths of the individual contacts cross the same
point where Patrick GW3KJW suggests that there
are a series of thunderstorms taking place.
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However, you may ask But what about
Sporadic -E (Sp -E)"? Well. let's consider the
144MHz band. From records kept over the
years, we know that contacts via Sp -E start
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roughly in May and end usually in August, with
a peak during the month of June. There are
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exceptions. though. openings have occurred both
earlier and later, but generally speaking May to
August is the period.
An interesting phenomena is that the
openings rarely happen during the hours of
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darkness and seem to peak around the late afternoon
period. For those of us living on the fringes of Western
Europe. these openings enable us to make contacts with
stations more than 800km and sometimes up to 2000km
away in all directions except to the West. There's a 'skip'
distance of about 800km, which precludes us working
these shorter distances via Sp -E.
We can now deduce that because we have a skip
distance. we must have an angled reflective signal with a
chordal hop of about 2000km average. This places the
reflecting layer at about 90km or so - our mysterious Slayer - but what's now exciting it and then exciting us?
One way of attempting to unravel the enigma is to
study the paths and directions of known contacts, who
was working who and when_ 'lb help, I offer a number of
contacts based on some of my own QSOs.
One afternoon in June. I was working Italy and
Yugoslavia on 144MHz via Sporadic -E propagation. This
had been going on for about one hour when suddenly the
propagation stopped, as if a switch had been turned off.
Then, a few minutes later, the band opened up again. but
this time the signals were coming from Southern Spain
only. What had turned the switch on and off and also
altered the direction of propagation?
Another time, again in the afternoon on a fine June
day, there seemed to be a great deal of Sp -E propagation. I
was working stations in the Barcelona area of Southern
Spain and not hearing signals via E -layer from any other
direction. A near neighbour in Ireland II live on the West
coast of Wales). was working northern Italian stations, I
could hear him but not them and I later found out that at
exactly the same time, a friend in the Netherlands was
working stations in Portugal!
The lines drawn between these points of contacts
would converge roughly in the same area over northern
France and, believe it or not, a thunderstorm was taking

place there at that time. Similarly, with other SpE
contacts I've had, there has always been a thunderstorm
roughly halfway along the path. It's more than
coincidental that the greatest number of thunderstorms
occur in Europe during the month of June - the time of the
greatest number of Sp -E openings. (See Fig. 1).
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But why should thunderstorms affect the E -layer which,
you must remember, is about 90km high and
thunderstorms, big as they are, top off at roughly 15
000m, some 75km short of the layer?
Is there something in the electrical discharges
affecting the E -layer? Well, I believe that there is. Some
time ago, a BBC 'Horizon' TV programme on the power of
lightning showed film footage taken of the tops of

thunderstorms from a high flying military aircraft. Large

could

occouni for
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plumes of blue light were clearly shown moving upwards
from the clouds up to a height estimated to be 100km.
Further pictures in this programme showed numerous
thunderstorms with bright upward discharges, these
latter pictures were taken from a space shuttle.
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Scientists are now taking an active interest in newly
discovered phenomena and have already found that, what
are now termed Blue Jets are optical ejections from the
top of electrically active core regions of thunderstorms.
They propagate upwards in narrow cones with vertical
speeds of roughly 100km/s, disappearing optically at
roughly 40-50km. Their optical energ-v has been estimated
as about AkJ - with a total energy of about 30MJ.
Red Sprites are massive, but weak, luminous flashes
that appear directly above an active thunderstorm and
occur at the time of lightening strikes, either cloud to
cloud or cloud to earth. They are predominantly red
thence their name and they range from single spots to

groups and extend above the cloud tops up to 90km and
extend across horizontal distances of up to 50km or more.
Their optical energy is roughly 10-50kJ giving a total
energy estimated to be of the order of 10-100MJ within the
total of 5-50GW (Gigs Watt of pewee.
A cursory study of the daily weather forecast shown on
the TV reveals the presence of thunderstorms likely to occur
on the continent. For the purpose of possible Sporadic -E
openings, thunderstorms close to home will not be of
interest in this context, but a line of storms situated over
the Alps could, and does, occasionally bring Romanian
contacts.
Similarly, a storm region over Andorra brings contacts
with Gibraltar or Tunisia. The hot, humid days of midsummer make for spectacular storms, especially over the
higher regions and, unfortunately, over most test match
pitches.
Could it be that these Blue Jets and Red Sprites, with
their enormous charges of energy, have the power to effect
the gas molecules in the E-Iayer? The energy is such that
almost continuous ionisation could take place as long as the
thunderstorm was in being. This could account for the Sp -E
openings that last for some hours whilst others just last a
few minutes.
Again, the fact that thunderstorms hecome electrically
active, then die away only for another one to appear
perhaps many hundreds of km away, could be the cause of
the openings to various countries being so separated. As

I've previously stated. I was working into Italy for a while,
then suddenly I was working southern Spain. There's no
doubt that the reflecting area had changed.
The belief that Red Sprites may extend horizontally
over 50km suggested other ideas. In fact, it gives rise to my
belief that there's room for stations many hundreds of
kilometres apart to deflect signals off this ionised patch to
specific points without the signals scattering and, from the
strength of the incoming signals. without much
attenuation.
Although El 50km diameter patch seems large, it
appears that there's a definite cut-off point at its edge
where, from full deflection, there's nothing and the v.h.f.
signals simply pass away into outer space. This, I believe,
is borne out by the fact that you may hear a near amateur
exchanging 5 and 9 reports with someone, say, in Austria.
whilst you are hearing nothing of the DX. Then
miraculously, it's your turn and your neighbour is left out
in the cold and the patch has shifted in your favour.
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I have seen many proposed theories on how Sporadic -E (Sp El propagation is switched on at %%b.f., none of which are
entirely convincing and some of which are so complicated

that I cannot totally understand them. Perhaps there are
many reasons why this wonderful v.h.f mode of propagation
occurs, perhaps a combination of various natural weather
and sun activity.
I've been lucky, being able to spend a lot of time on
v.h.f., I've been about in numerous Sp -E openings, one
which happened as late as 2100UTC and this immediately
followed a good aurora. That was an evening to remember!
I've also worked Sp -E at 0700UTC. but most openings have
taken place during later afternoons, the peak time for
thunderstorms.
As 'Ferman said so many years ago, the cause of Sp -E is

not known, I do not know the answer, but I believe that in a
few years time, someone will be able to prove the reason
and I would suggest that Red Sprites and Blue Jets will
somehow be involved in the theory.
Serious investigation is already being undertaken,
especially in the USA, to attempt to prove a relationship
between thunderstorms and Sp -E. I would like to think that
all of us interested in v.h.f. working will make a note of our
Sp -E openings, the places we contacted and, if possible, find

out where the thunderstorms, if any, were at the time. PHI
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short wave magazine
Whether you are brand new to the hobby of
radio monitoring or a seasoned DXer. there
is something in Short Wave Magazine for
you every month!

August 1999
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The World's Largest Wire Antenna Manufacturer
Sigma Antennas are easy to assemble using the supplied instruction,
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service.
Joe Carr KIIPV looks at
the all important issue of
matching your home built
Yagi to the feeder in Part
2 of 'Building VHF/11HF
Yagi Antennas'.

John Wilson G3PCY

continues his popular
look at second-hand
bargain receivers this
month its the turn of the
Trio R-600.
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regular
O

calling CQ and then going on
to work OH7IY. Andy GDOTEP

=I

copied the Japanese station
briefly before signals

rft.1

disappeared into the noise.
The Japanese station was

cr3

VHF REPORT
REPORTS & INFORMATION

O

BY THE LAST SATURDAY OF

EACH MONTH.
DAVID BUTLER G4ASR

c -r -J YEW TREE COTTAGE

c=

LOWER MAESCOED
HEREFORDSHIRE HR2 OHP

O

TEL: (01873) 860679

The station of A6IAH runs
100W from an Icom IC -706

LA-

E-MAIL: g4asrebtintemet.com

transceiver into a 5 -element
Yagi. Neil Carr GOIHC reports

CJ-J

PACKET RADIO 6: GB7MAD

=.
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O
C:

UK DX Cluster @ GB7DXC

L.J.1

CZ=

O
O
t-LJ
CJ",

C=

THIS MONTH DAVID BUTLER
G4ASR HAS REPORTS OF

CONTACTS INTO RUSSIA ON
THE 144MHz BAND AND THE
START OF WORLD-WIDE DX

ON THE 50MHz BAND.
Propagation on the 50MHz
band during June was
reasonably good with
Sporadic -E (Sp -E) openings

occurring on many days during
the month. On a few occasions
multi -hop Sp -E paths formed

Cl=

enabling contacts to be made
into Asia and North America.
Trans -equatorial

propagation It.e.p.l was also

O
1=1
O
=
O

noted with a number of UK
stations making contacts into
Africa and South America.
Contacts via Sp -E were also

made on the 144MHz band
with stations up to 2000km
away. During one of these
events an opening occurred to
Russian stations located near

Moscow some 2600km from
the UK.

THE 50MHz BAND
First of all I will be taking a look
at recent DX contacts made on

66

the 50MHz band. On June 7
between I 740-1815UTC. the
station of A61AH (LL75) In
Dubai (United Arab Emirates)
was heard on 50.120MHz by a
number of stations in the UK.
He was strongest in northern
England and is known to have
contacted GOIHC (1083) for his
first G contact followed by
G4FVP (1094) and G3WOS
(1091).

working 6W4RK in Senegal on
lune 8 at I 328UTC. Most G stations worked him on c.w.,
with signals peaking around
529. In Cornwall, however, the
station of G8BCG/P (1070)
made a contact on s.s.b. with
59 signals being exchanged.
There was a brief opening
to South America on lune 10
around 1815UTC. Andy

reappeared again with a much
stronger signal and the c.w.
station 01 vc)ijN was heard.
Roger Home G4HBA
(1080) reports working VOI IN
at 2146UTC and hearing the
FPSXAB beacon (St. Pierre and

Miquelon) for 20 minutes. On
the following evening, lune 16,
the station of WP40 reported
working a number of European
stations including EI5FK.
G3CEG, G3NVO,
G4HBA, G4IGO and
GW4VEQ. The Puerto Rican
station runs 150W into a 4 element Quad antenna. Neil
GOIHC also made a contact
with KP4EIT (FK68) during the
same opening.
Ivan Palmer G7SNC (10021

mentions that he made an s.s.b.

contact with 0055X (KM74)
on June 20. Ivan uses an Yaesu
FT -690 transceiver, a 10W
amplifier and 5 -element Yagi

ICissack GDOTEP (1074),

and was very pleased to receive
a 55 report from the Lebanese

located on the Isle of Man,

station,

worked PP5BC in Brazil and
heard the PY3ARL beacon.
Across the water in Blackpool,
the station of
GOIHC heard the
LU (Argentina) and
PY beacons for an
hour but no other
activity during this

A few days later on lune 22
there was an opening into
Africa. Between 15301615UTC the
station of

TZ6W in Mali
was heard

contacting
many UK
operators. The
opening was
quite
Fig. 1: The 144MHz
widespread
antennas at the QTH of with stations
located from
Nigel Booth Ml DKN.
the south coast

time. Neil did find
some activity on
lune 13 when he
worked 91260 in
Zambia during an
early evening
opening.
Propagation
between the UK. North
America and the Caribbean
area were noted on lune 15 and
lune 16. The Newfoundland
beacon VOIZA (50.039MHz)
was heard by G3ZYY 11070) at
1635UTC on June 15 peaking
to 539 at times. Later in the
evening at 214OUTC it

(1090) to the
north Midlands (1093) getting
in on the action.
Events on June 23 were
quite extraordinary. It started
early in the morning with the
first sighting of DX from the Far
East. At 085OUTC Hans Wilke

DK2PH reported hearing
JEIBMI (Japan) on 50.111MHz

also heard at the QTH of
GOIHC peaking 419 but
European QSOs on 50.110MHz
completely wiped out the
signal. Neil recommends that
DX stations call CQ below
50.100MHz to clear the
European QRM that exists on
the International calling
frequency.
The station of 1E1BMJ runs

IkW output into a pair of 8 element Yagis at 30m above
ground level la,g-1.). Bear in
mind that if you are running the

full UK power limit of 400W
and hear 1E1BM1 peaking SI

then it's very unlikely that he
would copy you.
Later in the day Peter
G3ZSS (10911 heard JY4NE

(Jordan) for 15 minutes around

1700UTC on 50.095MHz. His
c.w. signal was in and out of
the noise. To round off the day,
David MMOAMW (1075)
reports that he caught his first
transatlantic opening of the
season. Between 20202115UTC he worked 30
stations in Canada and the USA
via multi -hop Sp -E propagation.
His contacts included the
stations of KU4IU (EM54),
K6EID IEM73) and VO1IN
IGN37).
Mike VE9AA reports that
MMOAMW was a very
consistent signal during the
opening and that GDOTEP was
also heard with a genuine 599
signal. By the way, the station
of GDOTEP runs 100W into a
7 -element Yagi. Mike mentions
that all his contacts were on
c.w. as most signals were
generally weak with the
exception of stations in GD and
GM. Also participating in the
opening was the station of
WB8XX (EM79) located in
Ohio. He reports working 12
stations located in CT, EA, EH8,
El, I. GM arid OK. He also
heard stations in DL, SP, S5 and
YO.

Propagation on the 50MHz
band was particularly good
during this period. On lune 24,
Jim Smith GOOFE (1090)
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N -type connectors used

-1=1
reported hearing the PY3ARL

fT12211

beacon at 1900UTC and Chris

Flexible Heliax FSJ4.50

Care G3WOS (1091) heard the
Brazilian station PYSCC. The
PY beacon runs 5W into a

Rotator
Four -port coaxial

switch (shown in
receive position)

LDF5-50 Heliax cable

RF power

when the 50MHz band opens
up for world-wide DX later in
the year.

opening on June 19 was David
Edwards G7RAU (1090). He
managed to work RK3AF but it

500 load
TX alp

RX i/p

144MHz Transceiver

Fig. 2: David's single-yagi system which he uses for meteor
scatter communications.

stands at 38 since March 1998.
John, using an Alinco DX 70TH transceiver running
100W, recently made s.s.b.
contacts with stations located
in Portugal (CT), Spain (EH),
Canary Islands (E118), France
IF), Sardinia (ISO), Lithuania

ILY), Austria (OE), Finland

10H), Czech Republic (OK),
Slovenia (S5) and Croatia (9A).

To round off the month,
GDOTEP reports hearing 9)2130

for 30 minutes on June 29 with
s.s.b. signals peaking to 59 for
much of the time. So, not a bad
month at all for DX openings
on the 50MHz band. At GOIHC
a total of 72 DXCC countries
were heard in a six week
period with 22 of them being
outside of Europe.
Chris Tran GM3WOJ
(1077) reports that in a similar
period he worked 4L50
(Georgia) and 5H3US
(Tanzania) for two new
countries and made contacts
with stations in South Africa
1ZS6). Zimbabwe (Z23),
Zambia (9J) and Malawi (7Q).
Having recently improved
his antenna system John Hilton
GM1 ZVI 11086) has now
decided to concentrate solely
on the 50MHz band. He's now

amplifier and a pair of 9 element Yagis. The set-up is
obviously working!
Another station to work
into Russia during the Sp -E

amplifier

1FN43) to somewhere in Europe

for nearly 12 hours. Between
1253-2400UTC he contacted
27 English stations, seven
Scottish, three Welsh and one
operator in Northern Ireland.
Bob also worked stations in DL,
EA, EA8, EA9, F, HB9, 12, OE,
OK, OM, ON, PA, 55, SP, YO,
YU, 9A and 9H. We really are
going to have a competition

CJ,

==

TS -700S transceiver, a 90W

simple vertical antenna so the
propagation must have been

quite good.
On the following evening
there was an excellent opening
to North America. Stations in
the UK were working into the
Wl. W2, W3, W4. VE3 and
VO call areas for six hours or
so. Catch of the evening for
some was C6AGN (FL16) in the
Bahamas. If you didn't hear
him or much of the other DX
then you really must brush up
on your Morse code!
The band was open at the
QTH of Bob Mobile WA1OUB

with SP71SGIK001) at
1045UTC and the stations of
SP3MIC and SP7CNL heard
briefly. Julie runs a Kenwood

THE 144MHz BAND
Two Sp -E openings on the

144MHz band occurred on
May 24. Around midday there
was a very brief event, but most
operators appeared to have
missed this. Later in the
afternoon, between 14301435UTC, Doug Hurr G6MFH
(1092) worked FlEYB and
F5LKW both located in JN23
on the Mediterranean coast.
Doug runs 25W from an Icom
IC -271E into an HB9CV

antenna at 5m above a.g.l.
The opening also spread
into south Wales (1081) with
the station of Bill McDowell
GW6ZMN (1081) contacting
TK/F1PNR (Corsica) at
1435UTC. Other stations

using a 5 -element F9FT Yagi

known to be making s.s.b.
contacts via Sp -E propagation
at this time included GW8ASA

and looks forward to working

and GW8CMU.

stations outside of Europe very

Julie Yates GONNF (ex-

soon. This will increase his
country score which currently

G8MKD) has obviously been in
the right place at the right time!
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took five minutes to crack the
pile up. Dave Dibley G4RGK
(1091) reports that he caught a
between 1130-123OUTC. He
contacted YO4FYQ (KN44),
YO4NF (KN44), YO5QAQ
(KN16) and YO9AZD (KN35)
and heard ten other Romanian
stations. Later in the evening
between 1620-1700UTC
stations in East Anglia

0001/1002) were heard
working US5WU IKN20).

southern France. The Sp -E

11002) wrote to me before the

opening was very

start of the Sp -E season

geographically selective as all
stations were in the same
locator square. JN23.
A few minutes later the

mentioning that, in his opinion,
the 144MHz band has been
rather 'flat'. He hasn't been
hearing anything on s.s.b.
despite occasionally copying
the GB3VHF beacon 140km

Russia.

Julie contacted RX3PX

(K084) and mentions that she
was very pleased as the contact
over a path of 2600km betters
her previous best by some
300km. Also heard around the
same time was the station of
RA3LBK (K065). Both Russian
stations are well known v.h.f.
DXers being active on both
earth -moon -earth (e.m.e.) and

meteor scatter modes.
On June 20 and June 22
she heard Belgian stations

working more DX via Sp -E but
nothing could be heard at her
QTH 11092) in the West
Midlands. Her last Sp -E contact
of the month occurred on June
23. An s.s.b. contact was made

--1

C-rD
1-v-1

C-D

O

Sp -E opening on June 20

On May 24 at 1149UTC she
contacted the station of IZ5EME
ON52) and then later in the
afternoon between 14131429UTC she made eight s.s.b.
contacts with stations in

ionised 'cloud' had moved and
Julie then made contact with
two stations on the island of
Sardinia.1SODKU and
IWOUQU, both in locator
JM49. On June 19 at 1709UTC
there was an excellent opening
into the Moscow area of

O
-I=1

UT5ER (KN78) and UROEY

L"-

O
TI
C-rD

O
TI

(KN88) but nothing was heard
at his QTH.
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Nigel Booth MJDKN

O

O
O
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away and the P17C1S beacon at

225km with good signals. He
mentions that next time you
notice a lift in conditions you
might care to beam towards his
QTH in north Norfolk as he is
always looking out for f.m. and
ss.b. contacts.
The photograph in Fig. 1
shows the 144MHz antennas
used at the QTH of M1DKN.
I'm not certain from the
photograph whether the beams
can be rotated, if not, then that
could be the reason why Nigel
is not hearing much on the
band - with any type of
directional antenna you need
some form of azimuth rotation.
Assuming Nigel has a
rotator, the next area that needs
attention is the coaxial feeder.
The cable looks very thin, the
consequence of this being that
it will attenuate signals to some
extent. For example. URM43
cable 15mm diameter) has a

TI
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mode radios available today.
Indeed, in terms of noise
figure and sensitivity the rig
performs much better than a

O
O
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O
O

£2000 transceiver which I've
recently bought. The FT-221RD
doesn't send the operating
mode in Morse code when you
switch the mode button and it
doesn't say "Hello" on the I.c.d.
display when you turn it on.
But then again

LIJ

I-LJ
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O
O

loss at 144MHz of around
1.5dB for every ten metres.
lithe antenna is 20m away
from the rig (not untypical) then
3dB, i.e. half the received signal
power, will be lost. Throw in at
least five plugs/sockets to get
around the 'linear' (not in most
cases!), the v.s.w.r. bridge and
the transceiver plus a few
dodgy joints and water in the
coaxial and it's a wonder
anyone can hear anything!

RECEIVE LOSSES
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One method I use to keep
receive and transmit losses to a
minimum is shown in the
diagram, Fig. 2. It applies to a
single-Yagi system which I use
primarily for meteor scatter
(m.s.) communications.
Starting with the 144MHz
Yagi antenna, this is supplied
with a moulded N -socket
which eliminates water ingress.
These sockets are designed to
work up to 18GHz and, if the
matching N -plug is terminated

correctly, the combination will
provide a very low loss
connection capable of
withstanding high power.
An important point to note
is that the cable you use must

match the impedance of the
driven element of the antenna.
Don't use a 7512 feeder with a
500 antenna. I use 1 inch
diameter Andrews LDF5-50
Heliax as the main feeder to
keep the losses to a really low
level - a few tenths of a decibel.
However, it's not flexible
having a solid copper outer
sheath and cannot be used to
go around the rotator. It might
work once or twice and then
the feeder will literally break in
half! This is also a problem with

other cables that have a thin
copper outer coating. Although
this type of cable is quite
flexible it really does not stand
up to continual flexing and
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eventually (within a year or so)
the screening cracks into small
sections and you'll wonder why
your v.s.w.r. has suddenly got
worse.
To go around the rotator I
introduced a short length of
flexible FS14-50 Heliax cable.
This is a low loss cable
especially designed to be
twisted around a small radius.
All interconnecting joints are
made using n-plugs/sockets and
covered with self -amalgamating
tape to keep the water out.
The lower end of the main
feeder comes directly through
the cottage wall. I first removed
some stonework and cemented
a drainpipe in place as a cable
duct. The end of the cable is
arranged to be about lm away
from the transceiver. The LDF550 feeder is terminated in an n socket and connected directly
to a 4 -port coaxial switch.
You may not be familiar
with this type of switch but they
are very useful indeed. Unlike a
conventional changeover relay
this switch has four ports (or
connections). If you look at the
diagram you'll see I've shown
the switch in the receive
position. When I put the
transceiver into the transmit
position, the switch flips over,
one half connecting the
amplifier to the main feeder and
the other half terminating the
receiver in a low power 5012
load. I use LDF4-50 (0.5 inch
Heliax cable) as patch leads
from the switch to the

DEADLINES
That's it again for another
month. I hope you've been
working some good DX on the
v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands. Please
forward any news, views,
comments or photographs to
the address and by the date
given at the top of the column.

THANKS FOR YOUR LETTERS

AND GOOD LUCK WITH THE
DX. SEE YOU AGAIN NEXT

MONTH.

7300404N.

Elf fARaWIDE
LEIGHTON SMART GWOLBI

33 NANT GWYN
TRELEWIS

MID GLAMORGAN

TWO PAGES FULL OF

REPORTS ON LAST MONTH'S
VARIOUS BAND
CONDITIONS. AS WELL AS
REPORTING ON MORE
EXPLOITS FROM THE SHACK
OF MOBCL!

Reports of propagation

conditions in lune have
varied between 'pretty
good' to 'pretty bad', according
to our reporters this month. All
told though, I have had some
reports come in of some nice
DX being worked from all parts
of the world on all, if not most,
of the bands, which tends to
speak for itself.

The WPX contest helped a
few of our reporters snag a few
rare countries which are only
activated during such events, so
I guess that's one good reason
for having h.f. contests!
Whilst I'm on the subject of
contests, it never ceases to
amaze me how 'keen' the ears
of contest operators are. Isn't it
strange that during 'normal'
operating sessions, one just
can't seem to get that new

country you've been chasing
for months, but as soon as a
contest comes along, you
suddenly work it with 3mW
and a dummy load for an
antenna, getting a 5 and 9
report as well! Ever noticed this
phenomenon, anybody, or is it
just me I wonder?

CF46 6DB
WALES

OLD ACQUAINTANCES

TEL: (01443) 411459

A letter came in this month
from Tom Hutton GWOHUT of
Osbaston near Monmouth
which shows just how this

THIS MONTH LEIGHTON
SMART GWOLBI BRINGS YOU

transceiver.

To further reduce losses, I
completely removed the output
switching circuitry from my
Yaesu FT-221RD transceiver

and provided separate sockets

for the transmit and receive
ports. With an optimised Mutek
replacement front-end this
ancient transceiver really does
have better sensitivity than
many, if not all, v.h.t. multi -

Fig. 1: Tom Hutton GWOHUT of Osbaston sent in this
photograph of (left to right): himself (Tom GWOHUT); Bob
TZ6DX and Arthur GW4JCO.
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October 10. There will be an
Amateur Radio station on the
ship and there may be an
opportunity for them to use the
equipment whilst they are on
the boat as well.
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hobby of ours brings people
together from all over the
globe. Tom received a surprise
visit from Bob TZ6DX recently,
who he last saw in India in
1991.
Torn explains that Bob is a
Diplomat 'by trade' and has
more callsigns than anyone he
knows! As a result of the visit, a
"great radio evening" was had
by them both and they were
joined by a couple of local
amateurs as well, See Fig. 1.
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Further to his exploits
published in the lune 'HF Far
and Wide' regarding his
underground antenna system, it

seems that Paul Williams
MOBCL of Wellington in
Somerset is at it again!
This time though, his
antenna is above the ground,
but not by much! He's been
using a 1.5m vertical telescopic

whip antenna (of the type
found on transistor radios) on
the 21MHz band, which is
mounted directly from his tuner
using a right angled P1.259
plug.
Using this most basic of set
ups and just a couple of watts
of c.w., he's managed to hook
up with 4K6GF in Azerbaijan at
around 5777km with 4.5W, as
well as UA3WFS in Russia with
3W at 3967km and RN3DM in
Moscow with 2W at 4425km
distant, plus a string of other
similar contacts.
It looks like Paul certainly
seems to enjoy the "challenge
of QRP" but makes things even
harder for himself by using
proverbial 'bits of string' with
which to radiate his low
power! In fact, he tells me that
he has omitted to send reports
of his contacts with 6W, as that
is excessive power he reckons!

TRISTAN DA CUNHA
Colin Topping GM6HGW and
his wife Gail GM7GKE are
visiting Tristan Da Cunha with
a dental team and would like
readers to know that they will
have a rig with them and will
be operating on the 14MHz
band whilst on the island. They
have sent us their "provisional"
itinerary and would welcome

Now over to Don McLean
G3NOF of Yeovil for his regular
hi. 'Propagation Report'. Don
says: "Generally, the h.f. bands,
with the exception of 14MHz
have not been too good during
the daytime, with the best
conditions appearing from
1600UTC onwards. 14MHz
was the most reliable, being
open day and night for the
most part.

"On the 18MHz band

any contacts from PW readers.

Japanese and other Asian
stations came in on the short

They will be travelling to
Cape Town by aircraft on
August 30 where they will sail
Ion the South African research
vessel 5 A Agulhas) to Tristan
on September 2 and will arrive
in Tristan on September 8/9.
They will be leaving Tristan and

path between 1100 and
1600UTC, with north America
being heard at various times
between 1100 and 2300UTC.
Africa was more elusive, with
just a few being reported in the
mornings and afternoons.
"The short path to Asia on

sailing to Cape Town on

21MHz was good between
1500 and 2000UTC, with a few
openings up to as late as
2300UTC. For a few days the
long path to Australia was open

October 1, arriving in Cape
Town on October 7. They will
be leaving Cape Town and
flying back to the UK on

PW Listening & Operating Watch List
(All times in UTC):

at around 2300UTC, while
Africa came in during morning
and afternoon. North America
was best between 1400 and
2300UTC, while south America
came in from 210OUTC
onwards.
"The 24MHz band was
patchy, Only a few Asian
signals were heard between
1500 to 160OUTC and a few
east coast US stations at around
2100UTC. The long path to

Australia opened just a few
times at 2200UTC and only a
few African stations were heard
during the afternoons.
"Finally, the 28MHz band
was very patchy, with just a few
north Americans being heard
around 2100UTC, most signals
being from south America
during the evenings, although
there were some Africa stations
heard around 1600UTC".

By the way, Don G3NOF
mentions a visit made recently
to his club, Yeovil ARC, by our
very own Rob G3XED and says
how interesting it was!

YOUR REPORTS
Starting with the 1.8 and
3.5MHz band this month
comes Eric Masters GOKRT of

running 100W and a 2 -element TET triband beam

antenna/half-wave vertical antenna:
Leighton Smart GWOLBI operates:

Charlie Blake MOAIJ listens and operates:

on 1.949MHz s.s.b. and around 1.820-1.836MHz

0500.0700 on 7.061MHz s.s.b. with an NRD-525
receiver & Sloping Wire antenna and is also busy

c.w. on weekday evenings between 1900 and 2230

with his mobile rig;

maximum and a 60m long wire Marconi antenna:

John Heys G3BDQ operates:

Rob Mannion G3XFD listens and operates.

mainly weekends, during daylight hours on the

(weekdays & weekends) 1800-1830 on 3.7MHz

136kHz band using 100W and an end -fed wire;

100W s.s.b. & 3.530 or 3.560MHz and
18.105MHz QRP c.w. using an Attila, DX -70

George Woods G3LPT (Suffolk) operates:

transceiver and a long wire antenna. Also at 2300

an open net on 29.630 f.m. every weekday

morning, except Monday, at 0930 local time;

on either 3.560, 7.025MHz (c.w.) or 3.7MHz s.s.b.
(All operation dependent on PW workload!):

Don McLean G3NOF operates:

Sean Gilbert G4UCJ operates:

1030 Saturdays on 3.685MHz on the ISWL Net or

around 0700 to 1100 and 2100 to 0000 seven days

1030 Sundays on the Yeovil ARC Net on

a week on 14MHz and 7MHz using an FT -307 and

3.665MHz s.s.b. using a Kenwood TS -950 &

Alinco DX -70 transceivers at 3/30W output and a

trapped dipole antenna;

GSRV dipole antenna in the loft space.

using a Yaesu FT -747G QRP transceiver at 5W

John Wheeler GOILlf monitors:
28.600 n.b.f.m. every evening between 1730 and
2230 regardless of conditions using a Yaesu FT -920
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Milton Keynes, who used QRP
s.s.b. for a change to hook up
with GOCIS, while using a.m.
brought in G4FKK both on
1.8MHz during the evening.
It was back to 2W QRP
c.w. for him on the 3.5MHz
band, however, which gave Eric
contacts with GSVQ and
HAOHH (Hungary) both at

around 0800UTC, his antenna
being a 30m end -fed W3EDP
up at around Sm.
Yours truly, GWOLBI, also
had a bash at early -morning
3.5MHz, working EA3FCD

contact this month from Don
McLean G3NOF in Yeovil in

1600UTC, HLOUPK (South

the form of CY9SS (St. Paul

(Khirghizia) at 184OUTC,
9Y4ZA (Trinidad & Tobago

Island).

He was much more active
on 18MHz, however.
contacting BV5BG (Taiwan),

Islands) at 2240UTC, CE) UW

CP6XE (Bolivia), QSL via

(Cuba) at 0008UTC, V31DPC

IK6SNR, 141RKE (Greece), a

(Belize) at 0126UTC, ZL3JT

string of Japanese stations,

(New Zealand) at 0235UTC and
HH2LE (Haiti) at 023OUTC.
Using 3 and 30W of c.w.
on 21MHz, Sean G4UC1 lists
his contacts as HC8N

YBOCEF (Indonesia), SZ4GS

(Cyprus) QSL via WB2YQH, as
well as 7K2PM), (Japan), 9V1JA
(Singapore) and 4S7DA (Sri
Lanka) QSL via W3HNK, all

(Spain), RAI CCA (Russia) and

contacts worked using 100W
and a Yagi beam antenna.

OH6TER (Finland) all at around
0600 using 1W c.w. and a 50m
long wire antenna.

high power this month too,
listing s.s.b. contacts on 18MHz

THE 7 & 10MHz BANDS
On now to the 7 and 10MHz
bands where we have a report
from Sean Gilbert G4UCJ in
Milton Keynes who, using 30W
of c.w. and a G5RV in the loft,
hooked up with 5NOMSV
(Nigeria) at 0200UTC,
010/K7BV (Market Reef) at
2311UTC and CY9RF (St. Paul

Island) at 0147UTC on the

7MHz band, while 10MHz
operation brought him contacts
with PY1K5 (Brazil) at
0009UTC, TI2PZ (Costa Rica) at
2331UTC, CN8WW (Morocco)
at 2306UTC and CY9SS (St.
Paul Island) at 2321UTC.
Next comes Carl Mason
GWOVSW of Skewen in West
Glamorgan, who operated as
SV8/GWOVSW from Zakynthos
Island during June. His 10MHz

Eric GOKRT has been using

HKOER (San Andreas Island) at

Bishopston near Swansea,

Between sessions in the

garden, Ted G2HKU had a bash
at the 21MHz band using 70W

Robin Trebilcock GW3ZCF lists
impressive 14MHz s.s.b.
contacts with HR1/K3VN
(Honduras) at 0731UTC, EK6TA
(Armenia) at I949UTC, A45AR

of c.w. and a mixture of G5RV
and vertical antennas. With this

(Oman) at 1938UTC and
VK6MV (Australia) at

Islands) and PT7SY (Brazil) at

0821LJTC.

Robin's 18MHz contacts
included VU2VX (India) at
1455UTC, DS5RNM (Korea) at
1404UTC, SU15K (Egypt) at
193OUTC, 9K2HN (Kuwait) at
1630UTC and while out
portable in Pembrokeshire he
also racked up IA8JGW (Japan)
at 2011UTC and VU3MCV
(India) at 1624UTC.

It looks like the 21MHz band
was the centre of activity for
most of our reporters this month
which their logs show. Despite
conditions being somewhat 'up
and down' they certainly
managed to dig out that
exciting stuff, no doubt all
down to their patience,
expertise and skill.
First of all though, a warm
'HF Far & Wide' welcome to
Declan E19HQ this month who
sends a single band 21MHz

was just a single 14MHz s.s.b.

2247UTC, TIIC (Costa Rica) at
0048UTC, BD4DW (China) at
185OUTC, WH2/N2NL (Guam)
at 1927UTC, as well as VR2BG
(Hong Kong) t 2236UTC,
2340UTC and KI-16ND (Hawaii)
at 1702UTC.

F5EAZ (France) and YO2BP
(Romania), all at around

Despite the fact that conditions
on the higher bands weren't as
good as expected, our reporters
have been out there in the thick
of it, so to speak and their logs
show what can be done. There

(Galapagos Islands) at

and RN1A/3 -the only
Englishman with a Russian
callsign- he reckoned!
Meanwhile, over in

THE 21MHz BAND

THE 14 & 18MHz BANDS

(Chile) at 2327UTC, AL71
(Alaska) at 2356UTC, CO7DS

with 4Z5JE (Israel) at 205SUTC

contacts using 5W of c.w.
included DL7AVE (Germany),

0400UTC. while Ted Trowel!
G2HKU on the Isle of Sheppey
in Kent. offers a single 7MHz
contact in the shape of CO2MA
(Cuba) at 0400UTC, an
unearthly hour for Ted!

Korea) at I 822UTC, EX9MZ

set-up, he hooked up with
5N3CPR (Nigeria), JA2ZIW
(Japan), VQ9VK (Chagos

around I 50OUTC.
While operating at

1800UTC he brought in CO8LY

The 24MHz band is one place
to keep half an eye on as it very
often throws up quite a gem or
two in terms of DX. Funnily
enough, I talk to many
amateurs who have yet to even
try out 24MHz, yet it can be a
very productive band.
Robin GW3ZCF hooked up
with SXIT (Uganda) at
0929UTC, as well as S79ZG
(Republic of Seychelles) at
1900UTC, while Sean offers
c.w. contacts with ZS6AVP
(South Africa) at 2100UTC,
5Z4FM (Kenya) at 094OUTC.
RI AND (Antarctica) at
1423UTC and a QRP contact
with 5NOMSV (Nigeria) using
just 3W output.
Ted G2HKU had a crack at
24MHz too, digging up AD6C
(USA), ZS5RON (South Africa)
who is ex-GOIEZ and
SV9/GM3YOR (Crete) with
70W of c.w., while a switch to
5W brought a nice two-way
QRP contact with ZS6AVP
(South Africa), all at around
1SOOUTC.

THE 28MHz BAND

(Argentina). He also adds a 5W

Finally we come to the 28MHz
band where, despite it being
'extremely patchy', some nice
stuff was worked this month.

QRP contact with UR3IDD/MM

Eric GOKRT for instance,

in the Mediterranean Sea at

mentions working P3A (Cyprus)
at 2000UTC, plus NY4A (USA)

(Cuba), JY8YB (Jordan) and

FY5YE (French Guyiana) and at

2000UTC he lists LU9AY

150OUTC.

The 21MHz band was the
main attraction this month for
Don G3NOF too. His huge log
for this band, includes s.s.b.
contacts with BANG (China)
(QSL via PO Box 1711
Guangzhou, Peoples Republic
of China), BV4KA ITaiwani.
JT1C0 (Mongolia) (QM. via Box
905, Ulan Bator 23, Mongolia).
FG5FY (Guadeloupe), ')<:(mAA
(Australia), YBOECT (Indonesia),

4S7DA (Sri Lanka),

9M2/GM4YXI (Malaysia),
VU2SWS (India). ET3AA
(Ethiopia) and SX1T (Uganda).

and L5OUG (Argentina) at
around 213OUTC, while Don
G3NOF offers s.s.b. contacts
with ZW5MEL (Brazil), 5Z4IC
(Kenya) QSL via MWOAIE,

Using 400W into a 3 -element
Yagi beam he lists his contacts
with BV4QI (Taiwan) at

well as K2UOP (USA) and
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3C2JJ (Equatorial Guinea), at
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Island) at 1644UTC.

Islands) for a new country, as

=I
run
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220OUTC.

lists V2BE (Antigua and Barbuda

4-T-4

Using a HF6 vertical
antenna and 30W of power on
this band. Sean G4UCI spent
quite a hit of time here and
logged c.w. contacts with
3B8CF (Mauritius) at 1421UTC,

5C8N (Morocco), all at around

Eric GOKRT, using high

power on 21MHz this month,

=I

912AM (Zambia) and L22ATR
(Argentina).

0906UTC, 5X1T (Uganda) at
1657UTC. YV4A (Venezuela) at
2011UTC, V26E (Antigua) at
2015UTC, plus 3W QRP
contacts with L29GBR
(Argentina) at I 60OUTC,
VP5GA (Turks & Caicos Islands)
at 1325UTC and P49V (Aruba

report from the Emerald Isle.
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To tie up the ribbons for
this month, we have Ted
G2HKU who offers two
contacts on 28MHz in the form
of PY2OW (Brazil) and KP4TF
(Puerto Rico) both at around
1500. This just goes to show
that even when a band appears
'dead', as 28MHz often does,
it's well worth putting out a
call. After all, if we all listen,
no-one will work anybody!
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Well it appears that our intrepid
reporters know no bounds
when it comes to chasing DX
on the h.f. bands and long may
it continue. Most importantly of
course, we hope it gives you
the readers an interesting
feature, as well as helping
newcomers to h.f. to see what
can be done with all types of
antennas and stations, from the
most basic to the most
advanced.
Thanks again to all
correspondents for their reports,
information and input to the
column. As usual, reports and
information (and photos as I'm
still looking for photographs of
our reporters!) by the 15th of
each month. Details at the top
of the column.

1.0.4tar Olaf

OF FREE TELEPHONE CALLS

to fit the board inside the case,
with others a separate case may
be required).
As a direct f.m. type of
modulation method and data
scrambler is used, designs
based on the G3RUH modem
will inter -work with the
VFast28.8 modem successfully.
The board is simple to construct

AND MUCH MORE.

and measures only 140mm x

PRODUCTS, EXAMINES THE

HEALTH OF OUR
COMPUTERS DUE TO THE
THREAT OF SO MANY
VIRUSES AND FINALLY HE
LOOKS AT THE POSSIBILITY

C3 DATA SCAR

The VFast28.8 is a high
speed, radio modem adapter
for AX25 Packet radio users.
The modem has been
developed by GMSK Data
Products specifically for Radio
Amateur use. It uses the latest
in VLSI component technology
but has no relationship with the
V.fast Class modems used on
telephone lines.
The design of this modem
provides a neat solution to
converting a 1200 baud 'TNC
2' or similar TNC to high speed
with the minimum of effort. The
completed p.c.b. fits onto the
modem disconnect header of
either a TAPR TNC2 or clones
such as the GOBSX, G8STW
'INC 2' PLUS, Paccomm Tiny
2, or many other TNC designs.
The modem is also suitable
expansion cards such as the
Thor RLC100 4 port card,

,

:COM Dm 1111. ...In Ihe

ftwopn 01110..P.,..
womemil
rvew doom
wpm,
an.

SO

again, you can see the
introductory page in Fig. 2. OR
show your interest by sending
for a zip file containing the full

description and set-up details.
PArla Radio Trimalimbort paps

Several of these are

Nun.

already in use in the UK
at various node -sites and.

indeed, we have one
here in Norfolk at

irrumearmariormmos
tataknatimkamikaLciulas
MON b...

11

GB7NP.

fig. 3: Visit the F11111.1

NEW DATA
TRANSCEIVER
From GB7DIP comes the news
about a new 1296MHz Data
Transceiver which is a new
modified version which uses
only easy to get parts. As I
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Web pages for more
information on the high
speed tests at:
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E-MAIL:
rcooke@g3Idi.freeserve.co.uk

components with 4 i.c.s
required.
The VFast28.8 modem kit
comprises a high quality p.c.b.
with full ground plane and
careful analogue/digital
separation, a preprogrammed
"mController" and a Technical
Manual.
The FX589 modem i.c.
used can be obtained direct
from the manufacturer and full
contact information is given in
the VFast28.8 manual. The
Web site has further details and
the front page is shown in Fig.

%kens to lbw GNU Dab Plodscb vies sag

ROGER COOKE G3LDI

TEL: (01508) 570278

Castle Rally in Derby on the 13
June 1999. However, the
p.c.b.s and a Programmed Pic
Chip are now available
although the price has yet to be
finalised.
This transceiver is designed
for high speed Packet and can
transfer data at a lightning rate
of 115kb and in full duplex
mode (cheap modem required
but details will be given). This
could provide an excellent
improvement to the Packet
network, but can also be used
for Voice communications, as it
has full 1296MHz band tuning
range, plus an I.c.d. frequency
readout for TX and RX.
For more information on
this new 1296MHz transceiver,
you can try the GB7DIP Web

60mm and uses simple -to -buy

I've written about the GMSK
Modem before, but it was a
while ago and I think it
should be given some more
publicity, to encourage the use
of higher speeds on our Packet
network.

for use with PC based SCC

1_1_,

C=

prepare this column fin Junel a
kit will be available starting on
the launch day at Elvaston

Baycom USCC and others.
Additionally, it requires only
seven external wires to
complete the installation. (With
some TNCs it may be possible
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PACKET: G3LDI@GB7LDI

THIS MONTH ROGER COOKE
G3LDI LOOKS AT THE
VFAST28.8 HIGH SPEED
MODEM FROM GMSK DATA
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Fig. 1: The first page of the GMSK Data
Products Web site can be seen at:
www.gmskdata.co.uk

Fig. 2: For more information on the new
1296MHz transceiver visit this Web site:
http://www.gb7dip.freeserve.co.uk/dipg/
index.htm
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HIGH SPEED TEST
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le ae/
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via Packet radio took place on
Saturday 27 March 1999 at
Muret (Sub -Prefecture of Haute
Garonne Department), near
Toulouse, in France. It took
place at SARATECH, the show
for Radio Amateurs.
For the first time in France,
Fl BIU and F6FBB succeeded in
transmitting digital information
between two stations via Packet
radio using 76800 bauds on
1.2GHz. Success was not
guaranteed insofar as the
development of the radio
equipment and the software
data-processing was done
separately. Those involved were
Victor Fl BIU and lean -Paul
F6FBB. Briefly, the
configuration was as follows:
lean -Paul F6FBB had

prepared two computers, a

Pentium 100MHz with 16Mb
of memory RAM, 200Mb hard
drive, equipped with HDLC
SCC4 ATEPRA cards and

.=

mi Imlay *Cm, faMon awl misc.
...20ccosal.c.it
10 11. pair II .0%
...ft
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Tests of high speed transmission

se Am. Lego 64 *N. I aft
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Fig. 4: freecall's Web site can be found at:
http://www.freecall-uk.com

modifications necessary for the
SCC4 card (for the use of
modems providing RX and TX
clocks).
The operating system was
Linux 2.0.36 (SuSE 6.0) on each

PC (memory 16Mb) with
modules AX25, ROSE and
FPAC. Parameters EAX25 were
MAXFRAME 63 and paclen

256. The Packets were 16128
bytes.

Although the stations were
only a few metres apart, the
connection was via radio with
TX/RX antennas to complete a
radio link. First tests were at
half -duplex and finally full -

duplex was achieved.
Further details of these tests
can be found on the F1 BIU
Web pages for high-speed

FITE. lean -Paul has the

Packet at:

http://www.ccr.jussieu.fr/
physio/fbbvp/thd2.html (See
Fig. 3).

111

A few months ago, I mentioned
that the only thing left in the
UK now was the free telephone
calls! With the amount of free
ISPs about now, competition is
fierce and it does seem that
every day a new 'freebie'
comes along. Even AOL now
offer TWO months free trial
before extracting £14 per
month! I can't see this lasting
too much longer.
Anyway, back to the free
phone calls! I recently received
a Packet message from Peter
GOGSZ asking if I had seen the
information from Freecall.

Apparently they are offering a
free 0800 number to the first 20
000 people to sign up four

forerunner of more still. So,
hang in there and keep an eye
out for the information.

O
O
O

Here's the message I

MARKER

come, first served basis.

XWLAROUX

4

-5

WA497/Melissa

6

2

Re-entry

COLD APE

6

2

5

2

Re-entry

WM97/FOOTER

5

-3

"As stated on our
information pages this is a
totally FREE service, all we ask,
to complete your registration, is
for you to offer this same
service to four friends or
colleagues from your address
book, this is to enable us to
keep advertising costs to a

WM97/Ethan

32

+4

73

23

-2

45

14

27

9

20

6

11

15

HAPPY99

CONCEPT

CROWN
Others

Total mail items sent: 42 0782.
Total mail attachments: 36 7386.

URL Watch
GMSK Data Products

www.gmskdata.co.uk

GB7DIP Web site

http://www.gb7dip.freeserve.co.uk/dipg/indes.htm

F1 BIU Web site

httpWwww.ccr.jussieu.friphysio/f6bvp/thd2.htnil

Freecall

http://www.freecall-uk.com

City & Guilds

http://www.kippaz.demon.co.uk/c-and-g/index.htm

O
cr-J

+3

Name

L

The offer sounded like a
'scam' to me, but as there was
nothing to lose, I followed their
instructions. I'm still waiting to
hear from them, but if it does
come off, then it might be a

+3

% change

102

O

others.

CLASS

Total

CJ

http://www.kippax.demon.
co.uk/c-and-g/index.htm

received from them after
supplying my four contact
names: "Thank you for taking
the time to complete our form.
As you are probably already
aware this is a new and unique
service being offered to a select
few. We intend initially to issue
around 25 000 connections
and this will be done on a first

4

Mom

Fig. 5: The results of the
May 1999 RAE
examination are on the
Web site now at:

FREE 'PHONE CALLS?
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addition of an adapter card by
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minimum. On receipt of their
registrations your application
will be complete. Please ensure
that they enter your name in the
referrer section on the form. We
will contact you over the next
few weeks with your password
and access details.
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COMMUNICATION".
Freecall have a Web site
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and ii you want to take a look

the top place in a table of

here's the URL:

statistics.

http://www.freecall-uk.corn
(Fig. 4 shows their first page).
Peter tells me he is also still
waiting and apparently over
120 000 applied so they are
trying to sort all the
applications.

The following table was
relevant during the week of
April 26 1999 and shows the
top ten viruses caught (see table
on previous page).
Obviously the best advice is
to keep your Virus protection as
current as possible and don't
get too complacent about not
getting caught. It CAN happen
to YOU!

VIRUS ALERTS

Recently, a couple of nasty
Viruses (or should that be Virii?)
were caught, including the
Melissa virus. Since then there
have been E -mails asking you
to send a copy of a warning to
ALL your friends in your
address -book. I was caught
with one of these messages,
sent to me by a good friend. It
was sent in good faith and he
obviously also received a copy,
before sending it on to me.
However, these type of
messages in themselves are
started by somebody with
nothing better to do than to try
and clog up the network,
whether it be on the Internet or
on the Packet network, as I've
also seen them there.
The most recent Virus
reports were the AIDS Virus
and another similar one. If we
acted on the advice and
produced numerous E -mails
from our address -books, this
then becomes a chain letter
which in itself contributes to
the E-mail/Packet pollution!
A survey, carried out
recently by a Networking
Paper found that 74% of the
respondents thought that the
threat from Viruses was real but
over -hyped. Most were aware
of the danger of the real virus,
57% admitted to having had
experience of a virus attack.
Only 2% had no virus
protection in place and 48%
thought they were 'pretty
secure". The Ethan virus
remains the pest that is most
likely to bother people and held

RAE REPORT

Input from David Pratt
G4DMP, Chief Examiner at City
& Guilds, tells me that the
Examiners' Report for the May
1999 City and Guilds Radio
Amateurs Examination (RAE) is

now available for candidates,
tutors and any other interested
party. Check out the Web site

at
http://www.kippax.demon.co.
uk/c-and-g/index.htrn (See Fig.
St.

The report contains the
overall performance of
candidates in each section of
the examination syllabus and
details of the number of
candidates who entered and
were successful.
EINSTEIN USERS?

I'm not sure just what an
Einstein computer is myself,
I've never seen one nor do I
know anybody who has one.
However, there's an active
users group and, recently, I had
the Einstein Magazine sent to

The material in the
magazine looks to be aimed at
the programmer, those
interested in machine code,
DOS, utilities, etc. The spread
of material is obviously
dependent upon input (sounds
familiar!) but the editor does try
to cater for all range of abilities.
The Einstein seems to be a
machine of about the Spectrum
or BBC B vintage, so they're
obviously getting quite ancient
- almost stone age where
computer technology is
concerned! However, there
must be some users still out
there, so it's good to see these
machines still being used.
I overheard a station on
144MHz the other day (who
works as a computer engineer)
He said that he was on the way
to the skip with a boot full of
BBC B machines, printers and
so on. Nobody was interested
in having them - even free - so
they were going to the 'bit
bucket' in the sky.
What a waste! What's
wrong with the youngsters of
today? Are they unable to hook
up these old machines, learn
how to use them or are they
just too well heeled that it's
easier to buy a Pentium? It's not
the impression I get when
listening, but they certainly
seem to avoid effort these days!
THAT'S AU. I HAVE TIME FOR
THIS MONTH. LET ME KNOW
OF ANY NEWS OR VIEWS
THAT YOU HAVE ON

ANYTHING TO DO WITH
THE COLUMN. UNTIL NEXT
MONTH ...

73A

BROADCAST

me.
The Einstein Magazine is

REPORTS AND

published for the users of
Einstein and other computers,
the Secretary and Publisher is:
Al. Adams, Ivy Cottage,
Church Road, New Romney,
Kent, TN28 8TY. The Editor is
Ted Cawkwell, 9 King St.,
Winterton, N. Lincs DN15

PLEASE:

9RN.

INFORMATION TO ME

E-MAIL:

petershoreapwpublishing.ltd.uk
In April last year, a new 24
hour -a -day international short
wave radio station started. In
May this year, it went silent apart from a single hour's
service on the 49m band.
Merlin Network One, operated
by Merlin Communications, the
company formed from the
management buy-out of BBC
World Service Transmission,
carried a range of specialist
music programmes. The line-up
included Radio Caroline and
Media Zoo, a weekly
programme about broadcasting
produced by Eric Wilshire.
The station had listeners
world-wide, many of whom
wrote in to Merlin
congratulating them on the
initiative. But now only a 60
minute programme is carried
each day a religious
programme at 1600UTC on
6.175MHz. The rest of Merlin's
output remains on Astra
transponder 58 at 10.847GHz
in stereo using the 7.38 and
7,56MHz sub carriers.
The reason for the dropping
of short wave has not been
confirmed but it acts as a blow
to the fans of Radio Caroline
world-wide. As this edition of
PW goes to press, the Merlin
Web site (www.mno.net) says
simply "Watch this space. I'll
keep you posted on
developments.

TAMIL COMMUNITIES
Britain is host to two
international radio stations that
target the Tamil communities
across Europe and that send
programmes back to Sri Lanka.
It's more than two years since
IBC Tamil launched, with an
Astra sub carrier plus a couple
of hours a day of short wave.
Now the station has been
joined by the remarkably
similarly named TBC, or Tamil

PETER SHORE

Broadcasting Corporation.

C/O PW EDITORIAL OFFICES
ARROWSMITH COURT
STATION APPROACH
BROADSTONE

launched on June 16 and has
an hour a day of short wave at
123OUTC on 15.635MHz. The
service is beamed from a
transmitting station in the
former Soviet Union.

DORSET
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CJ,
In response to an influx of
Albanian refugees from Kosovo,
RTE, Ireland's national
broadcaster, has started a daily
service in Albanian. This goes
on the air at 1800UTC on 612
and 1278kHz medium wave

DEUTSCHE WELLE

sets that will be used by
refugees to listen to the plethora
of 'missing persons'
programmes on the air.
Many major western
international radio stations are
broadcasting 'missing persons'
announcements, including
Deutsche Welle which says that
it has broadcast the names of
more than 30 000 people since
the refugee crisis began.
There's a huge need for
people who have lost touch
with relatives and friends to try

Fig. 2: Sticker from
Deutsche Welk.

and discover their whereabouts
so that the process of rebuilding
lives can begin. When Briton,

and comprises relays of
programmes in Albanian from

Trevor Baylis, invented his
clockwork radio, he envisaged
it working in Africa to bring

the BBC, Deutsche Welle,
Radio Tirana and Swiss Radio
International.
The RTE service reaches

IT

Committee of the Red Cross is
handling the distribution of the

information to check the spread
of Aids. Today, his sets are
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Fig. 1: QS1. card from RTE.

being used much closer to
home.

THAT'S ALL ...
That's all for this month.
Remember that the nights are
starting to get longer and so that
means more time for trawling
across the broadcast bands in

search of interesting catches.

Please write to me with details
of any discoveries you make
and I'll pass the tips on to other
readers - and you'll see your
name in print!
UNTIL THE NEXT EDITION,

73 & GOOD LISTENING,

Peter

FREQUENCY NEWS

overseas with daily English -

language short wave
transmissions, targeting Asia

Now let's take a quick canter around some international frequency news. Adventist World Radio has leased

and the Pacific at 1000UTC on
11.74MHz via the BBC/Merlin
site in Singapore and at
183OUTC on 17.885MHz for
Africa out of Ascension. On
weekdays there's a transmission
al 183OUTC for Europe, Africa
and America on 12.16MHz
relayed from WWCR in the

and French on 702kHz, broadcasting to North Africa and the Middle East.

USA. This broadcast starts at

0600-0700 on 17.825, 11.85, 11.84, 11.74, 7.23, 5.975MHz:

1900UTC on Saturday and

1000-1100 on 15.59, 11.85, 9.695MHz;

Sunday.

1100-1200 on 15.59, 9.695, 6.12MHz;

Radio Yugoslavia is still on
the air to Europe via short wave
transmitters in Bosnia. The
service opens at 183OUTC on
7.23MHz with Serbian,
followed at 1900UTC on
7.22MHz with Spanish. At

1400-1500 on 11.88, 11.73, 9.505MHz;

1930 there is Serbian on

6.10MHz followed by German.
From 203OUTC there's a
sequence of 30 -minute

programmes in French, English
and Serbian, all on 6.185MHz.
In the refugee camps in

Albania and Macedonia, there's
a need for information and it's
radio that can deliver this.
Britain's Department for
International Development is
responding to the need through
the supply of 10 000 BayGen
wind-up radio sets.
The International
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time on the Radio Monte Carlo medium wave transmitter in Monaco. It's on the air at 2100UTC in Arabic
NHK Radio Japan has English broadcasts - some beamed from the UK to Europe tshown here in bold) -

as follows (all times are in UTCI:

0000-0015 on 13.65, 11.815MHz;
0000-0100 on 11.705, 9.665, 6.18MHz:

O

0100-0200 on 21.67, 17.835, 17.685, 15.59, 15.57, 15.325, 11.87, 11,86MHz;
0300-0400 on 21.61, 17.825MHz;
0500-0600 on 17.825, 1539, 15.23, 11.85, 11.84. 11.715, 7.23, 6.11MHz;

4-1-1
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1500-1600 on 11.73, 9.75, 9.505, 7.20MHZ;
1700-1800 on 15.355, 9.825, 7.11MHz;
2100-2200 on 21.61, 17.825, 9.725MHz.
Nearby, South Korea has English from Radio Korea International on the air tall times are in UTQ:

0200-0300 on 15.575, 11.81, 11.725, 7.275MHz;
0800-0900 on 13.67, 9.57MHz;
1030-1100 on 11.715MHz;
1230-1330 on 13.67, 9.64. 9.57MHz;

1600-1700 on 9.87, 9.515, 5.975MHz;
1900-2000 on 7.275, 5.975MHz;
2100-2200 on 15.575, 6.48 and (via the UK) 3.97MHz.
Although it beams to the continent bearing its name. Radio Free Asia, the newest US -government

4-1-4
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international station, can be heard in Europe thanks to an extensive network of relays in the USA, Germany
and parts of the former Soviet Union. The following is a selection of transmissions which you can have a go

at receiving - let me know how you get on! 0000-003OUTC in Vietnamese on 1536, 13.72, 1158, 11.56
and 11.54MHz, 1600.180OUTC in Mandarin on 15.68, 15.51, 13.69, 11.945, 11.795, 11.75 and

9.905MHz, 2230-2330UTC in Cambodian on 17.51, 15.705, 11.57, 11.52 and 9.93MHz and, finally, 2300-

0000UTC in libetan on 15.695, 9.875, 9.365 and 7.47MHz.
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...bring your scanning
directories to life!
With 2 Megabytes of Memory

is a new kind of
wideband receiver with
sleek, robust styling,
...only 8 inches wide!
FAIRHAVEN

4 LPF
PHONES

RADIO DATABASE

5[ FAIRHAVEN RD500

VOILINIE

RADIO DATABASE

gives wideband coverage with auto

145.55000

low

hi

1

FAIRHAVEN

RADIO DATABASE

scatcHr

1[Rec] 2 Play 3 Rpt
4 Stop 5 Edit
r :'r

PHONES

memory, skip list, priority channel, pause/hold, AFC,
world time clock, and S.meter, and its HF performance

is complemented with pass band shift. notch and
peak filter, noise blanker, and smooth 5Hz tuning
steps.

Modes include USB/LSB, AM, sync AM, stereo CW.

UCH 0

Its massive memory can store information equivalent
to several scanning directory books. Any word such
as "Fire', "Air", "Voice Of America", or even your local
town can be searched for. It can hold 54,682 entries,
each with 20 characters of text, mode, and frequency.

NBFM/WBFM and stereo FM, with TV sound and video
output as standard.

We include Windows software to make it easy to
gather information from document scanners, the
Internet and other sources.
can be
linked to your PC to backup or download information.

A 45 key TV style remote is
provided for text entry and
control, and a PC keyboard
can be
receiver.

plugged

into

the

...No more thumbing through
scanning directories, and no

and a database is loaded into
-1-

0

0

0

the receiver before shipping.
It also has a built in digital
sound recorder and editor so a

news flash or rare DX can be
recorded. Up to 4 minutes of
sound can
stored!

PC needed!

be

permanently

Specifications:

Price £799

Sensitivity (10dB SIN) HF SSB 0.2uV. IP3 +10dBm.
VHF/UHF NBFM 0.3uV. Scan speed 50/second.
Frequency range 0 - 1750MHz
Collins filters available.

inc postage

izA1-11--1(31
Includes software. PSU, remote and 2 year guarantee.

Please make cheques payable to Fairhaven Electronics Limited

Phone +44(0)1332 670707 Fax +44(0)87 00 SS 88 99

http://www.fair-radio.demon.co.uk
47 Dale Road, Spondon, Derby DE2 I 7DG

Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
B S I. Regd. stockist
ISO 9002 5532906

We supply

Eleko Ahle Alec
Siemens franchised destrtbutor

Capacitors
Resistors

Thermistors
EMC filters
Inductors
Suppressors
Varistors
Potentiometers
Knobs
Ferrites
Fuses

Spark gaps
Batteries
Terminals

Diodes & rectifiers
Transistors
Integrated Circuits
Semiconductors
Lamps & LEDs
Power supplies
Regulators
Thyristors
Sensors
Crystals
Panel meters
Test gear
Valves
Flash tubes

HATELY ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY

T

Member

Books
Boxes & Cases
Breadboards

Crossed Field Antennas of the several forms we produce are continuing to amaze
people who have tried them. One American amateunconstructor reader of the
Internet antenna experimenters' magazine who made a small copy of our published
GP CFA and obtained results from indoors which were all within 1 S point of an
outdoor inverted Von 40 metres. The E -plate cylinder was 5* die. & T tall. The D plate disc was 9' in dia. !Ref. K5CNF on CFA forum on www.antennex.com May 8th,

Cable
Fans

Switches
Relays

Transformers
Hardware
Headphones
Soldering equipt
PCB materials
Service aids

1999i.

For technical details and prices write, fax, 'phone or Email stating whether you
want: 11
Crossed Field Loop for any band pole mounting or mobile, or
21 Multiband CFL for a balcony or vehicle, or
31 EM Delay -line Radiator for laying -on. or around, the house.

Electrovalue Ltd. See us al *Mb silo armaaleCtrOvaluccium
Shop. Tel 0161 437 1945 Fax- 0161.132 4127. E-mail. saImqvIectrOvalue tern

680 Sumba* Lane, Manchester MIS INS
Mail order. Tit 01,84 433504 Fax 01784 433605 E-mail. ealeugelectrovalue.co.uk

Proprietor:- Maurice C Hately, M Sc HEE

Unit 5, Beta Way, Thorpe Industrial Perk, Egham, Survey TW20 BRE

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
SMALL PARE ENDED ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS nuF 450v w 0 (1 ts. S
10 to, El
0.11E5 rrtenlatiala PC 4-ssa 0 ill OF 400. y,

Partners) H Baker

THE ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY with 25 way D' type C16.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version (as above, with variable hysteresis) 019.99
TRANSMIT versionlPocsag 114 Fax.SSTV,HamComm Tx) £24.99

Tel 01522 529767

0

J Leiden

DURIUER OIL MU/ CAPACITORS Rif ?SR vire. sue 730 . I 211.161mto O E3 late 200ta 30 vai ',fps Ono
o lag lot canon are,

Adaptors 25/9E3.00. 25inatins (3.00.4 way RS232 Switch Box £17 50
1n, 25 way cable C6.00 Shareware on 3.5' HD Disks JVFAX7 4. HamCortwn 3.1
Pktmonl2 * Pocsag IPD2.04) Wxgraph Frogs C2.50 RADIORAFT V3.0 C2.50
DLSAW SSTV 0/1.21£2.50JVComm32 12 disk) C-3.50

MIAMI cue -acmes 1000 thial bolt bairn, keel ir melee *Wised aft 15

REGISTERED VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE
INCLUDING LATEST RADIORAFT VERSION 3.0

stow MOTION MOVE 10 to I 0E295..7 figarde ranee + n 70

rut 253419 S 35g. Mann 045p, ant 0 350,13040 2So. ES 20o. mai pots USW 0 rip
SURPLUS ON CAST BOXES 7. 4 .11r E4 kJ. 1 o 4 x an 0 (4 TS

ELECTROLYTIC csnorosts I 0-10.100 450, is 0 C. 3232of 450. kg la 100 60,* a ft SOO 300.*

NEW Radii:Met V3,012419 DL4SAWIGSHPC SSTV (V2.31 £34.99

El 60 31.3214 nlx ov a CI. 5o.50uF215.w OEI
15006004, writ, .rtainartanns and
kr MUMMIES ME CT471C camplol. wi n wet liradS, RI organ
ognmrobto toed. nut nay micgiort Tenn 3 type 0 ball nn 0 f20 ITV Eke
EX./UDC/LIFT 111A14MTIVI TYPE A011ewo acwosaa ens me Elli OME tXDO AVCIA 0 Cl) IPSP Elh
RADIAL CAPACITORS 0 010 400o v. O 200. 0 VW 41:0. ix 0 210. a aIy4 AN. e 300
17V. 556 vial dm a n295. f22 pox
O F. TRANSISTORS SO I411. to
VARIABLE MUSE REGULATOR tat3ITI a 3 fot 11
TRANSISTORS Ann 0 E3 50. 81047 CI Q 254429 0 i2 8tY91C 0 ES. SDI till 0 I350. 414164 0 (2 50,
IIIWISA CI 3101E2 St)
ACCESS. SliftCH. 5ARCL4kCAII05 AMERICAN EXPRESS cards 'mom
PAP a under (10. Over Fee. unless ottemrse cora

HemComm3.1 E19.99 SlrySpy V1,5 U 4 ..:.:.' Pocsag IP02.04)119 99
JVComm32 C49.99 Creative 5818 SoundCard for JVComm C24 99
All prices UKEire int VAT . P&P. For non-EU deduct 17. 5% VAT
All products (except software) carry a full money back guarantee.
Minimum credit card order E16.00. Outside British Was add £2.00

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe Bucks HP13 5DR
Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: (014941448236
www.pervisell.com e-mail: ham@pervisell.com

AERIAL ROTATOR FOR ONLY £49.95!
Rotor ,'...;,,;u AP3110XL and control console
Continuous indication of beam heading
Clamps to

T

(52rnrn I max, mast end

Medium
Duty
Rotator

'Whet' type mounting. Vertical load
Carrying 454. Special offer 149.95

T main mast
loo' stub mast

AR1201 Alignment Bearing
clip'

klosysirev-- -

-,-.-i, head loadS Fitted

-410 above rota', £1895.
Carnep on wt., meta f350

If you need Valves/Tubes or other
electronic components
then. try us!

I

takes 1..s'138mm) max. stub mast

.

Colorotor

Bearing EISA

AERIAL TECHNIQUES
11 Keel Road. Parkstone. Poole. Dorsal BHll tEH

ater 110a0 on cu rib

.

As from 1st August. 1999 our address will be -

10161-'

Tel: 01202 738232
Fax: 01202 716951

.

We have vast stocks, widespread sources and
38 years specialist experience in meeting
our customers requirements.

Vertical toad carrying 113kg

NEW MI CAT/11060E AYAIUAIE flY AMIN

.w.
kia.

a®e

CRC CHELMER VALVE COMPANY

New Channel
Master

Light Duty Rotator

r

faEa

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

AR300XL

Chartered Electrical Engineer

DEMODULATORS FOR JVFAX HAMCOMM
SKYSPY RADIORAFT DL4SAW & POCSAG

25 The Strait
Lincoln LN2 IJF

0000 OMIT/ CERAIMC BM VALVE NOLOINS sin tan 0 ISp.ara
coiarric nek skirt 050o each

GM3HAT

E-mail m.hatelyd-talk21.com

CFA OPERATING COMPARISONS

Connectors

Ja BIRKETT

1 KENFIELD PLACE, ABERDEEN AB1 5 7111N

TEL/FAX: (01224) 316004

The Stables. Baddow Park. Great Beddow, Chelmsford. Essex CM2 7SY
Tel: 01245 474147 Fax 01245 474347

rvm!

LCOMMUNICATIONS

TELIFAX

UNIT 6, WORLE INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, COKER ROAD
WORLE, WESTON-SUPER-MARE BS22 6BX

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR
ICOM, VAESU, ALINCO, KENWOOD,
REALISTIC, AOR, AKD, FAIRHAVEN.

ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURES OF
P.S.U.s. TUNERS, ROTATORS. ETC
ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS OF
ANTENNAS, CUSHCRAFT. TONNA,
CHELCOM, WATSON. DIAMOND
MUCH MORE

READ THE
BIG ADDS
PHONE US
FOR SMALL
PRICES

01934 512757
SPECIAL OFFER

NEW

CABLE BULK PURCHASE PER 100M ROLL
RG213U
£62 P&P
WC519 Very low loss
£90 P&P

YAESU VX-5R

RGS8CU
7 CORE ROTATOR

6M, 2M 70CM

OSL CARDS !SENO LARGE SAF

£PHONE

£22 + P&P

£45

P&P

SAMPLES'.

LOG BOOKS
OSL CARD HOLDERS

EARTH RODS

FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS PHONE NOW FOR A VERY COMPETATIVE PRICE
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Whilst phi -es of goods shown in advertisements are correct at

the time of going to press, readers are advised to check both

prices and availability of goods with the advertiser before
ordering from non -current issues of the magavne.

To advertise on this page see booking form.

For Sale

Miscellaneous

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100,
R210, HRO. £5 each. Circuits £1.50.
Hundreds available. SAE list. Bentley, 27
De Vere Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG1 3EB.

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and
other parts at attractive prices! Ring for
free list. Geoff Davies (Radio)

TOP PRICES PAID

Tel: (01788) 574774.

Tel: 0181-554 6631.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for
Vintage Service data, circuits and manuals
from 1900 to the 1970s. Free brochure

from Tudor Gwilliam-Rees, Savoy Hill
Publications, 50 Meddon St, Bideford, The

Little White Town, North Devon, EX39
2E0. Tel: 01237 424280.
E-mail:

tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net
Visa & Mastercard accepted.
THE RF-KIT CATALOGUE. send 2x 2nd
class stamps or browse
www.rf-kits.demon.co.uk
Hands Electronics, Tegryn, Llanfyrnach,
Pembs SA35 OBL. Tel 01239 698427.
FT-726[Yaesu
YAESU
FT -290/690/

790R Mkl, CTCSS encoder units made to
order, quick service, very easy to fit. £22
inc. P&P. Alan GOPHT OTHR. Tel: 01509

VALVES GALORE Most valves available
from stock. Otherwise obtained quickly.
Please send SAE stating requirements or
telephone. VALVE & ELECTRONIC
SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157 Dickson

Wanted

Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: 101253) 751858 or Fax: 101253) 302979.
E-mail: chevet@globalnet.co.uk

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED
Ham, Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for
FREE list to: Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish
G4MHI,
28
Banks
Ave.,
Golcar,
Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4LZ.
Tel: 01484 654650. Fax: 01484 655699.
E-mail: wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

EXPLORE 136 Our sensitive upconvertor
tunes 0 to 500kHz on four or 14MHz IF.
£22.95. EXPLORE 6 sensitive low noise

PX25 £130. GZ34 £8. GZ32 £8. DA100

old N's and telephones? Send 2 x

1st

class stamps for catalogue of books, bits
& pieces. etc. Old Time Supplies, PO Box
209, Banbury, Oxon OX16 7GR.

Holidays
NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan bunkhouse - camping. Elevated rural site,
two miles from beach, use of shack and
antennas, open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho,
Pwllheli. Tel: 01758 740712. Packet
address: GW4VAG@GB7BAY#55.GBR.EU

Langres Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon
Surrey CR0
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAX: 0181-684 3056.

CASH FOR

BOX audio switch. Catch the redioactivity
on your cassette tape £19.50, post £1.50
any item. Detailed information sheets on
request. Livewireless, 25 Halsall Road,
Birkdale, Southport, Lancs PR8 3DB. Tel:
01704 563178 after 6pm.
INTERESTED IN VINTAGE WIRELESS

semi -conductors and ICs.

Valves

550420. Fax: 01509 551635. E-mail:
g0pht@sk51.freeserve.co.uk

convertor 28MHz IF, many Europeans
received on prototype £23.95. SIGNAL

for all your valves, tubes,

VALVES. ECC32 £10.
ECC33,135 £6. ECC831F86 £3.50. KT66 £35.
KT88 £55. EL34 £20. EL37 £18. PX4 £70.
£150. 4212E £150. PT15 £10. Ask for free
wanted list.
Colomor (Electronics) Ltd, Unit 5,
Huffwood Trading Estate, Bookers Road,
Billinghurst, W. Sussex RH14 9RZ.
Tel: 01403 786559. Fax: 01403 786560.

E-mail: giacomelli@colomor.demon.co.uk

VALVES FOR SALE, swap, wanted.
Thompson. 83 School Lane, Hartford,
Cheshire. Tel/Fax: 01606 871082.

VINTAGE VALVE RADIOS Various

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
Pre -1980.
communication
receivers
Preferably working and in good condition.
Non working sets considered also domestic
valve radios. Items of Government surplus

wireless equipment and obsolete test
equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and audio
components and accessories. Pre -1975

wireless and N books and magazines.
Also, most valves wanted for cash. Must be
unused and boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road,
Blackpool, FY1 2EU. Tel: 101253) 751858 or
Fax: (01253)302979.
E-mail: chevet@globalnet.co.uk

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 1kHz-250-MHz,
>20,000 stocked. 32.768kHz/£1.65,
38kHz11.65, 400kHzif 3.95,
455.2kHz/£1.50. 3.2768MHz/E1.95.
7.03MHz/£3.95, 10.106MHz/£3.50,
10.7MHz/C1.75, 11.0592MHz/E1.60.

21.06MHz/£3.95 etc. SPXO/TCXONCX0
devices from £2.50. Ceramic filters &
oscillators. 26 page list. Circuits &
applications booklet/£5.00.
0-Electonic Design. Tel: 0181-391 0545.
Fax/Msge 0181-391 5258.

models for sale all fully restored. Wireless
and
cabinet
restoration.
repairs

Established on the south coast for

12

years. Tel/Fax: Geoff Luxton 01903 531389

DISCLAIMER
Some el tne products offered for sale in advertisements ir
magazine may have been obtained tram abroad offrom unauthonseo

sources. Pronto! Wirriess athises restless contemAtIg rat
orderto eneurfe vaiether the products are suitable to: use in me UK
and nave full after -sales back-up available. The publ,shrs of
Procncat VVimiess wan to point out that rt is the tesoelogiry of
readers to ascertain the legality or whereas* of items offered fai
sale by advertisers in thiS magazine

Computer Software
& Hardware
SSTV-PACKET Tx/Rx
PC-AMIGA
interfaces from £28.50. SAE leaflets,
demodisk £1. Peter Lockwood G8SLB, 36
Davington Road, Dagenham, RM8 2LR.
Tel: 0208-595 0823

http://wvvw.angelfire.com/ok/g8sIb
Please photocopy this time it you prefer

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept, Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202) 659920, Fax: (01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the
available issue of PW) for
insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for f

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
(42p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Name:

Address'

Telephone No:

Box Number 0 70p: Tick if appropriate

Category headier
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The books listed have been selected as being of special
interest to our readers. They are supplied direct to your
door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

Book SNIT

1999 Radio Amateur
CalIbook On CDROM

This month's 'Buy Of The Month' comes in the shape and form of a CDROM. The 1999

Radio Amateur Callbook contains all International and North America listings
and is a useful thing to have in your library. But what if you want to access it whilst using
the computer and the nearest copy is in the lounge? Well, worry no longer - now you can
have a copy closer to hand so close in fact that it will take just a few minutes to boot up and you'll
have the entire Call Book at your fingertips.
There are more than 1 490 000 licensed Radio Amateurs from across the world in this Call Book as well
as 54 new maps. Bearings and distance are now included on US callsigns, one map for each State in the US and for
each Province in Canada, you will be able to print an address straight on to an envelope with this CDROM.
Apart from all of the above, you can search for callsigns by prefix and'or district, or you can search by first or last
name, city and zip code (post code) - all in one search and you can search International data by name, street, city, province
or region. All of this can be yours for a mere £25 plus £1 P&P IUKI plus £2 P&P loverseas). The 1999 Radio Amateur

Ca!took usually costs £40! Offer closes 30 September 1999
To order please either use the form on page 82 or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote PW9.
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fET THE siq PICTURE WITH THE NEW IC -2800H, ICOM'S LATEST DUAL -BAND, MOBILE
TRANSCEIVER. THE IC-280DH'S UNIQUE LCD HAS USER -SELECTABLE DISPLAY MOPES AND VIDEO

CAPABILITIES. BUT IT'S NOT JUST PRETTY- IT'S fOT DURABLE CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION
FLEXIBILITY, A BANDSCOPE FUNCTION, INDEPENDENT TUNI10 CONTROLS, CONVENIENT

MEMORY EDITINq AND MUCH MORE - ADVANCED FUNCTIONS, CONVENIENT FEATURES AND
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE - qoov cRIEF,
QA(Plf.e.:

f;

The IC -280010 unique colour LCD

The packet socket connects directly to a

All memory chaweet contents and set mode

provides four different display matt and
switch labels to help night-time viewing.

packet modem, 1200bps packet is alto
possible via this or the mit connector.

contents are programmable from your re.

with the optional CS -2800 dm*,
software and OPC-478 cloning cable.

The controller is separated from the main

lout for installation flexibility Install

Icom's independent (may control system
is employed with tuning dial, AF aid

A total of 232 (kennels, 99 regular, 5

the controller on your vehicle's hi/aboard

squelch level controls and 4 function

for log and repeater and I call channel for

with the main knit under your seat.

control switches for each band

each band. are available
.

_

FM
The IC -280010 external video terminal
can monitor TV broadcasting with TV
tuner; recorded picture frolot
video/digital camera or display a fl'S
map via a car navigation ',Went

'5!ir.fire

fi.4«.!i!.,1

Easily find busy fregmencies or unoccupied

Current travoceivert require you to

To improve operation ex narrow bolo VHF

transfer a memory to YFO, thee; reprogram

FM channels the IC -2800H is equipped

it after doing any editing Not so with
the IC -2800H.

with a dedicated narrow band FM mod(

The HM -98 remote control microphone

controls almost all functions remotely.

frequencies within d itedfied frequency

Key backlighting in the HM -98

bandwidth (up to ±500ktft; according to

provides easy operation

selected tuning step).

even at night
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.EARTH- STATION FT -847
HF/50/144/430 MHz All Mode Transceiver
"Compact. toogreat for our
nexl 'rover
operation:

-And the DSP
helped me
hear my first
moonbounce
srgnacever1'

The FT -847 changes base station operation
forever. Now. three radios in one--HF.
VHF/UHF, satellite: technology in its finest
application, from the world leader in amateur
communication.
With its unequaled combination of fea-

tures. like DSP filters-notch, NR and BPF,
built-in 6 -meter, voice monitor. separate sub band dial. Shuttle Jog dial. Smart Search.
and digital meter, the FT -847 is the only radio

VHF UHF
i"HE
and satellite,

all-indher

of its kind! Exclusively for satellite work. 19
memories exceed any other radio. For performance, power -up with 100W for HF/6-meter,
and 50W for 2 -meter and 430 MHz.
Additional 'must -haves" include cross -band
full duplex, normal/reverse tracking, CTCSS
and DCS encode:decode, and direct keypad
frequency entry. Plus, the FT -847 is
1200/9600 bps packet -ready.
Take the next step in all -band performance
and take home the FT -847 today!

Only one transceiver gives you
II mode operations on HF/50/144/430 MHz
with full Satellite capability.

ATAS-100

Active Tuning Antenna System
Designed for the FT -847. Works on 7/14/21/28/50/144/430 MHz
Amateur Bands for mobile operation.

Choice of the Worhr s lop DrerN

http://www.yaesu.co.uk

Specifications sublect to change .,iilhout notice Specifications guaranteed only within amateur bands
Some accessories and.or options are standard in certainareas Check with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details
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